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Abstract
The thesis provides a systematic understandingof the media- government relationship In
the conduct of foreign policy and a rigorous approach of the media's role and Impact on
decision - making processes. It particularly covers a deficiency In the existing literature,
with regard to the media's potential to Influence decision outcomes and cause policy
changes. The thesis Is a theory-based Investigationwhile a case study Is employed for
Illustration purposes.
The thesis approaches the media within the context of an Interaction with the
government that reflects a complex Interconnection of the media and politicians'
decisions and Is here explored with the employment of rational choice and game theory.
The thesis develops a game - theoretic model, which Identifies the media as a
purposeful actor rather than a mere InstrumentIn the hands of politicians; and provides a
rigorous interpretation of the media - government relationship as one between two profit
In
decisions
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the
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maximising
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actors.
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payoffs
this Interaction, and concentrates on the potential Influence that media decisions have
on the government's payoffs.
In this model, the media Influence Is conceptuallsed as an outcome of their ability to
frame information according to their self-interests,which are tied to their organisational
structure and lead to the production of audience - driven news stories. With the
Introductionof framing theory the thesis demonstratesthe power Inherent In the media's
content to affect the recipient's perception of a given situation; and with the aid of
prospect theory, It Incorporates media frames Into the decision-making process and
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frames and governmental decisions that Is applied to and tested through the press
coverage of two Greek - Turkish territorial crises. The Investigation of the two events
to
the
draws
framework
the
media's
power
create
theoretic
upon
within
game conditions of domestic/national cost for the government that can trigger apparently
irrational and risky decisions. The findings suggest a strategic media Impact on decisionmaking processes and highlight the media's role as an actor plausible to affect decision
outcomes and cause policy changes Independentof the policy at hand.
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Introduction

Introduction
'The media today are Indeed part of the policy process... but the government has also
become part of the media process' (O'Heffeman, 1991: 82). The observation of Patrick
O'Heffernan encapsulates the wider Interconnectionand Interdependence between the
media, the government and the political process. The media have admittedly turned Into
central components in politics In democratic states Impinging on both the areas of
domestic and foreign affairs, This thesis Is primarily concerned with the latter and
reflects an attempt to provide a better understanding of the media's power to generate
effects on policyrnaking processes. The thesis approaches the media within the context
of their relationship with the government and seeks to highlight their Influence and
that
the
by
In
foreign
weight
governments
exhibiting
significance
policyrnakingprocesses
themselves accord to the media when planning policies. Although this observation has
already been discussed In the literature, the present thesis provides a more systematic
demonstration of the media's InvolvementIn the governmental decision-making.
The search for a systematic framework, within which to locate and explore the media's
behaviour and influence In relation to foreign policy, Is driven by a primary deficiency
with regard to their role In the process of foreign policyrnaking, as opposed to the
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and less straightforward than the dynamic relationship and Interdependencethey share
In the domain of domestic politics. In the coverage of foreign
affairs both officials and the
media need to adjust their roles to circumstances and parameters that affect their stakes
but have been left largely unexplored. For the officials, such parameters Involve the
coordination of the national and InternationalInterests and the risk that governments run
In a foreign policy case; and for the journalists, It Is the Interrelation of the media's
economic Interests and motivations with their roles as guardians of the country's national
Interest that defines their action and Impact on the making of foreign policy.
These are dynamics that Increase the complexity In understanding the media
politicians' Interaction and the degree of media Influence on governmental decisions, yet,
they have received Insufficient consideration so far. The objective of the thesis lies in
identifying a different dimension of the media- politicians' Interaction by closely looking
Into the forces that shape this Interaction In the arena of foreign policy and how they
result In a more radical media role and Impact than the one Identified In the literature so
far.
The medla-foreign policy relationship
Patrick O'Heffernan has focused on the daily, complex, multilevel transactions that occur
between the media and politicians as an aspect of the media's behaviour that needs to
be comprehended In order to analyse toda)(s media-foreign policy relationship (1991:
82). His'Insider model' Incorporates the significanceof the media's own motivations and
Interests that have turned the media-politiclans' relationship Into a co-evolution. In this,
the media develop as actors whose role expands much further than their mere tactical
use by politicians. O'Heffernan highlighted these motivations as a driving force In the
media's role as Independent entities that resembled policy agencies In the sense that
news production was the outcome of a number of Interactions among Individuals and
Institutions, which aimed at meeting self-interests (1991: 82). He therefore drew upon
the media's purposeful action creating scope for the present thesis to elaborate on this
action and on how It shapes the media-politiclans'relationship In the domain of foreign
policy; more Importantly, how the relationship Itself grows to be significantly more
complicatedthan the existing literature suggests.
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The main researchgap that the thesis alms at coveringlies In the actualmediarole In
and Impact on the foreign policy process.Despitethe attentiongiven to the media's
potentialto affectforeignpolicydecisions,their InvolvementIs still confinedto a largely
Instrumentalrole and more Importantly,one that Influencesthe processof decision.
making,rather than the decisionoutcomes.The study of the media In the conductof
diplomacy(Gilboa,2002; Cohen,1986,Davison,1974),In conflictsituations(Wolfsfeld,
Seib, 1992,Hallin,1986)and humanitarianInterventions(Gilboa,2002;Robinson,
11997;
2001; Livingston,1997) demonstratesfully the media's participationIn the makingof
foreign policy but leaves an obviousdeficit of evidencewith regard to their ability to
Influencepoliticaloutcomes.Hence,a primaryobjectiveof this thesis Is to uncoverthe
media'spowerto Influencethe makingof foreignpolicyto the extentof affectingdecision
outcomesand even causing policy changes.And for the achievementof this end, a
betterunderstandingof the media- governmentInteractionIs requiredIn orderto shed
light on the complexitiesthat the media'srelationshipwith politiciansIncorporatesandto
ultimatelydefinetheir Impacton decisionoutcomes.
An additional deficiency In the existing literature lies In the absence of a 'compound'
media role and Impact, one that recognises dimensions of the media's role as an actor
that Is constantly present and Is constantly likely to affect decision-making processes,
independent of the contextual factors that are adjacent to a given situation. The existing
literature provides a framework that Identifies the media's role in the foreign policy
process as a conditional one that Is tied to and dependent on specific parameters.These
parameters can function as a starting point for the setting of hypotheses, which the
present thesis will attempt to test, verity or disprove; and based on which It will create a
more accurate profile of the media's role In Its Interaction with the government In the
conduct of foreign policy.

Suchparametersare firstlyrelatedto geographicallimitations,whichare reflectedIn the
respectivepoliticalsystemsas well.With the largestpart of the researchhavingfocused
on the US media, a questionthat emergesIs to what extent the media'spotentialto
Influencedecision - making processes,depends on the geographicaland political
contextwithin which a media organisationoperates.In responseto this question,the
thesisemploysa differentexample,the conflictbetweentwo traditionalenemies,Greece
and Turkey.The conflictunravelswithina geographical,politicaland socialcontextthat
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differs from the cases studied so far, and It features two media- government Interactions
different from the relations between the US media and the respective administration. It
therefore alms at Identifying the existence of elements that the specific example
embodies and that permit or prohibit a potential media Impact on the policies of the two
countries. And most Important, it Is essential to Identify a) whether the Greek - Turkish
case reproduces the same conditions that permit - or prevent - media effects as In the
cases the existing literature features, b) whether It Invokes new circumstances on which
the media influence decision outcomes and If so c) whether these new circumstances
are characteristic solely of the Greek - Turkish conflict or can apply to other cases as
well.
Secondly, the existing literature suggests that media effects depend on conditions
related to official policies and governmental decisiveness. The CNN Effect debate
recognises policy uncertainty as a pre-requisite for media effects to take place; while In
situations of conflict Hallin (1986) and Wolfsfeld (1997) rule out any media Influence In
circumstances of elite consensus and governmental agreement on a single political
frame, with regard to the conflict at hand. The example of the Greek-Turkish conflict will
be Investigated In two Individual crises that occurred within a span of nine years and
offer two diverse policy contexts within which the respective media operated. The two
crises can therefore provide scope for the study of the media within policy variations In
the same two countries. These variations will allow for comparlsons that may offer a
more accurate Identification of whether specific policy conditions are required for media
effects to occur and if so, what the nature of these conditions Is. Moreover, the CAses
would also reflect the changes and developments that occurred In the media.
government relations In Greece and Turkey within those nine years. A possible
correlation of different media systems with different media effects will also contribute In
identifying whether a media Impact can only take within specified contextual conditions
or not.

Thirdly,the media'sInfluenceon the makingof foreignpolicyhas beenlargelyexplored
and demonstratedthrough Interviewingforeign policy officials,while In relativelyfew
caseshas the foreignpolicyprocessbeen Investigatedcloselywith the mediacontent
The thesis seeks to identify the media's potential to produce effects on decision
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outcomes through an examination of their content and particularly the frames they
employ In pursuit of their self-interests and motivations.
Hence, In relation to the existing literature and In response to the limitations mentioned
here, the present thesis firstly seeks to offer a better understanding of the complexities
embodied In the media- politicians Interaction,In the domain of foreign policy. Secondly,
It seeks to explore and demonstrate the media's profile as an actor that operates based
on own motivations and self-interests and becomes Integrated In the decision-making
processes Independent of contextual parameters. These are the two main objectives
that will be tackled with the development of a new theoretical framework that locates the
media In the domain of foreign policy and particularly In situaVons of conflict as a
strategic actor. Within this framework, the thesis sets new hypotheses that will guide the
Investigation.
Theoretical objectives and questions
The Inquiry of the thesis Is primarily a theoretical one and Its contribution lies In providing
a detailed and as rigorous as possible an explanation of the media-government
interaction. The thesis seeks to develop a new media-governmentinteraction theoretical
model that offers Insight Into the complexities embodied In this Interaction and highlights
some new dimensions of the media's potential to Influence decision outcomes. The
thesis employs the paradigm of the Greek - Turkish conflict as a case study that serves
Illustration purposes and functions as a foundation for the application and evaluation of
the theory.
A more detailed and thorough analysis of the media-governmentInteraction In the area
of foreign policy Is attained firstly by locating and examining the media In a rigorous
political context of decision-making. Such a context can be Introduced with the process
of bargaining and negotiations In conflict situations. Precisely, It Is the process of
bargaining that offers a new ground for the examination of media roles and the
Investigation of their effects on political outcomes. With the exchange of Information
being a vital process of bargaining situations, the media's role as sources of informavon
automatically acquires a new dimension. Lockhart describes the root of bargaining as a
sedes of three processes: Information Interpretation,decision-makingamong constraints
and search for a satisfactory strategy (1979:86). These processes can ultimately set the
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basis for the development of a rigorous and consistent theoretical framework that
will
bring out different aspects of the media roles and will highlight what I describe In this
thesis as a 'strategic' Impact In the conduct of foreign policy. The assumption here Is that
the media cannot only supply Informationto the Involved parties, but they can also frame
it In ways that reduce or Increase uncertainty, modify belief systems and
even
manipulate Information.
The 'novelty' of such a framework and the Idea of the strategic Impact lies In the
'borrowing' of a theory rooted traditionally In Economics, namely Rational Choice and
Game Theory. Game theory In particular, has been selected for providing an analytical
tool for the investigation of Interactions among players and Is therefore expected to offer
a thorough explanation of the Interaction between the media and the government. The
employment of the theory aims at overcoming the existing gap with regards to the
media's power to affect decisions and political outcomes. It does so by exploring their
behaviour as a domestic constituent that Interacts with other 'players' and behaves
according to own motivations and Interests, and particularly by placing the media In the
decislon-makingprocess and In a strategic Interactionwith the government In which both
actors are after the maximisation of their own profit.
The model focuses on media and politicians' decisions as the outcomes of strategic
planning and of their desire to maximise their benefit. The objective Is to define a) the
extent to which the media frame situations according to profit maximisation and more
Importantly, b) the way In which this affects the government, which also alms to
maximise its own payoff. Approaching the media-goverriment Interaction as one that
evolves around profit-maxlmlsation helps In Identifying points at which the decisions of
one player may affect the payoff of the other, and In this context the media's Impact on
the government's decisions could be hidden In a subtle, unseen Influence that a decision
made by the media can have on the government's payoff. Therefore, through this
Interaction,the aim Is to Investigate a) If and to what extent the government's decisions
can be associated with and affected by the media frames, b) If and to what extent It Is
sensible to expect that the government will ultimately respond to the media by adjusting
Its decisions to their frames and c) if and to what extent the model Itself provides a
realistic explanation of the media's role and Influence on decislon-making processes.
Consequently, the model should be able to demonstrate whether the media can be
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perceived as strategic actors In theory and whether the game-theoretic approach can
explain the media-government InteractionIn a realistic manner.
Once the above theoretical questions are answered, a profile of the media as an actor In
decision-making processes will be created, addressing their power to Involve In and
affect political decision-making processes. This profile Is completed with two
complementary theories, framing theory and prospect theory. The two theories are
associated with the power embedded In the media content to affect policy decisions,
which as mentioned earlier, has not received much attention so far. The assumption
made here Is that the media's strategic role and Impact on the making of foreign policy Is
largely a resultant of their ability to convey news and Information through specific
frames, which journalists define according to their own motivations, and a resultant of
the Implications that such frames have on the perceptions of Individuals about a given
situation, Le. an International conflict.
The power the media's content can enclose Is therefore examined through the theory of
frames, focusing on the media's control over a process of selection that concerns not
just the stories that become news but also the aspects of the story that journalists
choose to elevate In salience. This power Is associated with the Implications that the
process of framing Information In general may have on the perception of the receiver
about a given situation, particularly In terms of decision-making processes. The thesis
demonstrates how similar Implications can stem from media frames as well, by linking
the process of media framing with the psychologicalaspect of framing and Its Impact on
perceptions and decision-making. For this purpose, the thesis Introduces prospect
theory In an effort to Identify the stages In the decision-making process In which media
frames could transform into sources of Influence on Individuals. The objective Is to
identify a mechanism of media Influence on perceptions of risk In particular and how this
can cause decision changes. The main Idea Is to understand a) the extent to which the
selection of frames In the shaping and crafting of news relates to an alleged media
power to Influence perceptions and b) the Impact that media content Is likely to have
particularly on the perceptions of the public. which comprises a key component In the
process through which the media may affect politicians. Although this Is not the first time
that the media-audience relationship has been tackled, here the objective Is to provide a
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cause-effectrelationshipthat is supportedby a valid theoreticalframework,providedby
prospecttheory.
A logical question to follow is concerned with the way in which governments also
perceive the media frames and the extent to which frames could equally influence their
perception and their policy decisions. If prospect theory can help justify the impact of
media framing on individuals' perception of a given political situation, would that
automatically justify an equally decisive impact on politician's perception as well? The
thesis suggests that media frames do not have to alter officials' perceptions to influence
their decisions. Their effect on audiences alone provides a powerful component for the
development of a theoretical model that highlights the power inherent in the media's
content. The cause-effect relationship of media frames and recipients of these frames
will then be located in the game-theoretic model that will provide a clear and accurate
view of the government's understanding of and reaction to the media content. The
game-theoretic approach will help conduct an analysis that does not simply investigate
the reaction of governments to frames but also their conception of frames as part of a
multifaceted media behaviour shaped by their motivations and interests and of course by
their interaction with the audience as well. As a result of the above, the model will define
the role of the media as a strategic actor and the process through which the interactions
that develop among the different components of this model can bring about media
effects and policy changes.
The validity of the model will be tested empirically with its application on the press
coverage of the two Greek-Turkish territorial crises and the investigation of the mediagovernment interaction through the prism of the respective countries and crises. The two
crises represent suitable bargaining examples, ideal for decision-making analysis since
they offer scope for investigation and evaluation of decisions with reference to the
players' stakes, expected gains and risks. They are therefore expected to provide an apt
case for the investigation of the relevance of the media coverage in the governmental
decisions, based on the hypotheses developed in the theoretical chapters.
This empirical material, which consists of the game-theoretic analysis of the two crises
and the content analysis of the press coverage, is put together and analysed through a
correlation between the media framing the crises received and the moves and decisions
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the two governmentsmade. The objective is to identify whether the two elementsare
interconnectedin a way that correspondsto the media-governmentinteractiondescribed
in the theoretical part. On the basis of this empirical data, the thesis interpretsthe
media-politicians'interaction developedin the two crises based on the game-theoretic
framework.It also addressesthe media'spowerto affect decision-makingin a strategic
manner and the degree in which the game- theoretic model represents a realistic
approach to the media's role in foreign policy and conflict situations. As the findings
suggest, the game theoretic approach sheds light on the dimensions of the media's
action as purposefulplayers and on the subtle effect this action has on their interaction
with the government.Their framing procedureis systematicallyanalysedas part of the
decision-makingprocess bringing to light their power to impose a domestic, or else,
audiencecost on the governmentby forcingthem into strategically'irrational'decisions.
The approach ultimately demonstratestheir capacity to influence not just the policy
processbut the policy outcomesas well.
Overview of the thesis
The discussion over the media-foreign policy relationship begins with a literature review
of existing theories and debates with regard to the media's role in the making of foreign
Policy. Chapter one presents a model of the media-politicians relationship, which reflects
a systematisation of the various elements that compose and explain the function of this
relationship. The relationship is discussed basically in the context of domestic politics;
and of foreign policy but from a rather general standpoint at first. The chapter continues
With examining specific areas of foreign policy in order to identify the degree in which the
model of the media-politicians relationship is being reproduced. The main objective of
the chapter is to provide a theoretical background of the media's role in the domain of
foreign policy, which locates the thesis within a broader framework of the literature. It
also identifies the deficiencies in the existing theories, with regard to the media's impact
on the making of foreign policy that the thesis will seek to overcome.
Chapter two introduces a more specific discussion of the media's roles, focusing
particularly on their role as a political actor. The example of the political institution serves
in Providing one of the most detailed descriptions of the media's active role in the
Policyrnaking process. The discussion draws upon the degree of media independence
from the state and the impact it has on the selection and crafting of news stories, as an
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indicatorof the media's powerto definewhat news is and the implicationsof this process
on politicaldecision-making.It is particularlythis processof media selectivitythe chapter
tackles and introduces the theory of frames as a more efficient way to explain the
shaping of news frames and their implications on the recipient. Framing theory is
explained in relation to prospect theory, which emphasisesthe implicationsof frames
particularlyon decision-makingprocesses.
Prospect theory is discussed mainly within the context of politics and international
relations and with reference to historical examples that have demonstrated the crucial
role of framing in decision-making processes. By connecting these two approaches, the
chapter aims to offer a methodical interpretation of the impact that frames can exert on
recipients, especially during processes of decision-making. The concept of public
opinion is also introduced as a linking point between media frames and decision-makers
that helps in creating a cause-effect relationship between the media and politicians. The
chapter reflects the first stage in the formulation of the wider theoretical model of the
strategic media-government interaction that is completed in chapter three.
Chapter three introduces the leading theories in this thesis, Rational Choice and Game
Theory, and offers a justification for the selection of the specific theories stressing the
advantages for the investigation of the media-government interaction within the context
of a conflict situation. It proceeds with explaining the function of political interactions, Le.
conflicts, as games and employs the example of the Cuban Missiles Crisis as a
demonstration of the political game. One of the chapter's purposes is to introduce the
concepts, terminology and procedures that will be employed in the development of the
game-theoretic model and the investigation of the Greek-Turkish conflict. The
introduction of the concept of games in multiple arenas and the merging with the
concepts discussed in chapter two leads to the formulation of a 'nested game' that
represents the media-government interaction and embodies the media's strategic role
and impact in decision - making processes.
Chapter four continues with the analysis of the research design and the methodology the
thesis will employ for the investigation of the Greek-Turkish conflict. Having already
discussed and demonstrated the theoretical part in chapters two and three, chapter four
introduces the method of case study as an instrument for combining and applying the
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theory to the empirical cases as well as the process through which researchquestions
are formed and answeredand hypothesesare provedor disproved.
Following the description of the research design and methodology, chapter five
introduces the historical background of the Greek-Turkish conflict. The chapter describes
the political, social and cultural context within which the two territorial crises were
escalated and resolved; as well as the position that the media hold in the Greek and
Turkish socio-political environment, focusing on the relationship that journalists and
government share in the two countries. It also presents a chronology of the events and
the coverage they attracted by the Greek- Turkish press. Chapter five provides the
information that shapes the foundation on which the game-theoretic analysis of the
crises and the press coverage will be built and prepares the ground for the strategic
analysis of the media-government relationship in the two Greek-Turkish crises. Chapter
six reflects an attempt to put the theory into practice and demonstrates how the strategic
media role becomes a reality, through the press coverage of the Greek-Turkish conflict.
Chapter six is followed by a discussion and final remarks on the strategic nature of the
media-government relationship and the media's power to shape official decisions in the
making of foreign policy. The thesis concludes emphasising the contribution of this
research in the understanding of the relationship between media and the government
and the media's strategic input in the making of foreign policy.
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1.1 Introduction
'The making of foreign policy begins with the gathering and interpreting of information
about international affairs - with the media having an obvious function' (Cohen, 1986: 9).
The statement of Yoel Cohen indicates the indispensable role of information and
communication in the shaping of foreign policy that would ultimately render the media's
function equally vital. The objective of the present chapter is to provide a critical
discussion of the dominant theories and approaches of the media's function in the
domain of foreign policy. This will assist in providing a clearer identification and
understanding of the goals the thesis aims to achieve and the research gaps it aims to

overcome.
The reporting of politics and the influence it can exert on political outcomes can be
understood as a resultant of a relationship the media develop with the government. The
significance of the relationship lies in the exchange of information that occurs between
the two sides and that serves their publicity interests, and in the 'competition' between
media and politicians over the construction of news and the selection of the political
problems and issues to be promoted publicly (Wolfsfeld, 1997). Within this context, the
media's power to influence the political process depends on the government's
dependency on the media for the achievement of publicity. It is therefore understandable
that the discussion of the media's function in foreign policy in the literature unravels
within the framework of the media's interaction with officials, which ultimately defines the
degree of influence the media exert on the shaping of foreign policy. Within this
framework, the media's role is examined in terms of its employment and use as a
Political instrument; in terms of it's increasing power due to the constant development of
communications technologies and through its relation to and impact on the public's
perception of foreign affairs. The different approaches indicate the development of
Competing hypotheses with regard to the media's impact on the foreign policy process
and create scope for further investigation.
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The present chapter is organised in two parts. The first part presentsthe three models
availablein the literaturewith regardto the natureof the relationshipbetweenthe media
and the government. The discussion serves in providing an introduction of the
constituentsthat tie the media with politiciansin the reportingof politics and which help
in the Understandingof the developmentof the media'sfunction in the politicalprocess.
It will describe the media-politicians relationship manifested as a symbiotic, an
adversarialand a dynamicone, explaintheir advantagesand weaknessesand reachthe
conclusionthat to conceptualisethe media-politiciansrelationshipas a complexone that
involvescooperationand conflictappearsto be the most realisticapproach.
Aspects of this relationship will then be reflected in the second part and the discussion of
the media's role in foreign policy putting together the media's profile as a player in the
shaping of foreign policy. The discussion will start off with some general theories of the
construction of foreign news as an outcome of the media's interaction with politicians
and the way in which this interaction defines the media's role as a participant in the
making of foreign policy. The studies of Bernard Cohen and Robert Berry of the
gathering and reporting of foreign news provide in this case some general observations
about the media's interaction with officials in the conduct of foreign policy; while Patrick
O'Heffernan provides a more systematic model of this interaction and brings in the
media's own interests and motivations as a fundamental factor in their relationship with
officials and in the construction and dissemination of news. The relationship between the
media and politicians is here a starting point to present the way it develops in the area of
foreign policy. It is through this relationship that the media's influence on foreign policy
emerges.
The discussion will proceed with more specific examples and aspects of foreign policy In
which the media's impact has been studied. Section 1.3.2 presents the concept of media
diplomacy highlighting the media's role as a diplomatic instrument and its contribution to
the conduct of diplomacy. Particular attention is paid to the role of advanced
communication technologies and the drastic changes they have brought in foreign policy
decision-making. In section 1.3.3 the discussion draws upon the study of the media
particularly in conflict situations as another aspect of the diplomatic process. The section
explains the media's potential to produce policy changes, defined within their
relationship with the government and in relation to the degree of political control in the
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hands of politicians during a crisis. The last section presents the media coverageof
humanitarian crises as a more exclusive form of conflict situations. The section
introducesthe CNN Effect debate and underlinesthe significantchangesbroughtabout
by real-time coverage in the reporting of crises, as well as the media's power to cause
policy changes under the pressure imposed on politiciansthrough the exposureof the
public to humanitarian crises. The chapter will close with an attempt to identify the
deficienciesof the discussedapproaches,which the thesiswill seek to overcome.
1.2

Media and Politicians

The relationship between the media and politicians becomes important for the reason
that it reflects a media-source balance that helps conceptualise the role of the media in
the process of policy formation and their impact on political outcomes. In this section, I
will present three available models of the media-politicians interaction: the adversary
model, the exchange or symbiosis model and the dynamic relationship model. The third
model will be discussed with reference to Blumler & Gurevitch's (1995) expanded
framework. The processes, objectives and interactions encompassed in the relationship
in
the
the
dimensions
role
of
media's
in
the
determine
these
as reflected
various
models
Political process and more specifically in the making of foreign policy.
The adversarial relationship between politicians and journalists is rooted in the opposing
On
the one
realm.
the
communication
the
objectives
two parties pursue within
political
hand, politicians aim at maximising their voters and would therefore want to influence the
information disseminated by the media in order to promote desirable situations and
definitions. On the other hand, journalists aim at maximising their audience by pursuing
newsworthy stories that attract the public's attention. As Doris Graber notes, 'This often
means prying into conflict, controversy or ordinary wheeling and dealing -matters that
government officials would like to keep quiet' (2002: 272). Within this framework, the
media acquire the role of the watchdog protecting the public from governmental
manipulation and keeping politicians accountable. However, as Blumler and Gurevitch
to
fails
to
a
guide
normative
is
provide
argue, the adversarial model
narrow and
journalists' behaviour towards their sources. It actually appears to include no regulations
for instances about the access rights of government spokespersons and critics or
willingness to offer praise where it is appropriate. It also fails to acknowledge the amount
Of cooperation between the media and the government. Moreover, given that to produce
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political messages a collaborative interaction is essential, it is impossible for mutually
adversarial positions to maintain (1995: 28-29).
The exchange model appears to overcome the above weaknesses focusing on precisely
that interdependence, which is built upon the common interests of journalists and
politicians in the construction of the news and the advantage that each side expects to
gain through the cooperation with the other. The model draws upon the mutual benefits
the two sides gain from political reporting. Also, as Blumler and Gurevitch state, 'the
model seems more sensitive to the fluid nuances of the political advocate-professional
communicator relationship' (1995: 30). It manages to explain the variations in the degree
of cooperation between the two sides, which increases or declines according to the
respective benefits inherent. However, for Blumler and Gurevitch, the exchange model
informal
the
to
it
from
and
personal
overstress
suffers
weaknesses as well since appears
relationship between media and politicians neglecting the regularities and structure it
embodies and therefore rendering the relationship unpredictable. At the same time, it
fails to mention the rules, which define what is acceptable and what is not in this
exchange relationship (1995: 30-31).
The assertion takes us to the third model that describes the media-politicians
by
Dan
Berkowitz
discussed
been
has
This
dynamic
relationship as a
model
one.
(1992), who suggests that role theory can provide a more accurate approach of the
relationship. The focal point in this case is a common culture the two parties share,
formed basically by their social environment. On the one hand, the roles of the media
are largely defined by forces, such as the norms of the journalistic profession or the
by
influenced
too
hand
are
On
the
policyrnakers
media organisation (1992:93).
other
Political parties they belong to, or by ideological functions (1992:94), based on which
they develop respective roles. With defending the role theory, Berkowitz does not negate
the cooperative or adversarial nature of the media-politicians relationship. He suggests a
rather dynamic relationship that can be both cooperative and adversarial always
depending on specific conditions of the interaction.
Berkowitz's suggestion is more explicitly explained through Blumler and Gurevitch's
$expandedframework' (1995). The authors suggest an interaction between two sets of
mutually dependent actors that pursue opposing, yet overlapping objectives. Both sides
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aim at realising certain objectives vis-b-vis the audience,for which a certain degree of
cooperationand adaptation to each other's ways is required, without excluding some
tension as well. The relationshipof the two parties is also role regulated. On the one
hand journalists gather and report news through specified daily routines. On the other
hand, politicians operate within a governmentor departmentof state representingits
interests and responding to the expectationsof colleagues.At the same time, both
actors are expected to behave accordingto certain roles towards each other and their
behaviouris shaped by expectationsof how each will behavetowards the other. A vital
consequenceis that the authodtyof these roles not only does define the interactionand
the degree of exchange between the two parties, but it also renders the relationship
predictable.
This ultimately gives rise to a shared culture that defines how the two parties should
behave towards each other. This culture may include criteria of objectivity and fairness in
the coverage of politicians and political parties, as well as a number of news values that
define what issues should be treated as newsworthy. It is also important to note that a
shared culture often emerges through a process in which the two sides try to influence
one another for their own benefit and also through controversies that might rise between
the two actors.
The grounds of this shared culture are also open to conflicting interpretations that may
give rise to agenda setting questions regarding who should determine which definition of
Political problems the public should think about; and responsibility questions with regard
to the failure of political communication.' Conflicting interpretations entail potential
disruption that is controlled by mechanisms of conflict management. These mechanisms
may include hierarchically structured procedures for dealing with complaints about the
Violation of rules, forums for reviewing existing rules or even the establishment of
institutions that would socialise the members of one party to the needs of the other
(Blumler & Gurevitch 1995: 32-42).

1 'The

process of political communication includes two sets of institutions- political and media
organizations- which are involved in the course of message preparation in much 'horizontal'
interaction with each other, while on a 'vertical, axis, they are separately and jointly engaged in
disseminating and processing information and ideas to and from the mass citizenry'
Blumler & Gurevitch, (1995: 12).
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The dynamicrelationship,and more specificallythe expandedframeworkrepresentthe
most detailedand explicitapproachto the medla-politicians
Interaction.It encompasses
the principleIdeasof the exchangeand adversarialmodeland draws upon the various
Interconnectedconstituentsthat tie the media with their sources In the reportingof
politics. More precisely, the expanded framework reflects a media-government
Interactionthat Involvescooperation,conflict,mutualexploitationand mutualInfluence
betweenthe two actors.More Importantly,It Is a relationshipthat Is constantlyevolving
and fluctuating according to a given situation, which creates scope for further
Investigationand Identificationof its ImplicationsIn the wider politicalenvironmentand
politicaldecision-makingprocessesIncludingthe domainof foreignaffairs.The media's
role In the conductof foreignpolicyhas beenstudiedwithina similarframeworkand the
existingtheories representaspects of this dynamicrelationshipbetweenmedia and
politicians.The studies discussedIn the followingsections offer an overviewof the
media's function In the making of foreign policy that demonstratesthe various
dimensionsof the media-politiciansInteractionas describedabove. The studies are
organisedin terms of different foreign policy sectionswith each section providinga
differentviewpointof this relationship.
1.3

Media and Foreign Policy

1.3.1 The Media. Politicians' Interaction In the domain of foreign policy
In this first section It is Important to obtain an understanding of how the dynamic
relationship between media and politicians as described above. manifests Itself In the
area of foreign policy. At this stage one might query whether and to what extent the
media-politicians relationship develops differently In the domain of foreign policy than In
the domain of domestic affairs. The specific question has been tackled by Nicholas Berry
(1990), who emphasises the difficulties In accessing Information sources and the limited
knowiedge of journalists about particular Internationalevents. This results In the greater
dependency of journalists on what officials do and say and therefore In a limited effect of
the media on the making of foreign policy. On this respect, Berrys argument contradicts
the Idea of the dynamic relationship described above and highlights the governmental
use of the media for Its own purposes. His observation lies In the press' Inability to
Interpret and evaluate foreign policy Initiatives In their eady stages as It focuses mainly
on getting the story and turning It Into news. He claims that contrary to the reporting of
domestic politics, In the coverage of foreign policy the press' task Is to Inform the public
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and it becomescriticalonly when the foreignpolicyIs at the stagewhen the outcomeIs
knownand Is a failure.This Is also the only case when the administrationwill seek to
managethe news In an attempt to play down the loss and reducethe domesticcost
(1990:xiii).
In order to support his hypothesis, Berry conducted a research of the American press
coverage of the US policy actions In Vietnam, Cambodia, and Lebanon, and It Is through
a comparative analysis with Linksy's (1986) findings of the press coverage of domestic
policy Issues that he demonstrates the differences In the reporting of domestic and
foreign affairs, and through which he highlights the media's dependency on officials. He
calls the policymaking process a 'formulation stage' and In that media Influences are
diminished as the reporting remains In line with the official policy. Conversely, In what he
describes as the 'outcome stage' reporters are In the position to evaluate the success or
failure of policies abroad, they can produce more in depth analysis and provide opinions
from opposition sources that could generate more critical and hostile coverage (1990:
140).
Berry's main argument lies In the fact that the press will become critical and question
policies that appear uncertain because - within the role relationships It develops with the
government - It expects some coherence from the administration In order to report
foreign affairs. He cites the example of the media coverage of the Vietnam War stressing
that when journalists reported on the failing US policy they did not aim at undermining
the government's power or the soldiers' moral. The reporting was merely reflecting the
divided officials and uncertain policies (1990: xiv-xv). He ultimately recognises a limited
Impact of the media In the foreign pollcymaking process as In all Instances the press will
await and accept the presidential decision. Its Independent role In the foreign
policymaking process Is therefore minimal.
Berrys argument is however contradicted by one of the early and pioneering studies In
the literature of the media and foreign policy that 13 Bernard Cohen's 'The Press and
Cohen draws upon a so-called 'symbiosis' between the media and their
described
In
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in
the
line
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term
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sources, a
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previous section, and he addresses the question about 'the consequences for the
foreign policy making environment, of the way the press defines and performs Its job and
Foreign PolW.
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the way that its outputIs assimilatedby the participantsIn the process'(Cohen,1993:4).
The study tackles the Issue of the role the media play In foreign policymakingand
administrationand Identifiesthree media roles within the frameworkof their symbiosis
with politicians:the observer,the participantand the catalyst. The argumentCohen
makes Is that the three roles definewhat the press does In the foreign policy-making
processand help understandthe Implicationsof a pressbehaviourthat the pressIs often
unawareof (1993:5).
This
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Cohen's analysis of the press' role In the foreign policymaking process Is a rigorous one
that addresses the determinants that shape the foreign policy coverage and the
mechanisms through which this coverage Is used by pollcymakers and ultimately has an
impact on the processes of policymaking. However, he atttibUtC3the media's role as
aactors' mainly to their helpful cooperative role In a symbiosis with officials that looks
reasonable given the minimal public Interest In foreign policy at that Ume (O'Haffeman,
1991: 81); but this Is an Idea that refers to a rather Instrumental role and provides no
compelling understanding of the media's active participation In the foreign policy

process.
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The studies of Cohen and Berry proceed with analysis of the media's role In the process
of foreign policymaking In terms of a media-govemment Interaction that draws upon the
efforts made by both actors to do their jobs. However, they represent two relatively
contradictory and Incoherent approaches to the media's role and Impact on the process
of foreign policy. On one hand, contrary to Cohen's argument about an actor of
tremendous consequence, Berry does not recognise a media Impact on the process of
foreign policy. At the same time, even If Cohen himself refers to the media's role as a
political actor, he does not provide sufficient evidence of an active and Independent
media role. In other words, both studies draw upon a media. politicians Interaction that
entails a certain degree of media dependency on the government and a rather limited
Impact on the making of foreign policy.
A third study that offers a systematic approach of the Interaction between media and
politicians In the domain of foreign policy Is Patrick 0' Heffernan's Insider model of the
media's role in American foreign policy (1991). O'Heffernan provides a model of the
media-government relationship focusing on the roles the media play In the shaping of
foreign policy as an outcome of this relationship. Particular emphasis Is placed on the
media's role and impact on the process of foreign policy as resultants of the media's own
Objectivesand motivations. His theoretical framework manages to capture the media's
Integration In policy formation and their relationship with officials, as one that goes
beyond the symbiotic, exchange or adversarial models and develops on the same lines
as the expanded framework described in the previous section.
O'Heffernan's conception of the media. government relationship In the domain of foreign
policy is one of co-evolution. This derives from the co-development of the worldwide US
foreign policy and the global media Industry that requires understanding the effect of
,various complex transactions and that Incorporates a mutual exploitation between the
two sides. What O'Heffernan alms at is demonstrating how It Is not just the media that
are part of the policy process but also the government has become part of the media
process (1991: 82).

Accordingto the Insidermodel,the mediaoperateInsidethe foreignpolicyprocessas a
tool of the Involvedgovernmentalplayers and they operate outside, as part of the
environment,shaping policy. O'Heffernanrefers to GrahamAllison's study of foreign
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policy process,'Essence of Decision'and particularlyto Allison's observationof the
mediaactingas an observerwith what O'Heffemancalls a 'diffused'Input(1991:96). He
thereforedevelopshis model In contrastto Allison'stheoryand recognisesthe media's
role both as an Input to the shaping of foreign policy and an output that Influences
decision-makIng
from the outsideandaccordingto their own Interests.
The model Is specified as follows: as an Input, the media Influence the making of foreign
policy through processes such as supplying Information. defining acceptable
performance, drawing attention to parVcular goals and setting the pace and time for
decision-making (1991: 98-99). In this case, the media operate as sources of Information
and lend themselves to the various players' uses. Therefore, their Impact Is mostly the
outcome of the Intentions of policy makers. As an output. some of the techniques the
media operation Includes are press conferences, leaks, background meeUngs, press
briefing books etc. Contrary to their role as Input, In this case media coverage is not
necessarily the result of the policy makers' Intentions. 'Media output by government
requires the cooperation of a separate set of Independent and powerful enbtlesnewspapers, networks and wire services' (1991: 102). The significance of the role of the
media as outside players lies In the insertion of their own bias In the final output which
renders the media not just a neutral communicationchannel. O'Heffernan Identifies their
Influence on the foreign policy process as an outside one because It results from own
motivations and Is Independent of the policies at hand. Most Important. these
motivations define the frames through which they present an Issue; and given that such
frames define the way In which the public perceives the Issue as well, they ultimately
influence policy making by defining the Issues that have to be dealt with by
governmental players.
The Insiders' model Integrates the media In the foreign policy process and reflects their
Interrelation with politicians In a more effective way. Contrary to Barry and Cohen's
observations, It appears to Identify an Influence of the media on the foreign policy
process; and it does so as an outcome not just of their employment as political tools but
of their own incentives and Interests as well. The Insiders' model encompasses aspects
of Blumler and Gurevitch's expanded framework In the foreign policy domain as It
emphas1sesthe mutual exploitation and Influencesbetween the two actors as well as the
constantly evolving Interaction between media and politicians. It also provides a
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demonstration of more strategic aspects In the media-politicians Interrelation and
evidence that officials do take the media Into consideration as an Information Input in
their process of decision-making. It could be described as a more accurate and complete
representation of the media-politicians' Interaction In the foreign policy domain. when
compared to Berry and Cohen's concepts. These three studies demonstrate an effort to
Identify the media's position In the making of foreign policy In relation to their relationship
with the government. The following sections will discuss some of the key findings In the
literature, and how the study of the media In the different areas of foreign policy
develops within this framework of media-politiciansInteraction.
1.3.2 Media, Diplomacy and International negotiations
A considerable body of the literature Is concerned with the media's role in the conduct of
diplomacy and International negotiations. The study of the media within the context of
diplomacy focuses a) on the Instrumental employment of the media by policyrnakersfor
the achievement of diplomatic goals, leading to what has been described as media
diplomacy (Gilboa, 2002; Cohen, 1986), and b) on the Impact that media and
communication technologies have on the way foreign policy Is shaped. The present
section will present an overview of the observations made in the literature with regard to
the development of the media's role as a diplomatic Instrument and its Impact on the
conduct of diplomacy and international negotiations.
The Media and the conduct of Diplomacy
The term 'diplomat' refers to foreign policy officers and other agencies concerned with
foreign policy (Davison, 1974:175). As Suzanne Keller states, 'diplomats It Is generally
agreed, must do at least three things, 1) represent their countries In foreign countries, 2)
Inform their home offices about trends and conditions In countries to which they are
assigned; and 3) negotiate International agreements' (1956: 176-177). These are three
diplomatic missions that depend greatly on communication and the transmission of
messages, Impressions and Interpretationsfrom one party to the other. The formulation
here Is that In order to accomplish their missions and gain access to the political
situation of a country, diplomats often use the Informationobtained from the local media.
One of the early studies on media roles In the conduct of diplomacy and International
negotiations was carried out by Philips Davison (1974). In his article 'News Media and
International Negotiation' he discusses the contribution that the press can make to
International agreement, after having conducted a series of Interviews with diplomats
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andjournalistsIn Washington,NewYork and WesternEurope.Davisonarguesthat the
fact that negotiationsIn democraticcountriesare semi-publicmakesit hardto maintaina
negativehypothesisabout the media'srole In such processes(1974: 178).Amongthe
variousways In which the news media can facilitatethe diplomaticprocess.Davison
recogniseshow the media can offer a basis for negotiationamong states by being
employedby the governmentto find out whetherother governmentsare Interestedin
negotiatingas well as by fosteringInformalnegotiations(1974: 179).He also Identifies
the media's positiverole In keepingagencieswithin a single governmentInformedof
ions of
each other's thinking and ensuringthat diplomatsare Informedabout the posit.
their governments;as well as their functionas a linkagebetweennegotiatorsand the
publicand a communicationchannelfor the exchangeof diplomaticmessagesbetween
states(1974:181-184).
Davisondoes not overlookthe negativeimplicationsthat publicityand the massmedia
can cause to negotiationsprocesses.He recognisesthat publicity might harm the
diplomat'spublic Image and leaks can similarlydamagethe trust that Is essentialfor
reachingan agreement.However,he does emphasisethe contributionof the mediaIn
the conduct of successful negotiations,which Is also verified given the degree of
dependencyof foreign policymakerson the news media.He concludesby statingthat
the way for diplomatsto minimisethe dysfunctionsof the publicitythe mediaprovide.Is
by carefully weighing the positive and negativeeffects of exposing negotiationsIn
progressand by findingthe right balancein the degreeof publicityrequired(1974:190).
Later studies on the media's diplomatic funcUonshave elaborated on the main media
roles described In Davison's article. In his book 'Media Diplomacy Yoel Cohen
Investigatesthe role of the British media In the formation of foreign policy and describes
the media and diplomacy as two different types of communication, which however
Identifies
Is
this
that
and
partial
overlap
Cohen
overlap at certain points.
recognises
Issues such as crises, war and peace as the ones that both journalists and diplomats
share. He also distinguishes media diplomacy from public diplomacy clarifying that while
the latter encompasses all public aspects of foreign policy - speeches. trips, public
appearances- the former Includes aspects of diplomacy that are not associated with the
(11986:
7).
for
the
of
signals
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exchange
public, such as governmental use of
media
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Cohen explains the concept of media diplomacy through the development of different
types of relationships between media and diplomacy. The media can become sources of
Informationto members of diplomatic missions abroad, while, particularly In situations of
crisis, the media may even be the only available source. He describes how during the
refugee disaster In East Bengal, Pakistan In 1971, the British High Commission in
Calcutta relied upon the local press for their Information rather than sending any
diplomats to the area (1986: 22). Other roles Include the media's function as channels
of communication among policymakers and they can even be used to gain public
support for policy as well.
Cohen particularly examines the media's Impact on the shaping of foreign policy In
relation to their Impact on their audiences - MP's, Interest groups and the wider public and the extent to which governments are responsive to any pressure from them. In this
case the media's Impact Is described as horizontal, connecting groups In a forum of
discussion (1986: 66). On a vertical level, he Identifies the Parliament as the key means
for the media to be Influential; It Is basically pressure from the government's supporters
that can result to policy change (1986: 52). This Is an Indirect media Impact on the
shaping of foreign policy, which Is more likely to be felt at the planning stage of a policy

decision.
'In considering which policy to adopt In a particular situation the likely reaction of the media will be
taken Into account and It will be In the domestic Interest of the government not to decide on a
policy which will produce a negative reaction' (11986:64).

In relation to the media's role as channels of communication. attention has also been
drawn on their employment, or even manipulation. by officials for the leaking of
Information,which can again result In Indirect Influence on foreign policy sh3ping. As an
example, Seib refers to the advanced skills of President Nixon's National Security
Adviser and Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, In using the media for such purposes.
He describes how during his Middle East subtle diplomacy Kissinger would report the
Information
for
the
of
from
his
source
being
sole
the
story
primary and even
plane,
media. (1992: 85- 86).
The media's contribution in the conduct of diplomacy has also been examined by Eytan
Gilboa who defines media diplomacy as follows:
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'It refersto uses of the media by leadersto expressInterestin negotiation,to build Confidence
and to mobilise public support for agreements,Media diplomacy13pursuedthroughvarious
routineand specialmedia activitiesIncludingpress conferences,Interviewsand leaks.visit by
headsof stateand mediatorsIn rival countries,and spectacularmediaeventsorg3nisedto usher
in a newera'(2002b:741).
Gilboa refers to Kissinger as well to whom he attributes the Initiation of media diplomacy,
In his effort to achieve an agreement between Israel, Egypt and Syria (2002a: 195). He
describes how Kissinger developed an Intimate relationship with the American
correspondents giving them Information 'mostly Intended to amplify his positions In the
negotiations' (2002a: 195). The specific example serves In demonstrating the extent to
which leaders use the media as a significant Instrument to advance negotiation with
other states and strengthen their Influence over certain decisions. Gilboa refers to the
media's employment for signalling purposes as well, especially when states are unsure
how another state might react to proposals for negotiation or conflict resolution. and
when no other adequate communicationchannel Is available (2002b: 741).

In relation to the media's use by officials, Dyan and Katz explain how diplomats often
Intend to exploit the publicity and drama offered to a certain Issue to gain public support
and create a favourable climate for a given decision. Media events can prove particularly
effective In such situations since live coverage of certain Issues can attract large
audience attention. Such media events can often tdvlalise the role of ambassadors,
break diplomatic deadlocks and create a climate conductive to negotiations (1992: 204205). The Involvement of the media In the diplomatic process as described above,
signifies a relationship with politicians that Includes elements of Interdependence and
mutual exploitation. Of course, one might argue that It Is basically officials that employ
the media for their own objectives. However, politicians also have to face new
circumstances created by the media In the conduct of diplomacy. The following section
describes the new reality the media have forced diplomats In, as a resultant of advanced
communicationstechnologies.

Therole of communications technologies In the diplomatic process
The media's diplomatic function has been studied In relation to the advanced
communication technologies that have led to the allocation of a more far- reaching role
to the media In the conduct of diplomacy. Cohen Identifies the Importance of technology
In this media role stating, 'portable cameras and satellites enable the viewer to watch an
event as It is happening... giving It an added dimension In the form of public pressure.
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The new diplomacy has replaced the old diplomacy (1986: 6). At the same time, Gilboa
(2002c) associates the Impact of media technologies with the emergence of a 'new
diplomacy'. He claims that the new media diplomacy stems not just from the
employment of the media as communication channels and the exposure of diplomatic
processes, but also from the faster pace of diplomatic exchanges and the additional
drama brought In by global television systems. The role of the development of mass
communications and communication technologies Is obvious especially with regard to
the public!s exposure to related news events. This observation Is further enhanced by
the conceptuallsation of the media and global communications as what Gergen calls a
Iperceived constraint', that Is the belief of US officials that 'successful policies must first
and foremost please the Great God of public opinion' (Gilboa, 2002c: 93). According to
Gilboa, the development of global communication technologies have turned the media
Into just a constraining actor In the sense that while global news coverage may disrupt
the routine policy making process, politicians do not feel forced to follow a particular
policy Implied by the media. Their Impact Is basically reflected In the high speed of
transmitting Information (2002b: 736).

The power inherent In the visual Imagesto move public opinion and through this,
He
Entman
(2000:
23).
by
too
been
discussed
has
governmentpolicy as well,
particularlyIdentifiesthe end of the ColdWar as a departurepointfor the transformation
In communicationstechnologies and empowermentof the media, and also the
emergenceof a less trusting and more hostilepublic,that has enhancedthe media's
poweron policy, In the name of 'public opinion'(2000:22). On a similarbasis,Nacos,
Shapiro& Inserniareferto the'VietnamSyndrome'or theCNN Effect'as examplesthat
reflectthe power inherentIn the televisionImagesand networksto 'Involve'In foreign
that Is mainlydue to the IncreasedImpacton the public!$ views
policydecision-making;
of certainproblemsand Issues,that Is then translatedInto pressureexertedon officials
(2000:2).
The contribution of communication technologies In diplomatic processes has been
studied by Robert Kruz who describes how the Increasedpublic availability of technology
to acquire and disseminate Information has weakened the officials' ability to monopolise
information (1991: 75). He refers particularly to the media's Impact In USA policy and
focuses on the shift of the power balance between the President and the Congress on
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foreign policy Issues. But, what Is significant In this case Is how such shifts result from
the Increasing media power. The contribution of the media technologies lies also In the
amount of time available to politicians to evaluate and reflect on certain Issues before a
decision is made, and as Kurz claims, ultimately the media have altered the terms of
policy debate. He refers to the Cuban Missiles Crisis as an example of a case where the
absence of today's satellite communications would allow the President to control and
manage the crisis before It was put In the public domain (1991: 76).
The study of the media as diplomatic actors as a result of the power allocated to them
Vith the arrival of advanced communication technologies has not been without criticism.
Neuman argues the media technologies have not changed the power equation between
media and politicians. They have rather transformed diplomacy by providing officials with
new tools to employ for the achievement of their own objecOves. (Gilboa, 2002c: 104).
As for the alleged pressure that the media can generate by exposing diplomatic
processes to the public, Nacos, Shapiro and Insernia recognise the emergence of further
complexities In the new world order, that Increase the degree of public opinion
manipulation by the world leaders (Nacos, Shapiro, Insemla 2000: 3). On a similar b3SIS,
Zaller and Chlu (2000) argue that, especIally In times of crisis, the media show a
tendency to support government foreign policy, therefore acknowiedging difficulties In
the media's effort to 'escape' the governmental news control and report critically.
Referring to the American media, Zaller and Chlu suggest that despite their tendency to
become more Independent of Congress and the President especially since the end of
the Cold War, the media remain generally dependent on government officials (2000: 61).
This Is an Inference the two scholars have drawn from a study of forty-two foreign policy
cases. from the Soviet takeover of Poland In 1945 to the Kosovo conflict 1999.

The study of the media In the conduct of diplomacy develops within the framework of the
media-politiclans relationship, which In this case focuses on the mutual exploitation that
by
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to diplomatic processes. There Is a degree of collaboration that serves the objecVvesof
both sides. Moreover, It becomes obvious from the present discussion that the media's
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role In the diplomatic realm Involves regular references to the media's role In
International negotiations during times of conflict, which offers the Incentive to look Into
the media's role In situations of crisis more closely.
1.3.3 Media and conflict
A considerable part of the literature, which Investigatesthe media's function In diplomatic
processes, focuses on conflict situations and International crises. Philip Seib (1992) has
conducted a study of the media coverage of a number of International crises from the
American-Spanish war In the close of the nineteenth century until the Persian Gulf War
and the US intervention In Somalia where he examined the Interaction between the

Americangovernment,the media and the public.Seib draws upon Issuesof national
securityand the public'sright to knowIn an attemptto exploreand offer InsightIntothe
Incompatiblejobs of policyrnakersand JOUM311SIS
and the way they shapethe media's
role and degree of Influenceon policy decisions.He recognisesthe fact that 'by
revealing- or sometimesnot revealing- what Is going on In distant places,joumalists
help to shape public opinion which In turn helps to shape policyrnakers'behavioue,
whichexplainsthe mediabeing amongthosefactorsthat affectforeignpolicydecisions
(1992: 139).He concludesthat the degreeof this mediaInfluenceon Americanforeign
policydependson the competenceof politicalleadershipstressingthat the morerealistic
andfocusedan administration'sforeignPolicy13,the moreminimisedthe media'sImpact
Is as well. On the contrary,a tenuousforeignpolicy Is more likely to lead to greater
relianceof the publicon the media'sversionof events(1992:Ax).
The media's role In situations of International conflict has been viewed and studied by
Gadi Wolfsfeld more specifically within the context of the media's relaVonshipwith their
sources. Within this framework, Wolfsfeld has developed his political conlost modol
arguing that 'the best way to understand the role of the news media In polifts Is to view
the competition over the news media as part of... a contest among political antagonists
for political control' (1997: 3). The Idea he promotes Is that the media's Impact on
political conflicts depends on the governmentalcontrol over the political environment and
associates this control with the promoUonof a singlo official frame of the conflict that Is
frames
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differ from one another Is more likely to be perceived by journalists as lack of a carefully
planned policy and control over a given situation.
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Wolfsfeldexplainsthat the powerof the mediato Influencethe politicalprocessduring
situationsof conflict Is tied to the degree of Independencefrom their sources. He
Identifiestheir Independenceas the media's willingnessand ability to make genuine
choicesabouthow to collect,processand distributeInformation,but he also recognises
that during unequal crises between what he calls authoritidsand challongors,the
authorities are more likely to have the control of the press (1997: 5MO).
An Interesting argument that Wolfsfeld raises Is that during situations of conflict, the level
of political control changes and can Instigate media Influences on the progress of the
crisis and the decision-makIng processes. This can occur In situations when the media
manage to raise the political standing of the challengers, that Is the weaker side, and
bring third parties Into the conflict In their support. Similarly, the media can also lower the
political standing of the authorities and therefore change the balance of power. On this
basis, the media play the most Independent role In International conflicts where they
become 'advocates of the underdog by amplifying the claims of challengers against the
authorities' (1997: 69). He therefore explains that when the weaker party In the conflict
receives a significant amount of space and time In major news media, this can work as
an Indicator of the media's Influence on the progress of lnteM30onal crises and the
altering of the balance of power (1997: 72). However, after conducting a study of the
media coverage of the Gulf War, the Palesfinlan InUfada and the Oslo Accords, Wolfsfeld
the power often attributed to the media during times of
International crises, journalists mostly reflect and respond to the political decisions and
concludes that despite

events created by political actors, rather than Initiate them.

Daniel Hallin's'The Uncensored War' provides another example of the media's position
In International crises and the degree In which media coverage Is affected by the
government's existing or non-existing control over the political environment. Contrary to
President Nixon's allegations of the media being responsible for the Isedous
demoralisation of the home front' (1986: 3), Hallin provides evidence that the
administration's problems with the media resulted mostly from the domestic political
divisions. He explains that despite the lack of censorship and restrictions of access, the
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of whichthe mediawere only one part' (1986:213).The fact that Americawas Involved
In an unsuccessfullimited war was the real root of the deep division caused to the
country.
With regard to the media's role in political conflicts, Hallin concludes that the way the
media report the news Is strictly related to the degree of elite consensus. The media
tend to 'become more active when the administration falls to maintain the Initiative on a
major public Issue' (11986:169). This Inference Is consistent with both Seib's observation
and Wolfsfeld's political contest model that also relate the media's power to affect the
progress of conflicts with the lack of a realistic and focused official policy as well as the
lack of a single, common official frame being available for the media to adopt. When the
frame begins to break down, the coverage becomes progressively critical and more
difficult to be controlled.
1.3.4 Media and Humanitarian Crises: Tho CNN Effect
A third aspect of the foreign policy realm where study of the media has focused Is that of
their ability to instigate Interventions of the world powers In crises taking place In third
countries. Seib attributes the Initiation of the phenomenon to the media's search for
newsworthy stories that will attract the public!s aftention and that leads journalists to the
selection of dramatic stories, hoping that the InformationWlI also be useful. He explains
how sometimes a cause-and-effect relationship can be actually seen between such
news stories and urging governments to do something. This Is largely related to the
exposure of the public to humanitarian crises and the creation of emotional responses
that forces governments to relief efforts (1992: 89-90). A commonly quoted example Is
the response of the Clinton administration to the media coverage of the attack on a
Sarajevo market In February 1994.

News coverageof humanitariancrises has been Investigatedwithin the contextof the
CNN Effectdebate,what Gilboacalls the 'controllingactortheory'(2002b)that aims at
highlightingthe impact of new global, real-timemedia on the conductof US foreign
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global televisionnetworkto Informthe public Instantlyand continuouslyof news from
anywhereIn the world' (Nacos,Shapiro,Insemla2000:2). The most extremeversionof
the theoryImpliesthat policymakersdo not makedecisionson the basisof Interestsbut
of public sentimentsstimulatedby televisionpictures(Gilboa, 2002: 100). The CNN
Effect concerns mainly situations of media Influence on third-party humanitarian
InterventionsIn distantcrises and has focusedon militaryoperationsconductedby USA
and NATOfor the resolutionof crisesthat havearisenabroadand have attractedmedia

attention.
In an attemptto clarifywhetherthe CNNEffectactuallyexists,SteveLMngstonIdentifies
threedifferentapproaches.The first one definesthe mediaas a Pliftal agenda-seWng
agent,whicharguesthatthe choicesand selectionsof nationalInterestsare too heavily
weightedIn favour of what happensto be coveredby CNN and other media'(1997.6).
The second approach Is that of the media as an accelerantthat emph3sisesthe
shorteningof responsetime for decision-makingas an effect of globalreal-Umemedia
coverage(1997:2). The last approachIdentifiesthe media as an Impedimentthat Is
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opinion,and to the power of global real-timemediato jeopardiseoperationalsecurity
(1997:4). Livingstonclarifiesthat thesethreeeffectsare associatedwith differenttypes
of policy while each different policy has different objectives.costs and operational
requirements.He concludes that media effects are therefore condibonaland vary
accordingly,raisingquestionsaboutthe actualexistenceof the CNNEffect.
Piers Robinson Identifies two US Interventions- In northern Iraq and Somalia - as the
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are limited to humanitarian objectives, rather than attempts to resolve a conflict
(Robinson, 200 1: 189). On a similar basis, Fachot argues that even If television Images
force govemments to consider a possible Intervention, It Is the perceived threats and
expected risks that will drive the decision to Intervene (2001: 52). On the whole, studies
on the CNN Effect present mixed and contradictory results. Although Shaw (1994) and
Cohen (1994) conclude that media coverage did force US policy makers to the
Intervention In Northern Iraq In 1991 In order to save the Kurds, as well as to the 1992
intervention In Somalia, Gowing (1994) argues that CNN coverage might draw attention
to crises but policy makers would mostly resist the pressure to act only In response to
media coverage.
Gilboa argues that the theory was basically developed by officials being haunted by the
Vietnam syndrome (2002c: 101). He explains how the war In Vietnam has been the
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culture, as another component of the relationship within which media and politicians
operate.

1.4

Conclusion

The existing theories demonstrate a media-government relationship that Incorporates
the media's role In the shaping of foreign policy. This role varies according to the
situation at hand and the relationship can be understandably described through
O'Heffernan's definition of co-evolution between the two parties, which resembles
Blumler and Gurevitch's expanded framework but focuses particularly on the dedication
of the two sides to create and promote their own version of reality around the world and
their Inclination to support, manipulate or attack the other for their own purposes (1991:
82). The paradigms of media diplomacy, and the media's role In international crises and
humanitarian Interventions provide the context to justify the emergence of such a
relationship.
The question that arises next Is, within the framework of this relationship. when media
effects on the foreign policy process occur, how do they manifest themselves and under
what circumstance do they emerge? As the present chapter has demonstrated, the
literature provides mixed evidence. Bernard Cohen Identifies their participation and
Influence on policymakers as an outcome of their Input in terms of Information, analysis
and Interpretation as well as being the primary source of Information and knowledge for
the public. In media diplomacy, their Impact Is embedded In their Instrumental use and In
facilitating the diplomatic process, mainly as a communication channel, but also through
Imposing time constraints to and altering decision-making processes. In the case of
conflict situations their power to Influence policy making Is associated with the loss of
political control on behalf of the government that yields critical coverage, yet without
solid evidence that such criticism can lead to policy changes. While In humanitarian
crises and Interventions, the CNN effect does not appear to provide a convincing
argument of the media's potential to drive policy. Lastly, although O'Heffernan's model
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The above observationslead to the Identificationof three main deficienciesIn the
existingtheories.Firstly, the media'sImpacton foreign policy Is mostly recognisedIn
terms of the policymakingprocess rather than on policy outcomes.Their role lies In
eitherfacilitatingor constrainingthe makingof foreignpolicy,whichalthoughsignifiesan
active media role, it demonstratesno mechanismthroughwhich policy decisionsare
shaped. The media are therefore seen mostly as technologicaldevices that carry
messageswith the focus being placedon the processof transmissionand the element
of speed and drama embodiedIn them. Althoughthe Impactof their contenthas 81SO
beenconsideredwith regardto the criticismthey disseminateand the pressurethis can
generate,it occurs on the basis of the govemment'sfailure to provide a solid and
coherentpolitical frame of a given situation,while even In that case, there 13Scarce
evidencethat the criticismmight lead to policychanges,This all indicatesthe need for
moreanalytical,detailedand In depthstudyand evaluationof the mediacontentandthe
way It Is perceivedby officials.A more rigorousstudycan offer InsightInto more subtle
InteractionIn the makingof
mediaInfluencesproducedby a strategicmedia-government
foreignpolicyand Is what the presentthesisendeavour3to achieve.
In order for this objective to materialise, a second deficiency of the existing theoretical
framework needs to be overcome, this time In relation to the geographical boundaries
within which the study of foreign policy and the media has been confined. The
paradigms described earlier unveil the lack of a meticulous study of the media's
relationship with governments other than In USA. where a large part of the research has
focused so far. The relationship of the American media with the respective
administration constitutes a single example of media - government relationships In
democratic states and consequently, of the potential Impact that the media may have on
governmental decision-making processes. The absence of a more diversified framework
suggests that a variety of parameters that could assist In the extraction of more accurate
conclusions are left unexplored. It Is therefore essential that the media be studied In
foreign policies pursued by governments outside the United States, which will provide
not just a diverse geographical contexi. but a methodologicalone as well.
A third and final remark to be made, In relation to the observation made above, regards
a particular area of foreign policy where study of the media has focused and which Is of
Interest In the present thesis as well. Looking at the media's role In conflict situations as
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presented in the existing literature one observes that the crises Investigated In relation to
the media, are ones of unequal nature. This Is again related with the research having
focused on the American media and the coverage of US operations In the form of
Intervention in crises between third countries significantly less powerful than the former.
The suggestion made here Is that to examine the media's role In the escalation and
resolution of conflicts among states that fight over Issues of national sovereignty without
military Interventions from third actors, should add to the diversified framework In which
the media should be studied. A significant contribution In this case can also be made by
the study of the media coverage and potential media Influence on both sides of the
Interaction, unlike the existing cases and theories that are built on one-sided media
Investigations.

To conclude, the overview of the existing literature that examines the media In the
making of foreign policy, demonstrates the necessity for a more In depth Investigationof
the media content as a product of specific media motivations and Incentives that officials
are also aware of. Focus on media interests as a force that shapes their content and
coverage of foreign policy, can lead to the detection of frames that reduce or Increase
uncertainty, modify belief systems and even manipulate Information for the media's
benefit. Such Inferences can then assist In the detection and systemaUsationof media
Influenceson the making of foreign policy.
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2 Media Roles In Political Decision-Making. The Contribution of
Framing Theory
2.1

Introduction

The present chapter comprises the first stage In the development of the theoretical
model that will Integrate the media In foreign policy decision-making as a strategic actor.
The understanding of the media as an active player In the political process Is not new, of
course. In this perspective, the first section presents the concept of the media as a
political Institution, a theory that approaches the media as an active political player
systematically. Although In principle it deals with the media's domestic political action
through the practices of the news construction, It serves as a 'passage' to the
conceptualisationof the media as International,strategic actors too.

The startingpoint for the Investigationof the strategicrole Is the Introductionof framing
theory,which Is here portrayedboth as a processof decision-making
and as a process
of media selectivityand news construction.The contributionof frames Is approached
more extensivelythrough the norms of prospecttheory. Prospect theory examines
closely the Importanceof framing InformationIn decision-makingprocesses.The
employmentof prospecttheory for the analysisof past politicalcases has provideda
consistentunderstandingof the role that framinghas on decisions.It thereforeprovides
grounds to Integrate media frames In the political decision-makingand Identify
dimensionsthat Introducea more systematicunderstandingof their Impacton official
decisionsand their role as politicalactors. The positionof the media In the political
domainas conveyorsof framesIs strengthenedwith the Introductionof public opinion.
The dependence of the public's views, about foreign policy Issues. on framed
Informationcreatesconditionsfor a media shapedpublic opinion.which Increasesthe
competenceof mediaframesto shapeofficialdecisionsas woll.
The last section Is an attempt to define theoretically the dimension of the frame In the
media coverage of a certain political Issue and conceptualise It as the Instrument with
which the media play their part In the political decislon-making. It Is also an attempt to
formulate a methodological pattern for content analysis to apply to the press coverage of
the Greek-Turkish crisis that serves as a case study. The chapter serves In offering
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InsightIntothe key components,whichare IncorporatedIn the mediacoverageof foreign
policyIssuesand comprisethe coreIn the media'sstrategicactionIn the politicalgame.
2.2

Media Roles In the Political Process: the Political Actor

Journalists' political roles have been discussed In the literature with Bernard Cohen
(1986) being among the first scholars who developed a framework of media roles and
separated the 'neutral' role from the 'participant' role. In terms of the former, the media
primarily Inform the government, they Interpret Information and disseminate judgements
as well as they lend themselves to the hands of the government. As for the latter, the
media are Involved in an act,ive Interaction with the government, they act as
representatives of the public, as cdtics of the government and advocates of policy.
Cohen's typology of media role concludes with Identifying the media as a policy maker,
an actor that tries to Influence both the public and the government (11986:19-39).

Other roles attributed to the media Include that of a communication channel, what
O'Heffernan also refers to a diplomatic signal system (1991:53). Officials In this case
employ the media as communication devices to negotlato with governments, send
Influential messages to people and agencies and of course receive signals back from
them. The media have also been suggested to act as Interpreters, disseminators and
adversaries by David Weaver and G. Cleveland Wilhoit (1986), while Morris Janowitz
(1975) has proposed roles Including that of the gatekeeper, the watchdog and advocate.
On a similar basis, Patterson suggests a two-dimension typology of the media roles In
the political process: the passivo-actIvo dimension and the noutirni-advocatodimension.
The former Is developed based on the media's autonomy as a political actor accordingto
which the media are passive when they act as Instruments In the hands of politicians;
and they are active when they become participants shaping, Interpreting or Investigating
political subjects. The latter dimension Is based on the media's positioning as a political
actor. As a neutral actor the media take no sides In the political scene of a country and
as an advocate they take sides - they may be the advocates of a particular Ideology -

andtheydo so In a consistentand substantialway.
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Patterson Identifies four combinations that derive from these dimensions and that
encompass virtually all media role conceptlons. Therefore, the media can be passiveneutral and act as observers, neutral reporters, mirrors of reality or messengers; they
can be passive - advocate, which would Include hack reporters or the partisan press;
they may be active - neutral and In this case behave as critics, adversaries and
watchdogs or they could be active -advocates, which in this case would translate Into
missionaries or Interpreters (1998: 27- 28).
All the above suggest that It would be rather a cI1ch6to say that the media no longer
constitute mere observers but they proceed with constructing meanings of reality and
contemporary society. Brian McNair describes them as political actors based on their
predisposition to perform not just cognitive functions of Information dissemination, but
also Interpretative functions of analysis and comment (1995: 67). This form of political
action Is mainly associated with the degree of freedom and independence the media
enjoy In their reporting and Interpreting of the political world. This Independence,which
Is attached to their organisational structure and the relationship of journalists with media
owners, advertisers or the government, becomes the main source of their political
power.
The media's Independence In the reporting of politics Is traditionally associated with the
degree of freedom that media organisations enjoy from respective governments and
their function as an Independent source of knowledge that Informs and protects the
public from governmental manipulation. McNair explains that when Edmund Burke first
described the media of the late eighteenth century as the 'Fourth Estate', he was
acknowledgingtheir role and ImportanceIn the function of democracy (2003: 48). This 13
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The political economy perspective most clearly articulates the view that the system of ownership
is central to understanding of media content and media power. It argues that private ownership
...
on this scale leads to a media that Is limited In scope and diversity' (2002:77).
McCullagh explains that ownership Is translated Into control that automatically
diminishes the degree of media autonomy. This control Is Imposed by the Industry In
which there Is concentrated ownership, by the advertisers on which the media depend
on for their profits, and by the political and corporate sources on which they depend for
Information (2002: 77). Hence, a reported problem Is that there Is no simple way to
measure the degree of Independence of media systems. Denis McQuail argues,
There are too many variable features for this to be possible. Differences of tradition and
freedom
Different
often
defy
Interpretation.
concerning
expectations
convention often
outside
attach to different kinds of publication and types of content. The sources and kinds of pressure
are too variable to be captured by standard Indicators ... media freedom cannot be established by
constitutional or legal decree, but has to be constantly developed and re-affirmed In daily practice'
(1999: 110-111).
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freedomand the power to be selectiveIn the eventsthey cover and consequentlyto
representthe worldIn waysthat reflecttheir ownmotivations(McCullagh.2002).

The media's Independent performance refers In this case to the ability of editorial
decision-makers to Implement conscious choices and decisions In the crafting of news,
on the basis of their own Ideological preferences. Yet, once again the element of
Independence becomes questionable when one considers the sources, which those
frames stem from. Such sources are In principle embodied In the procedure of news
construction and can reflect both the Ideological Inclinations and the organisational
structure of the media. The former case reflects both the personal Ideological
orientations of the journalists as Individuals and of the media organisation for which they
work. It Is especially the newspapers in most countries that are Identified with a
particular political Ideology, while broadcast and television organlsatlons are allegedly
less influenced. It needs to be clarified of course that given their professional and
organisational commitments, journalists rarely have the capacity to 'channel' their own
Ideologiesinto the news (McCullagh, 2002).

It Is also these organisational commitments and pressures that constraint the degree of
Journalists'personal autonomy and of the media Independence as a whole. Apart from
the ownership controls and advertising and public relations pressures mentioned earlier,
the media's organisational structure also presupposes practices such as reliance on
routine sources and agency-made news stories, which Indicate lack of diversity and
originality and consequently lack of an Independent line of reporting-,and which would
As
1999).
(MCOU3il,
Journalistic
In
limited
In
bias
autonomy
ultimately result
a
and
McQuail puts it, even If an Important aspect of the media's Independenceconcerns their
relationship with powerful outside Interests, their heavy reliance on powerful sources
entails a reduced freedom (1999: 130).

Therefore,evenIf framingIndicatesa degreeof autonomyIn the selectionof the aspects
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emphasise.
consideredwithin a wider organIsationalcontext of news construction.The present
sectionsuggestshoweverthat the media'sdescriptionas politicalInstitutionsprovidesa
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consistent approach to the media's autonomy as a resultant of their organisafional
structure. It Is a concept that systernatises the media's action as political players and
provides a basis on which to build a more detailed model.
2.2.1

Tho Political Institution

The conceptualisation of the media as political Institutions Identifies the qualities that
underline the media's social and political status as Independent players In their ability to
report and frame events autonomously (Sparrow, 1999, Cook, 1998). The concept of the
media roles as Institutions focuses on their function within society and. more precisely,
within the structure of domestic politics. North (1981) defines Institutions as a framework
through which human beings Interact. Within this framework, Institutlons establish the
cooperative and competitive relationships, which set up society and economic order
(Sparrow, 1999:9). On this basis, Sparrow suggests that the production of news media
provide a regular framework by which and within which political actors operate
(1999:10).
Cook (1998) defines the media firstly as a social Institution. Their role In this case Is a
resultant of their organisational status In principle and of their function as Information
sources and communications channels for officials and the public. In the former case,
the news construction relies upon a series of routines/practices that journalists follow.
Sparrow refers to these practices as the micro foundations of a macro political
understanding of the media as an Institution (1999: 10). This, In combination with the
media's operation as large-scale conglomerates that pursue economic profiL enhances
the organisational structure of the media. At the same time, the reliance of both officials
and the public on the media for the conduct of the social function of communication
renders them Integral parts In structuring the actions of social and political constituents.
In other words, their organisational nature and their Impact on other social actors, render
the media social Institutions. It Is particularly the former that enhances their status as
Independent players through the Increasing competition that it can generate. According
to Entman (1985),
Competition a) enhances the quality of newspaper meaning...more In depth news and editorials,
b) provides more diversity of views on public Issues, c) encourages more fairness or balance In
presentationof political controversies and d) stimulatesgreater responsivenessto the Interestsof
citizens - providing stories and editorial that help encourage enlightened and rationally participant
citizens (McQuall, 1999: 114).
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For Cook,their politicalutilityis InherentIn the recurringnegotiationsbetweenjournalists
andofficialsources.The Ideaof the mediaas a politicalplayerlies In the fact that evenif
it Is officialsthat providean arenafor certainimportanteventsto occurand attractmedia
coverage,the final crafting and colouringof the news Is decided by journalists.He
arguesthat the media productionvaluesmight direct the news towardsthe creationof
good stories that are not necessarilytranslated Into good political outcomes. He
thereforestressesthe degreeof autonomyIn the media'sframingof politicaleventsand
the degreeof powerto establishauthorityfor certainpoliticsand politicalactors(Cook,
1998:87-97). Sparrowadds to their authoritativenatureby describingthem as 'attack
dogs' that employ negative reporting In order to maintain a constant position that
protectsthem from the machinationof politiciansand allowsthem to signalto the mass
audienceaboutwhat Is reallygoingon In the politicaldomain(1999.49-50).The view of
the mediaacting as a watchdogand a critic to the governmentor any form of political
authorityIs perhapsthe most centralrequirementfor the understandingof the mediaas
Independentpolitical players, both from governmentand ownership.that defend the
Interest of citizens despite governmentaland commercialpressures(Cohen, 1986,
Curran1991;McQuail,1999).
Their independent profile Is also embedded In the pursuit of commercial Incentivesvis-bvis the audience that Is often approached as potential consumers. This has led to the
description of the news content as an outcome of a set of rational decisions made by a
Cook
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actors such as the political parties and Interest groups. The three of them share an at
least partial Independence of government and the pursuit of political goals, either
explicitly or implicitly (1999: 109).
The concept of the political Institution highlights the media's relevant autonomy In the
crafting of news stories, their power to establish authority and their organis3tional and
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Inside and outside the government, an observation Inherent In O'Heffernan's (1991)
Insider's model as well. In O'Heffernan's paradigm. as Inside players the media supply
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officials with fast and useful Information. The outside action Is reflected In the shape that
the media give to their stories as an outcome of their own motivations and Incentives.
Both examples focus on the organisational structure and the pursuit of own Incentives
as a source of the media's authority.
To sum up, the view of the media as a political Institution recognises a significant degree
of power In their practices that may constraint the choice sets of other political actors
through the dissemination of Information,criticism or even threats. It Identifies the media
as a political player through the cooperation of a set of Individual components such as
networks of journalists and politicians. Each of them pursues Incentives, which they
accomplish through the development of a mutual Interrelation. Within this context, the
news production practices become Integral to the political process, rendering the media
a political output.
Part of their political power derives from 'authored' forms of political Intervention- Le.
editorials, columns or featured articles- that permit the reporting of news and opinions
Independent of organisational and structural constraints (McNair, 1995,69-72). George
Reedy argues that the significant Impact of the news content on the government lies not
only In Its critical reflections, but also In Its ability to tell officials what there are doing as
seen through other eyes. The main Idea Is that the news content reaches the
government without previously being shaped by people whose Intentions might oppose
the government's Interests (Sigal, 1973: 186). At the same time, as O'Heffernan claims.
the media frame Issues so that the face of an Issue seen by the government becomes
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Institution that functions within the structure of domestic politics, proceed with a framing
process that renders them strategic actors that Influence foreign policy decisions.
Framing Is Identified as the key element In what this thesis will attempt to demonstrate
as a strategic action of the media. It Is therefore deemed essential to present some
fundamental theories and aspects of framing before we proceed with the media
approach.

2.3

Introducing the theory of frames

Over the years a number of definitions of frames or framing have been offered either In
relation to the media or more generally as a cognitive Information process for the
understanding of the social world (Cappella & Jamieson. 1997; PrIce & Tewksbury,
1997; Entman, 1993; Iyengar, 1991; Garrison & Mod1glianI, 1989. Win, 1980,
Kahneman & Tversky, 1984; Minsky, 1975; Tuchman, 1978). In the development of
numerous definitions Goffman's formative work has been a reference point for many of
them. In his widely cited book he defines frames as 'schemata of Interpretavon' that
enable Individuals to understand certain events and 'to locate, perceive, Identify and
label' occurrences. He calls these schemata primary frameworks because 'they turn
what should be a meaningless aspect of a scene Into something meanlngfur (1974: 21.
22). Goffman distinguishes between natural and social frameworks In an effort to
differentiate between the understandings of events as outcomes of natural determinants
on the one hand and outcomes of the motives and Intents of human beings on the other.
What Is Interesting about the social frameworks Is that they provide an arena for the
Individual to decide what Is going on according to their Interests, cultural and social
the
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Incentives of the agent (Goffman, 1974: 22-26). Goffman proceeds to show how our
based on reason knowledge performs its constructive role In our everyday life and how
the respective schemata of Interpretationare 'acted out'. Following this tradition. framing
analysis Is concerned with how social actors act In order to gonerate organised ways of
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by Goffman presupposes a cognitive processing of Information, which Is done on the
basis of the actors' belief systems, Interests and culture. This means that actors are
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involved In an Interpersonalunderstandingof the world, which at the same time
Influencestheir actionas well.
The implications of the framing process on the action of individuals and on the process
of decision making will be discussed in the following section within the framework of
prospect theory. The theory locates the importance of framing In decision-making
processes and 'elevates' its cognitive underpinnings as determinants of the Information
processing and the evaluation of a given situation by the agent before a decision Is
made. Prospect theory Is here Introduced as a systematic approach to the potential
Impact that framing analysis may have on action and decislon-making.
2.3.1 Frames In the decision-making process: the prospect theory
Prospect theory Is an alternative account of decision making under risk as examined by
rational choice theory, and focuses on clarlyng the Influence, that Information has on
individual decision making, when portrayed through certain frames. It offers powerful
Insights Into political declsion-making and can facilitate the Identification of news frames
as a means for the media to ascertain their Influence In the decision-making process.
Prospect theory has been employed for the analysis of decision-making processes In
International politics as an attempt to challenge the aptness of rational choice theory to
provide a more convincing account (Famham, 1992:205). However, this thesis suggests
both theories can offer propositions for the understanding of the media's power to
influence political decisions as conveyors of framed Information. The Introduction of
prospect theory at this point serves In Identifying those framing dimensions that
rationalise media frames as a fundamental component of the media's role as political
actors.
Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky (1984) developed prospect theory In terms of a
decision-making
'
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2The main concept of utility theory suggests that the risky choices of rational decision makers are
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concentratingon cognitive and psychophysicaldeterminantsof choice. EspeciallyIn
terms of money related decisions, Kahnemanand Tversky showed how certain
psychologicalfactors can Invalidateutility theory.One major contributionof the theory
lies in demonstratingthe powerof framesto causealterationsto the actionpeopletake
In orderto deal with a problemor situation,by callingattentionto particularaspectsof
this specificsituation.In particular,the two analystsclaim that all analysesof rational
choiceIncorporatetwo main principlesnamelythese of Invarianceand dominance.On
the one hand, Invarlancepresupposesthat the descriptionof Individualoptionsshould
have no Influence on the preference.Two prospectsshould be recognisedto be
equivalenteither when they are shown together or separately.On the other hand,
accordingto the principleof dominanceIf one optionIs betterthan anotherIn one aspect
and at least as good as the other In all otheraspects,then It Is the dominantoptionthat
shouldbe chosen.
What Kahneman and Tversly demonstrated in a widely cited study was that these two
requirements could often be violated as a result of the framing effects. Based on
responses to two Identical problems the outcomes of which were presented In different
ways, they proved that simple word changes could produce significant differences In the
choices people make. In particular, prospect theory Implies that people's attitude
towards a risky decision depends on whether the outcomes are presented as gains or
losses, always relative to a reference point, such as the status quo. The Implication of
the frames lies In the shifts made In the way the reference point of a problem Is
presented. Such shifts evoked by the frames can have predictable effects on the ranking
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of the specific theories. They proved that variationsIn the framing of options (E.g.
framingan outcomeas a gain or a loss) yield differentpreferences.The outcomebeing
that Informationportrayedthroughcertainframescan ultimatelyInfluencethe processof
decision-makingand the final choice made by the decision maker. The findings of
Kahnemanand Tversky offer a useful tool for the understandingof decision-making
processesIn every day life with regardto the Impactthat framesmay have on action.
However,as this thesis suggests,whenInvestigatingframesproducedby the mediaand
Is subject
receivedby politicians,their Impacton the processof politicaldecision-making
to variousparametersthat renderthe media-politicians'
Interactiona complexone. The
argument here Is that prospect theory provides a practical Instrument for the
Investigationand understandingof mediaframingeffects,but basicallywhen employed
as part of a widertheoreticalframework,whichIs built on the normsof rationality.
Let us now examine how the framing theory Is Incorporated Into the decision-making
process, always based on the norms of prospect theory. Prospect theory recognises
two phases In the declsion-making process. The first one 13 the phase of framing and
editing. This Is a preliminary analysis of the choice problem and the alternatives offered
to the decision maker. This Is the phase where the actor frames the alternative options
and the potential outcomes before proceeding with a decision. This process consists of
the reformulation of the alternative options in order to facilitate the final decision. In this
process, the actor Is likely to code the outcomes of a decision problem either as gains or
losses In relation to a reference point. The formulation of the reference point as well as
the way In which the actor frames the above Information depends largely on the manner
in which the decision problem Is portrayed. In the second phase of the process, the
decision maker evaluates the framed Information and the altemaUve options, selecting

the most highly evaluated option. (Kahneman& Tversky, 1984).

The importanceof framing Is basicallyconcentratedIn the first phase of the decisionmakingprocess.as suggestedby prospecttheory.The decisionmakerprocessesand
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Is likely to encounter the principles of Invariancoand dominance.Whether these
principleswill be violateddependson the mannerIn whichthey will framethe available
options,which also dependson how the specificdecisionproblemIs presentedto them
or even perceived by them.
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2.3.2 Prospect theory In International politics
Prospect theory has been employed for the analysis and understanding of decision.
making processes In International relations, with emphasis on framing gains and losses
and particularly on the Impact of loss aversion on political decisions. Levy (1992) refers
to numerous examples In which states select a risk-seeking move as an outcome of the
way alternative choices have been framed. The essence of framing In this case lies In
preventing a political actor from recognising the degree of risk embodied In a certain
decision; or exaggerating the degree of cost a situation entails to such an extent that, In
order to avert the costly outcome, the actor would be willing to engage In a riskier
decision than might be predicted by a probability of calculus (Levy, 1992: 287). On those
terms, as Jervis puts it, prospect theory leads us to expect people to persist In risky and
losing actions much longer than standard rationality would (1992: 191).

Barbara Farnham (1992) employed the norms of prospect theory to provide an
Interpretationof President Roosevelt's decision-makingduring the Munich crisis,
focusingon the correspondencebetweenthe decisionframingand preferencereversal.
Her inquirydealt with Roosevelt'sreactionto the crisis betweenHitler's Germanyand
Czechoslovakia
duringWorldWar 11.Particularly,Farnhamexaminedthe policychange
of the AmericanPresidentfrom maintaininga neutralpositionto seeingthe possibilityof
a Europeanwar as of Immediateconcernfor USA that led to his Intervention.Using
Tvesrky and Kahneman'shypothesisthat the way a decision Is framed affects how
people see the consequencesof their decisions,she attributed Roosevelt'spolicy
changeto the way he framed the situationto himself.She explainsthat framingthe
decisionproblemposed by the Europeancrisis so that the outcomewould seem as a
loss for the United States could have changedthe way In which he experiencedthe
Implicationsof non-intervention,which ultimatelyaltered his evaluationof the crisis
(1992:226). In other words, FarnhamattributesRoosevelt'sdecisionnot to a gradual
by
his
that
but
caused
logical
to
was
of
mood
change
processof a
a
re-evaluation
communication
with Europeandthat led to a shiftIn his preferences.
A similar analysis was conducted by Rose McDermott (1992) In an attempt to Justify
President Carters risky and failed rescue mission of the American hostages In Iran, in
April 1980. McDermott Investigated the framing of Cartees four alternative options and
his decision to take up the one that entailed the greatest risk. She concluded that the
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framingprocessresultedIn CarterplacinghimselfIn the domainof losses.In this case,
the actor'sframingand evaluationled to the perceptionthat he had little to lose In taking
up a riskydecisionand everythingto gain If that decisionsucceeded.It Is an observation
that Is consistentwith the normsof prospecttheoryand the hypothesisthat peopletend
to becomerisk seekingwhen framingthe outcomeof a decisionIn termsof losses.
The Input of prospect theory, as seen through Its application to decision-making
situations In International politics, Is Inherent In the Influence of framing on decisions and
political outcomes. Prospect theory promotes the concept of framing as a vital stage of
the decision-makIng process and of the analysis of a given choice problem. It therefore
paves the way for a systematic Introduction of the media frames In political decisionmaking.

2.4

Framing In the media

In the beginning of this chapter, It was stressed how the media power Is Inherent In the
selectivity embodied In the media decisions about what to cover and how to cover It or
else the aspects of the story that the media choose to emphasise on and elevate In
salience. As Durham puts It, 'being able to designate salience reflects the social power
of journalism, which lies In the Inclusion of certain voices In normative social discourse
and the exclusion of others' (2003: 125). Entman (1993) describes the process of
framing as the selection of some aspects of a perceived reality In order to make them
more salient In a communicating text, In such a way as to promote a particular problem
definition. Selection and salience are therefore fundamental In the process of framing
information. The argument developed In the present section Is that the framing process
can actually 'elevate' the media's role as political actors. This Is by revealing the
strategic Impact that media content Is liable to exert on political decision-making.

ThereIs actuallya list of commonlyciteddefinitionsof newsframes,whichillustratesthe
difficultyIn creatinga singledefinition(Schwartz,2004).Gitlin has definednewsframes
presentation,selection,emphasisand
as'persistentpatternsof cognition,Interpretation,
exclusionby which symbol-handlersroutinelyorganisediscourse'(1980). Gamson&
Modiglianl(1989)refer to framesas 'a set of packagesthat give meaningto an Issue.A
packagehas an Internalstructure.At Its core Is a centralorganisingIdea.or frame.for
making sense of relevant events, suggestingwhat Is at Issue. It has also been
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suggested by McCombs, Shaw and Weaver that framing Is In fact an extension of
agenda setting. They defined framing as a second-level agenda setting to describe the
Impact of the salience of characteristics of media coverage on the Interpretation of news
stories by audiences (Sceufele, 1999: 103). Yet, this is an observation that contrasts
Entman's argument, that framing Is more than agenda setting. He points out that,
'Frames define problems- determine what a causal agent Is doing with what costs and benefits,
usually measured In terms of common cultural values. diagnose causes-Identdy the forces
creating the problem, make moral judgements-evaluate causal agents and their effects: and
suggest remedies-offer and justify treatments for the problem and predict their likely effects'
(Entman. 1993).

Theframingfunctionmightnot necessarilyexistas an extensionof agendasetting:but It
can co-existwith it and In this caseit addsto the potentialrole that the mediacan playIn
the political process. Entman's definitionIs actually the most detailed; and It also
demonstratesthe media'spowerto engageIn a coveragethat expandsfurtherthanjust
a descriptionof occurringevents. This Is because,by engagingIn a processof problem
definitionthe mediaultimatelyproceedwith analysisand Interpretationof a certainIssue
that Is placedon the mediaagenda.This Is an Initiativethat the mediatake independent
of whetheror not the specificIssuehas been placedon the agendaby officials,and It
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and Interpretingcertainaspectsof It. This frame'can stimulatesupportor oppositionto
the sides In a political conflict' (Entman,2003:417). This Is an observaflonthat also
clarifieshow this thesis perceivesthe cost that a politicalactor Is likelyto beardue to a
decision/move that Is criticallycoveredby the media.It offers basis to arguethat the
mediatake Initiativesthat can turn them Into actorsregardlessof the extent to which
theyultimatelylead officialsto a reassessmentof a policydecision.
In terms of this dimension their role as a communicationchannel can also be examined
from a different perspective. One cannot deny the employment of the media for
signalling purposes on behalf of political actors. Yet, the frames through which certain
signals and messages are portrayed render the media more than a mere communleagon
channel. By emphasising a given aspect of a reality and therefore framing a message or
a signal, the media slip from the official's control. Whether, the signal conveyed works
for or against a certain policy option, what matters Is that the media do not always
operate as tools exploited by politicians to do their job.
One could argue that the essence of framing theory In relation to the media Influences
on decision-making lies In the manifestation of a looser relationship between the media
and governmental control (Entman, 2003). A question that arises here Is to what extent
this slack relationship signifies automatic Influence from this domestic political
constituent over politicians and their decisions. That Is to say, the more the media
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International politics. This triggers the suggestion that media framing may be equally
fundamentalIn decislon-making processes.
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Figure 2.1: The cognitive Impact of media frames on declsion-making

A political situation approached based on the norms of prospect theory, Is seen as a
choice-problem divided Into the framing phase and the editing phase. The focus of
attention Is the former, which represents the preliminary stage In which the political
actors assess the given situation before proceeding with the decision. By locating the
media in this stage, the frame of the problem In question Is then controlled by the way
the choice-problem Is perceived both by the political actor and the media. The media's
capacity to engage Into a framing process that resembles the evaluation conducted by
political actors Increases their potential Impact on official choices. The media's role Is
further enhanced when considering that framing Is vital In the communication between
political actors. 'Successful political communication requires the framing of events,
Issues and actors In ways that promote perceptions and Interpretations that benefit one
side while hindering another' (Entman, 2003:417).
In this case, the media frames may exert a direct Influence on political decisions that Is
conceptualised as a change caused to the framing of the political actor, by the media
(Figure 2.1). The diagram depicts a direct and circular Interaction between the political
and the media frame. In that, a given choice problem Is framed by the decision-maker.
The same choice problem is received by the media either simultaneously from other
Sources or through the decision-maker's political frame. The media then proceed with
their own frame that changes the perception of the declslon-maker about the choice
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problemthrougha cognitiveprocess. Accordingto prospecttheory,the framesthrough
whicha choiceproblemIs presentedare oftenresponsiblefor the violationof the axioms
of rationalchoiceand utilitytheoryand the changeof preferenceof the decision-maker.
Hence, media frames change the policymaker'sperception of the given situation
eliminatingthe degreeof rationalityIn their decision.The examplesof the MunichCrisis
and the Iranian Hostage Rescue Mission also demonstratehow the framing of the
optionsavailableto the two politicalactorscausedpsychologicalImplicationsthat would
ultimatelydeterminetheir decision.
The possibility for a direct, cognitive media Influence on the docislon-maker is rather
problematic and difficult to verify. It appears to be a simplistic approach. when
journalism Is considered as an Inherently rationallsing practice that organises certain
social meanings Into frames while excluding other meanings from the dominant
discourse (Duncan, 2003: 128). Duncan Identifies the rationality In the media framing as
a practice of Including and excluding meanings In ways that establish power relations
within a social and political context. This rationality can also be Identified In relation to
the commercial objectives that media organisations pursue and according to which they
frame the news. When these objectives concentrate on creating meanings with powerful
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however to Investigate It In a way that reveals a more rational, systematic and strategic
Influence of the media In the decision-makIng process.

2.4.1 Modla and public opinion as a sourco of domostic prossuro
The public views are here conceptualised as composing one of the domestic factors that
Influence the International behaviour of states and the objective of the present section Is
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to explainhow the concept of public opinioncan result In the fabricationof domestic
pressureby the media. Admittedly,the linkagebetweenthe media,publicopinionand
policymakersIs a complexone with no theoryadequatelyclarifyingon the one hand.a
profoundmedia Influenceon the public!s views and on the other, the Impactof such
views on policy making. Shapiro and Jacobs (2000) have reported the existenceof
congruenceoccurring between opinion changes and subsequent policy changes,
especiallyIn the area foreign policy. On the other hand, Entman (2004) arguesthat
researchoffersvery little InsightIntowhetherand howofficialsrind out what the publicIs
thinking.There are, however,certain findingsthat providegroundsto considerpublic
opinionas a key componentIn the media'sstrategicaction.
A reported key Issue Is the lack of knowledge of the public, which Is enhanced by the
often abstract and obscure nature of foreign policy Issues. At the same time, the lack of
direct experience of the public with regard to the effectiveness of certain foreign policy
decisions Is another reason why It becomes less likely to be affected by them in the
same way it would be affected by economic or health care changes (Manhelm, 1997,
Kennamer, 1992). From a first point of view, this observation might render the possibility
of a public pressure on pollcyrnakers merely unrealistic, especially In foreign affairs.
However, It also explains the publlc!s dependence on the media for Information on
foreign policy decisions and understanding of particular situations. Framing becomes
central here since the public!s Interpretationsare rarely automatically deduced from the
reporting of an event itself, on the contrary, It Is mostly the media frames that will
determine which problem definition, cause and policy response gain widespread
adherence (Entman, 2004: 124). Taking Into consideration that governing elites are
aware of this media-public linkage, the focal point Is the perception of policyrnakers
about the public and most Importantlytheir perception of the media's potential In shaping
the public's views of foreign policy Issues.

The Impactof such a perceptionon a given politicalaction can be summarlsedIn the
conceptof the third personeffect.developedby Davison(1983)based on the human
tendencyto see media effects as greateron others than on oneself (Lasorsa,1992:
165).The Idea Is that mediacoverageof an Issuemight load to an officialdecisionnot
becauseof its directImpacton the public'sbeliefsbut becauseof politicians'perception
that it will have such an Impacton the public.This Is an observationthat couldexplain
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the Impactof public opinionon policymakingthroughthe prism of the perceivedpublic
opinion.This reflects the perceptionof politicalelites about where the majorityof the
publicstandswith regardto a givenIssue,while suchperceptionsare largelydeveloped
fromdominantmediaframes(Entman,2004:127).
Entman refers to a 'putative' public opinion the media promote, which although barely
represents the true mood of the public towards certain policies, It does Increase the
media's Influence on policymakers. He Introduces the concept of 'perceived' public
opinion as a convenient fiction for both journalists and politicians to refer to the
comprehensive preferences of a majority of citizens (2000:21), which Is related to the
politicians' need to associate their activities with public approval (2004: 125). Entman
Implies the construction of public opinion by journalists and politicians that will ultimately
work as a guide for the shaping of governmental behaviour. This proposition Is however
rejected by Page who suggests that retrospectivejudgements and latent or anticipated
opinion play a crucial role In foreign policy and policymakers' evaluation of certain
decisions (2000: 87).

Anticipatedpublic opinion Is here approachedIn terms of the expectationof a public
It Is perhapsthis facet
oppositionthat would generatea domesticcost for pollicyrnakers.
of the public'sviews that encompassesthe substanceof the domesticpressurethat the
whole concept of public opinion can exert on policymaking.Its essence lies In the
anticipationof a strong domestic oppositionand Its potent Impact on policymaking.
Ultimately,the unknownfuture directionof publicopinioncan becomea constraintfor
policymakers.As Entman states, the anticipationof a majority opposition to the
continuedInvolvementand lossesIn SomaliaIn 1993led PresidentClintonto withdraw
the US forces soon after the battle of Mogadishu(2004: 127). Similarty,President
Johnsonled the countryto a war with the communistguerrillasIn Vietnambasedon the
speculationof a publicrefutationIn casehe failedto presenta communistvictory(Zaller,
1994:250). In the lattercase,anticipatedpublicopinionIs conceptuallsedIn the form of
domesticreputationfor toughnessin dealingwith foreignadversados(lbid, 271). This
can explainwhy the Nixon administrationused pollingdata to avoid taking unpopular
positionsIn the area of foreign policy (Shapiro& Jacobs,2000: 232-233).It can also
Justify Elsenhower'swillingness to allow Franco to be defeated In Indochinaand
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Kennedy'stough and risky responsesto Khrushchevsprovocationsas Instanceswhere
anticipatedpublicopinionposedas a threatto the leaders'domesticreputation.
The essence of the discussion is to demonstrate the existence of a certain degree of
sensitivity or cautiousness that politicians develop towards a future public opposition.
The association of the public sentiments with media frames. which Is also acknowledged
by policymakers, justifies why the concept of public opinion becomes Important In
decislon-making processes. Given the public's reliance on the media for Information,
understanding and interpretation of foreign policy Issues, the anticipation of a public
opposition equals the recognition of the media's central role In generating conditions of
domestic pressure. The whole concept of public opinion Is an Integral component of the
framing process and the Impact of media frames on policymakers exists, If not as an
actuality, as a notion. It carries with It the expectation of a domestic cost that Is difficult to
Ignore. If the public's views about foreign policy Issues are shaped by media frames,
then by responding to an anticipated or perceived public opinion, policyrnakers respond
to selected Interpretations of the public!s beliefs as determined by these media frames.
This gives media frames a central role In the process of decision-making, the power of
which Is further enhanced when one considers the critical part that framing plays In
decision-makingprocesses as demonstratedby prospect theory.
2.4.2 Media Frames In the docIsIon-makIng process
Media framing In this case may Influence political decisions through an Indirect route,
this time bringing public opinion Into the picture. Prospect theory has made a significant
contribution on that front by emphaslslng the relationship between framing of choices or
decision outcomes and situations Of loss aversion. In the examples described earlier,
Presidents Roosevelt and Carter found themselves In a position of an Imminent loss.
which they had to recoup; It Was their framing of the situation as such, which ultimately
led to the selection of a risky decision. The Idea of loss aversion becomes further crucial
due to Its association with future reputation and domestic cost. The role of the public
becomes Important here since, as Levy (1992) suggests, loss aversion also has an
Impact on public opinion, not just on pollcymakers directly. This Idea Implies that the
public Itself Is Involved In a framing procedure, if a situation of loss aversion Is produced
through the framing of a given problem, this may result In punishing political leaders. The
for
domestic publics to react
tendency
the
due
to
becomes
role of public opinion
crucial
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more stronglyto strategiclossesthan to comparablegains and to punishtheir leaders
morefor the formerthan to rewardthemfor the latter(1992:285).
The media's capacity to Influence political choices In this case Is through the impact of
media frames on the public. Given the emergence of public opinion from framed and
mediated Information particularly In the domain of foreign policy, the public becomes the
filter for the media frames to exert domestic pressure on pollcymakers. Figure 2.2
depicts the route through which the media frames affect political decision-making, this
time with the public as an additional component of the Interactlon. The Idea Is that the
cognitive Impact of the media frame Is now exerted on the public, which then converts
into the expectation of a domestic opposition In case the decision-maker falls to conform
to what the public sentiment dictates.

Decision-maker

Frorne
Pol6ccal

I
Media Frame

Choice vroblem

Cognhive Impact

-----

Domestic Cost

-----------

Figure 2.2: The Indirect Impactof mediaframeson decision-making

The differencewith the ImpactdepictedIn figure 2.1 lies In the type of pressurethe
media frames exert. In the former case, a possiblemedia oppositionto the political
frame of the choice problem Is translatedInto pressurethat concerns International
decisionsthe actor makes and the respectiveInternationalcost they may entail. In the
latter case, the pressureacquiresthe dimensionof a domesticexpectedcost and the
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damage that a potential failure may cause to his domesticreputation.Any possible
Influenceof the mediaframe on the framingof the decision-makerIs exertednot on his
Interpersonalprocessingof Informationbut on his expectationof the publicreaction.In
otherwords,it Is not the politicalframeper se that changes,but rathera domesticcostIs
nowattachedto it. The cognitiveImpacton publicopinionIs IncorporatedIn what I would
call a 'rationally' oriented relationshipbetween media Influencesand foreign policy
decisionsandwill be epitomisedIn the nextchapterwith the aid of gametheory.
2.4.3 IdentIfication of tho modla framo

We have thereforeIdentifiedthe Importanceof framingon decision-makingprocesses
and a potentialroute throughwhichmediaframingcan be equallyInfluentialon political
decisions.Prospecttheoryhas offereda foundationfor the Identificationof both a direct
and IndirectpotentImpactof mediaframes. The presentsectionattemptsto Identifythe
dimensionsof the media frames,In the coverageof a foreignpolicyIssue,such as an
Internationalcrisis. It alms at Identifyingand formulatingthe Instrumentwith which the
media play their part In decision-making,In theoreticalterms. It will also providethe
foundationfor the analysisof the press coverageIn order to test the applicationof the
model to be completedIn the next chapter.It Is an effort to describehow the media
frames should be conceptualisedIn order to Illustratethe media's role as a political
actor.
To investigate the media frame of a political situation such as an International crisis, we
assume that, similar to the political frame, the media frame Is controlled by the manner In
which the choice problem Is perceived and presented In the media. In this case, the
Idea
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Is constructed by words that compose the frame and at the same time emphasise those
aspects of the given situation that the media aim at highlighting.

Researchon framing has distinguishedtwo categoriesof frames, namely those of
framesas dependentand as Independentvariables.In the formercase the creationof
framesIs Influencedby several soclo-structuralor organisationalfactors. In the latter
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organisationsand the way that this shapesthe newsconstruction.The Idearefersto the
media's roles as a political actor and a political Institutionthat organisesthe news
production around certain practices. which reflect the media's Incentives and
motivations,be It of commercialor Ideologicaldisposition.The latter casecreatesscope
to conceptuallsethe media as politicalactorsand 'conveyors'of framesthat Influence
politicalbehaviour,and focuseson contentas the Instrumentfor the media'spolitical
action.The mediaframesas an Independent
varlablewill be the focusof attentionIn this
thesis.
The model for the organisation of the media content within the context of decisionmaking is found In Entman's definition according to which, media fmmos dorine
problems, diagnose causes and suggest remedies. The key Idea Is firstly the media's
Initlafive to proceed with an analysis and Interpretation of a given situation that goes
beyond a mere depiction and neutral presentation of an event and resembles the
evaluation process In the framing phase of a choice problem, as suggested by
Kahneman & Tversky. When seen through the prism of prospect theory, Entman's
definition organises the media content In a frame that allows for the conceptualisationof
the media as declslon-makers. That Is to say, the media offer a way of reasoning for a
given matter and also suggest a solution.
Secondly, Kahneman & Tversky defined framing as 'the decision-makeesconception of
the acts, outcomes and contingencies associated with a partcular choice' (1981: 453).
When such acts, outcomes and contingenciesInvolve a given degree of risk, the framing
of the decision will render the decision-maker loss averse. In other words, there are
certain compelling notions that define the process through which decisions are framed.
Therefore, the media proceed with framing a situation by defining a problem, diagnosing
a cause and suggesting a remedy based on some further compelling noVons. which
back
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from
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with regard to the media process of selectivity as an Indicator of their power to report
Independently.Entman's definition of the media framing enhances this concept of media
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The Interestingaspect of this approachlies in the potentialImpactthat such a framing
mayhave on the politicalframes.Framinga situationIn a procedurethat resemblesthe
decision-maker's
evaluationprocess,the mediaIncreasethe possibilityfor their frameto
be noticed and even to be consideredby the decision-maker,especiallywhen it Is
knownto Interrelatewith the publicmood.At this stageit Is the framesembodiedIn the
newstext that becomethe centreof attentionfor the decislon-makerand representthe
preliminaryanalysis of the choice problem on behalf of the media. They describe
attributesof the news Itself encouraginga particularunderstandingof those eventsthe
news refers to. What the media do In the framingphaseof the choiceproblemIs to
constructtheir own realityand approachof a situationthat ultimatelyleadsto a particular
solutionof the problemat hand. In caseswhen the subjectof the frame becomesa
potentialloss and consideringthat a loss will alwayshurt more than an equal gain will
please,it could then becomeharderfor the decision-makerto remainInactivebefore
similarmedia coverage.It Is thereforeInterestingto examinehow the decision-maker
wouldperceivethe mediaframingon thesecircumstances.
Entman notes that through repetition, placement and reinforcing associations with each
other, the words that comprise the frame render one basic Interpretation more readily
discernible and comprehensible than others (Entman, 1991). His definition of the media
frames provides the model according to which the words that compose the media frame
may be detected, and a framework withln which these words may then be translated Into

an InfluentlalInstrument.
This frame can be described as 'diagnostic' and 'prognostic'; It alms at capturing those
elements in the press coverage that will appear to compose a preliminary analysis of the
choice problem on the same basis as the political framing and the analysis made by the
two political actors. The media frame In this case consists of word combinations that
Promote a problem definition and a certain degree of seriousness of the situation
Attribute responsibility
Promote certain risk, cost and pay-offs for each available option
Predict the outcome of each combination of the options available to the

governmentalplayers
o Suggestremedy
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Attentionshould also be given to the 'time' elementin the framing conductedby the
press.'AlthoughconventionalwisdomIs that the news deals with presenthappenings,
newsstoriesmay focus on the past- providinghistoricalbackgroundor tracingrelated
event In the past - or the future - making predictionsabout further developments,
proposingactionsto be taken,or evaluatingthe Impactof the eventIn the future'(Chyl&
McCombs,2004: 28)). In this case, the dimensionof time Is closelyrelatedto what is
defined as episodic and thematicframing (lyengar, 1991). When the media tend to
portray an event from an episodic approach,they focus on the specific Issue Itself
without providing any further explanationsabout the history and backgroundof the
event. On the contrary, thematic framing places the event In a broader field
concentratingon the social forcesand Institutionson which audiencesare expectedto
put the blamewhenIt comesto the coverageof a certainproblem.
In our case it Is both the episodic and thematic framing that encompasses all time levels
-past, present and future- offering a coverage that Includes description of a given
situation as well as analysis and assessment. The time levels are embedded In the
diagnosis and prognosis In which the analysis of the press coverage will be organised.
Ultimately, the prognostic and diagnostic media frame that this thesis seeks to detect
can be traced both In the episodic and thematic framing. On the one hand, the
description of an event, such as a crisis, per se, even with no reference to background
Information may still define the problem, attribute responsibility and suggest remedy. At
the same time, it may also embody those time dimensions that are likely to provide a
profound and rigorous account of the given political choice problem.
The essence of the media diagnosis and prognosis Is the Indication It gives to the
audience about what the causal forces are and what the preferred action should be. The
disseminationof prognosis may be particularly Importantwith regard to the Impact It may
have on what the audience would consider as the best decision to be made by the
government. The dissemination of a negative prognosis Is likely to create conditions of
loss aversion and place the policymakers In the domain of losses, as prospect theory
suggests. Yet, what this thesis will seek to demonstrate 13that the significance of this
occurrence lies first In the Impact that this situation is likely to have on the audience and
second In the way the government will perceive the audience's Involvementtoo. In other
words, the diagnostic and prognostic media frame needs to be Investigated within a
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wider frameworkthat will include the frame's cognitiveImpact on the audienceand
Interactionon the government.
consequently,the Impactof this mediaframe-audience
Once the Information that falls under the above categories Is detected, the ultimate
objective Is to Identify to what extent the media frame the current situation In a way
similar to the frames employed by the politicians. The political framing Is mainly detected
through the official statements and moves made by the two governments. A media
frame, which appears to be opposing the political frame, Is being evaluated In relation to
the anticipated public 'punishment' it may Instigate and to the official governmental
responses.

The elementof time becomesImportantalso In terms of the potentialchangesIn both
the media and the politicalframe. The extent.to which both frames tend to change
during the progressof each crisis, Is a potentialIndicatorof their Influenceover one
another.The detectionand examinationof such changesIs an Importantstep for the
Particularattentionshould be
investigationof the media-politiclansInterdependence.
given to the similaritiesand differencesbetweenthe risk, cost and pay-offsof each
potentialoutcomeof the crisis as framed by the media and the political actors.Any
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In brief, the objective of the employment of content analysis In the press coverage of the
case study Is to Identify those text elements that present an attempt of the Greek and
Turkish newspapers to frame and analyse a specific choice problem similarly to the
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international game. Its role as an actor concentrateson its power to Indirectly participate
In the political game by Influencing the moves of the political actors and the final

decisionsthey proceedwith.
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Summary

The present chapter discussed the media's quality as political actors through the theory
of the political Institution, in an effort to trigger an examination of a more rigorous and
drastic approach of their role as active particlpants In the decision-making process.
Within this context, the chapter introduced framing theory as an Illustration of the
media's capacity to proceed with evaluation and analysis of Information Independentof
official controls. The media frames may then become a source of drastic Impact on the
policymakers' perception of a given Issue. The Importance of framing as a media
'weapon' was further enhanced with the Introduction of prospect theory, a paradigm of
decision-making that unravelled the strategic predisposition embodied In framing. With
the rationalisation and systematic connection of framing with public opinion, prospect
theory helped locate the media In the political domain as active participants, focusing on
the Impact that media framed Informationhas on policyrnakers.
The objective of this chapter was to build an argument to support the media's strategic
role In the political game. It was mentioned earlier that although framing Is shown to
determine choices that political actors make, It has been conc-eptualisedas a cognitive
impact. This thesis recognises the cognitive Importance of frames on the emergence of
public opinion. By putting together the three Individual players and the relationships they
develop with one another It needs to produce a schema that will systematically
demonstrate how the different components of the media-politicians relationship result In
and explain the media's strategic action. The present chapter comprises the first part In
the production of this schema. This Includes the Identification of the media's power as
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3 The Media In the Political Game
3.1

Introduction

Having demonstrated the media's quality as political actors and Introduced framing
theory as a vital 'ingredient' In their ability to develop an independent action, the thesis
will now attempt the merging of the observations and Inferences made In chapter two,
with the theory of games. The present chapter comprises the last stage In the formation
of the theoretical model that seeks to Illuminate the media's strategic role and Influence
on foreign policy decision-making processes. Game theory Is here presented as a model
for the study of decision-making process between rational actors. Given that the
aforementioned model reflects an attempt to Integrate the media In political decisionmaking process, game theory has been selected to help In exploring the political process
itself through a more systematic and consistent framework. It serves In offering Insight
Into the forces that drive political decisions and In creating entries for the media frames
to be systematically Incorporated In that process.
Game theory Is favoured over prospect theory for the reason that strategic InteractionIs
favoured over cognition as a theory for deCision-makinganalysis. On the one hand. It Is
essential to clarify that prospect theory would provide the context for the examination of
the media-government Interaction and the media's Influence from a cognitive
perspective. Apart from the fact that cognition represents the main approach through
which media effects have been largely studied so far, a cognitive Impact of the media
frames presupposes an Impact on the Interpersonal Information processing of the
decision-maker and a change In their perception of a given situation. Such a method
would entail a correlation between media frames and political decisions that Is rather
fluid and abstract and therefore problematic to be studied and verified within the context
of a cause-effect relationship. On the other hand, the preference over a strategic
approach offered by game theory alms at filling an existing gap In the theory of media
In
and
particular
to
the
relationships
and communication with regard
media-government
the effects of the media on governmental decision-making.The absence of a theoretical
framework that examines media effects in terms of a strategic Interaction provides the
incentive for the production of a model that examines the media's role In political
decision-making through an alternative, more systematic approach; which can also
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function as a departure point towards the developmentof a more accurate and
methodicaltheoryof media-government
relations.
The present chapter will therefore defend the employment of the game theoretic
approach first by Introducing rational choice theory as the foundation of the political
game and of the presentation of some fundamental norms that explain human behaviour
consistently. It will pave the way to Introduce game theory as a form of two-person
Interactions, between rational actors. Particular attention Is given to the description of
conflict situations as games, which serves a two-fold purpose. On the one hand it
prepares the reader for the type of game that will be used as a basis for the building of a
coherent framework for the media to be Integrated too. On the other hand, It draws
attention to the national costs that decisions In situations of conflict entail and, which
could rise even further due to media frames. The depiction of a conflict situation In the
context of a game Is made with the employment of the Cuban Missiles crisis as an
empirical example.
A media entry Is created In the political game by way of the vital role of InformationIn the
coordination of the players' moves. Information Is here presented as a key component of
the media's action In the political game, through which their strategic role Is Identified.
The final stage of the model Is the location of the media In the structure of the game,
with the aid of theoretical examples that highlight the possibility of multi-levellgames.
Their position is Identified as a third actor that develops Interactions Wth the decisionmakers. The outcome of these Interactions converges the media's strategic Impact on
the decision-making process.
The thesis argues that the employment of game theory will provide the foundation to
Identify parameters In how and why people act the way they do. This will allow the
drawing of Inferences about the forces that drive political decisions and create a
framework of decision-making. The main objective In the employment of the theory Is to
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provide a more consistent approach
analysing how politicians also view this role, create their profile as a strategic actor.
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The emergence of Rationality and Game Theory In the social

sciences
Before we proceed with a more detailed discussion of game theory and the way the
political game Is conceptualised, it would be useful to briefly examine the roots of game
theory and its emergence In relation to rational choice theory.
Randall Collins (1994) Identifies the development of the rational tradition during the
1700s and 1800s under the name 'utilitarianism' and as closely related to economics.
John Locke, the Ideologue of the Glorious Revolution,was the one who set down many
of the Ideas of utilitarianism, focusing on the Individual as the centre and starting point of
social action. Locke understood action to be the outcome of people's physical
sensations and of their capacity to shape the circumstancesIn which they lived, rational
Individuals built up their Ideas based on their own experience and as a resultant of their
own sensations (Collins, 1994: 125-126,Emirbayer & Mischa, 1998: 964-965). However,
his Ideology left unanswered questions with regard to the gap left between explaining
what rational Individuals ought to do and explaining the way people have actually been
behaving. In other words, at that stage utilitarlans failed to explain what they regarded as
false Ideas and disadvantageous behaviour (Collins, 1994: 126). At the same Ume,
Locke's emphasis on people's physical sensations generated the Image of a selfish
Individual that Shaftesbury and Hutcheson tried to avoid by suggesting an Instinctive
moral sense that enabled people to distinguish what was right to do. However, because
such an assumption would lead to a return to religious dogmatism, Collins reports that
other empiricists focused on showing how all beliefs are built through Individuals'
experiences, In order to protect the mind from superstition(1994: 127).
Wthin this context, Hume suggested that the beliefs and actions of Individuals were the
outcome of Ideas that were built based on habit and the order In which their sensations
have occurred to them. Hume's argument was that the way people behaved was
because of their habitual experience and not because of what was rational for them to
do. He therefore emphasised on thoughtless habits as the forces of Individual action,
which would also explain why Individuals would put up with Institutions even If the latter
would not really fit their rational interests (Collins, 1994: 127).
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Towards the end of the 19'hcentury, the tradition of utilitarianism fades with one of the
main reasons being the fact that as Collins states, economics was becoming divorced
from common sense and from sociology, which became an Independent discipline.
Sociologists like Durkhelm criticlsed utilitarianismfor pdodUslngthe Individual rather than
society and tried to shift the emphasis to the moral ties among people as a more
significant force than economic/market exchanges. The main philosophic trend was to
focus on the use of ethical concepts and ethical language rather than logical
explanations of action (Collins, 1994: 132-133).
In the 1950s a new version of utilitarianism started to develop again, this time In
sociology, the roots of which appear to be different from the old ublitarlan tradition and Its
economic disposition. Theorists of the new discipline, such as Mead, Weber and
Parsons argued In different directions. it was particularly Parsons towards whom
Homans launched an attack, starting out the establishment of a now version of
utilitarianism. Parsons recognised that Individualsbehaved according to their roles In the
larger social system, which were shaped by culture and the process of socialisation
(Collins, 1994: 134). He actually sought to combine the rational and non-rational
dimensions of human action by Identifying effott as the linking point between what he
described as social conditions and ends (Emirbayer& Mische, 1998:965).
Homans reacted to Parsons' structural-functionalismdescribing the whole notion of his
social system as abstract and stressing that whatever happens must be closely linked to
and caused by the Individuals' motivations. Homans' law, which Is his most Important
principle, focuses on the Interactions among Individuals. He formulated a sedes of
principles of how people behaved leading to what was known as 'exchange theory.
Within this context, Homans shifted sociological theory towards the Individual. herihis
self interests and the way Individuals Interacted and made exchanges with each other.
Unlike the traditional version of utilitarianism, sociology and exchange theory were
concerned with Issues of power and how Inequality comes about (Collins, 1994: 133137). The re-establishment of rationality as seen through Homans' effort to crystallise a
new version of utilitarianism, Is assoclated with the abstractness of theodes of sociology
and structural-functionalism- which were difficult to verify by empirical evidence- that
rational choice theorists sought to overcome.
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Collinsgoes on to describehow the study of rationalitywithin this sociologicalcontext
cameup againstparadoxesand limitsof rationalityrelatedto the abilityof Individualsto
processInformationand makerationaldecisions,as well as to the abilityof Individualsto
form groups and proceed with collective action. It Is the latter that Is particularly
Interestinghere since it led to the issue of the 'free rideethat was amongthe problems
dealtwith by gametheory.As Collinsdescribes,MancurOlsonformulatedthe'free ddee
issue In 1965 explaininghow 'the rationalindividualwill not contributeto the costs of
157).
providingpublicgoodsbut will go aheadandenjoythemnevertheless'(11994:
The 'free rider' problemis what has beendescribedas the 'prisoner'sdilemma'problem
in gametheory,whichwas a methodthat developedduringWorldWar 11for the analysis
of strategic decisions. The prisoner's dilemma encompassesthe problem of the
contributionthat rationalIndividualsmakeor don'tmaketo societyand the distributionof
public goods; and Is 'analogousto a social world In which public goods would be
valuableto have, but In which Individualswouldlose somethingfrom contributingto the
public good as long as other people do not' (Collins, 1994: 158). What makes the
situationa dilemmaIs the fact that InteractionsbetweenrationalselfishIndividualsleads
to no one ever sacrificinganythingfor the publicgood.
The prisoner's dilemma Issue represents a stage In the development of rationality where
the Introductiionof game theory and In particular of Iterated games, according to Collins,
have been proposed as a way to overcome the problems of social coordination. This Is
because when Individuals are Involved In a series of games with the same patterns, they
ultimately develop long-run patterns of behaviour that differ from what happens In a
single game (1994: 159). Game theory Is here Invoked as a solution for understanding
social solidarity reflecting some first attempts to develop and employ an economics
rooted theory, such as rationality, for the explanation of social behaviour and decisionmaking processes.

As AndrewColman(1982) states,traditionaltheoriesof social psychologylackedthe
necessaryconceptswith which to deal rigorouslywith Interdependentdecision-making.
This justifiedthe necessityand suitabilityof a systematictheory,whichwould analyse
Interactionsand decisionoutcomesthat dependedupon the decisionsof other people.
Colmanrecognlsedthe need to explaindeliberatedecisions,which was an area that
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existingtheoreticalmodelswere unableto deal with, since they tended to explainthe
behaviourof inanimateobjects as responsesto externalforces. He states that most
psychologicallyInterestingforms of social behaviourderive from deliberatedecisions,
someof whichare agreeableto gametheoryanalysis(1982:34).
Nevertheless, game theory did not attract much attention until Jon von Neuman and
Oskar Morgenstern published 'The Theory of Games and Economic behavioue In 1944,
It was their mutual Interests In strategic behaviour that joined von Neuman's
mathematical expertise with Morgenstern's Interest In Individual-level analysis In the
building of new economics leading to the development of the first social science centred mathematical Innovations.They were both convinced that mathematics provided
the appropriate toolbox for researching the complicated social sciences (O'Rand, 1992:
182-183). They focused on Interactions among agents govemed by a set of rules that
specified the possible moves of the participants and a set of outcomes for each possible
combination of moves. The Idea was that such a theory of games could apply to almost
any social Interaction where Individuals have some understanding of how the outcome
for an agent Is affected not just by his own action but by the actions of others as well
(Heap & Varoufakls, 1995:1.2). It Is therefore no surprise that von Neuman and
Morgenstern's game-theoretlc notions coursed Into political science as well.
Wiliam H. Riker (1992), who also had a part In the development of the entrance of game
theory In politics, explains that the lack of an Intellectual centre In political science In the
1950s,with a clear understanding of what the science of politics was all about. rendered
the Introduction of a more scientific and systematised theory Imperative. Riker refers to
two features of game theory In particular, that appeared to fit Into political science.
Firstly, game theory tended to analyse soclal outcomes In terms of the Interaction of
participants, each of whom sought to achieve their goals, excluding factors such as
Instinct, thoughtless habits or unconscious desires that psychological and metaphysical
theories would embrace In explaining social behaviour (1992:209).

Secondly,Riker explainsthat gametheoryallowedfor free choice,recommendingthat
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carriersof exogenouslydetermineddrives. At the same time, game theory can also
guaranteethe behaviourregularitythat allowsgeneralisaflonand that Is presentIn the
studyof politics.Rikerthereforearguesthat whatgametheoryoffersIs the possibilityfor
both generalisationand free choice In the analysis and understandingof political
interactionsand outcomes(1992:210). All In all, the significanceof game theoryand
particularlyof its entranceIn politicalsciencelies In allowingthe Investigationof political
decisionswithin the contextand as outcomesof Interactionsbetweenparticipants;and
more Importantly,It focuses on politicaloutcomesas resultantsof decisionsthat are
made consciously,unlike the decisionsdriven by unconsciousdesiresthat social and
theoriesexplain.
psychological
The brief historical account of the development of rationality as a tradition and the
entrance of game theory In the social and political sciences serves as a departure point
In demonstrating the advantages of the specific approach In relation to other sociological
theories of social action and decision-making. For Instance. contrary to the discipline of
sociology that depends on largely abstract social systems, rationality and game theory
provide a systematic context for the investigation and analysis of social and political
action. Instead of focusing on thoughtless habit and Instinctive processes of decisionmaking, game theory places the emphasis on Interactions and examines human
behaviour as the outcome of such Interactions.Action Is therefore a complex Interactive
phenomenon that game theory helps Investigate In depth: while the emphasis on the
purposive Instrumental and calculating orientations of the Individuals make the empirical
study and analysis of human behaviour possible as well.

3.3

Rational Choice Theory and the political process

Rational choice theory provides the foundation to understand and employ game theory
for the analysis of political Interactions. The present section Introduces the concept of
rational decision-making as a foundation of game theory In an effort to Identify some
fundamental principles In the behaviour of actors that will contribute In the formation of a
systematic game model. Given that the theory Is often accused of being unrealistic, the
present section will attempt to defend It by highlighting Its analytical strengths In relation
to the purposes of this thesis.
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To act rationally presupposescorrespondencebetween means and ends and the
developmentof a behaviourthat aims at maximisingone'sown Interests.The processof
rationaldecision-making
reflectsthe selectionamonga numberof givenalternativeswith
certainconsequenceseach;and requiresthat Individualschoosethe alternativewith the
mostbeneficialoutcome,In relationto their preferencesand the valueassignedto them.
Priorto makinga choice,rationalactorsare expectedto rank the availablealternatives.
This ranking will help them In specifyingthe payoffs and worth of each possible
outcome,before they proceedwith the selectionof strategy.The choice they make
ultimatelyrepresentsthe goal they seek to achieve(Elster,1986;Riker, 1992:Allison&
Zelikow,1999).
Rationalchoicetheoryrecognisesa certaindegreeof consistencyIn humanbehaviour,
particularlyfor the achievementof goals. Eisler describesrationalityas a 'normatlveý
concept,which Indicateswhat action Individualsshould take In order to achievetheir
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(1986:83). One of the theorys advantageslies specificallyIn the fact that, as opposed
to psychologicaland cognitive theoriesof explanation,the rational choice approach
focuses on outcomes of decisions and most Importantly,It explains outcomesas
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The argumentthe presentchapterseeksto makeIs that althoughrationalchoicetheory
Is not the only possibleapproachto politics,It providesthe tool for the understandingof
interactions,which paves the way for a profoundexplanationand analysisof political
decision-making.This can help discover unseen parametersIn the developmentof
specific political behaviours.It allows making more accurate guesses about future
consequences
of currentactionsand ultimatelybuildsassumptionsthat permitprediction

of futureactionsaswell.
The theory Is however often accused of being too Idealistic, as It tends to exaggerate the
degree of control that political actors have over their decisions. A popular example of the
rational choice approach of an International political Interaction was made by Graham
Allison and Philip Zelikow (1999) on the Cuban Missile Crisis. The analysts approach the
Soviet and US decisions, to place offensive missiles In Cuba and to proceed wilth a
blockade respectively, as alternatives whose consequences were preferred in terms of
the actors' utility function; and they produce a detailed account of how and why each
decision was made at a given point of time. They conclude that the specific event cannot
be adequately explained through the rational approach due to several complexities and
uncertaintiesthat the model falls to take Into account.

TheyactuallyIntroducethe conceptof boundedrationalityIn an attemptto acknowledge
the Importanceof knowledgeand the limitationsin the Informationprocessingabilityof
the rationalagent (1999:20). This Is In orderto highlightthe often-misleading
natureof
of
rationalitywhen It comesto analysingan actor'sdecisions,and the underestimation
Informationand empiricalevidenceabout an actoes objectivesand preferences.The
limitationsof rationalchoicetheoryas a tool for the explanationof goal-orientedhuman
behaviourhave also been stressed by Elster who recognisesthat. apart from the
Informationprocessingconstraints,also Freudian-type emotionalfactorshinderactors
fromselectingthe mosteffectivestrategyto achievetheirobjectives(1986:83).
In otherwords,rationalchoicetheoryappearsto be highlydemandingto the extentthat
one mightwonderwhetherpoliticalactorscan everconformto It. It needsto be clarified
that this thesisdoes not overlookor underratethe theorys deficiencies.It doeshowever
defendits effectivenessas an analyticalInstrumentthat can serve the purposesof this
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and Institutionssuch as the media,act rationallyIn the senseof taking Into accountall
the objectiverealitiesof the situationthey are facedwith. Yet, the argumentthis thesis
makes Is that a rational choice approachof the med!3-politiciansInteractionIn the
frameworkof Internationalevents can assist In comprehendingwhy the actors In
questionbehave the way they do. It can producea model that will Illuminatecertain
parametersIn the behaviourof the two parties and reveal a new dimensionof the
media'srole that extendsbeyondtheir cognitiveimpacton decision-making
processand
is consciouslyassimilatedIn governmentalpolicydecisions.
3.4

Games and rational behaviour

In Interactions
betweentwo or moreactorsandIn situationsof conflictmanyof those
factorsthat definedecision-making
are not assignedto chanceor to the givenchoice
problembutto theopponentof eachactor.7his bringsus to thetheoryof games.where
suchan opponentis an Integralfeatureof the decisionmodelproblem'(Rapoport
bytwoor more
1980:
52).Eislerdefinesgametheoryas 'thetheoryof rationalbehaviour
interacting
his
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to
determined
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as specifiedby his ownpayofffunction'(Eisler,1986:89).WhatgametheoryoffersIn
the analysisof rationalbehaviour,is a mathematical
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thatall estImations
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goals.It alsosuggests
that similarestimations
are
aboutpotentialoutcomes,theymakethemacknowledging
(Riker,1992).
alsomadebytheadversary
On a general basis, a game can be described as a method for the solving and analysis
of problems related to the process of decislon-making.In order to solve a problem, it Is
essential that one assesses and analyses a given situation. When two or more actors,
who face one another In their attempt to find a solution that Is favourable to them, handle
such situations then the situation can be desc4ibedas a game, Games that are played
between two or more actors are classified as games of strategy and they are concerned
with situations in which outcomes depend upon the choices that all the Involved players
make; the outcome of the game Is therefore controlled partly by all players (Colman.
1982: 10). Decisions In such games are made under uncertainty due to the fact that
actors cannot fully allocate probabilities to one another's moves and they are not
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capableof having completecontrol of the outcomesof the game (Heap & Varoufakls,
1995;Hamburger,1982; Colman,1982).One basic attributeof the game Is the effort
that each participantmakesto preventthe adversaryfrom makingmovesand decisions
that will hinder the payoffs of the former.The actors are InvolvedIn an analysisand
assessmentof the given situation;they developstrategicaction and make movesthat
will ultimatelymaximisetheir Interests.
Games do not descdbe only Interactions between two or more actors but also models of
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represents an Invented player and operates as a force that Is unpredictable by the
decision-maker. It has Its own set of actions and rules and can pursue them In a way
that Interferes with the achievements of the player. Later In this chapter we will
encounter both types of games as part of the model under construction.
The contribution of game theory to this thesis Is of course analogous to that of rational
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explanationof specificeventsand outcomesthat prospecttheorycannot.Giventhe set
of rulesthat controlmediaorganisationsas well as the Intereststhey pursue.the media
appearto bringtogetherfeaturesthat rendertheir approachas strategicactorsfeasible.
At the sametime, their Interactionwith the governmentoffersfor profoundanalysisas a
game.A cognitiveanalysisof this interactionwould assignthe potentialmediaImpact
to the interpersonalprocessingof the media frame by the decision-maker.On the
contrary,a gametheoreticapproachwill highlightthe Intereststhat drivethe employment
of specific frames by the media and Integratethem in the analysis as part of the
decision-maker's
processingand evaluationof a givensituation.
Apartfrom the use of explanation,gametheorycan be used for purposesof prediction
as well. Dixit & Skeathnote, 'whenlookingaheadto situationswheremultipledecisionmakerswill Interactstrategically,we can use gametheoryto foreseewhat actionsthey
will take and what outcomeswill result'(1999:34). The constructionof a formula,which
consistentlyanalysesthe forcesthat drive decisionsmade both by politicaland media
actors, can help model the InteractionIn a way that allows Its applicationto future
Instances.In this case the mediacouldevenbecomeconsiderabletools for the analysis
of politicaloutcomes.
3.4.1 Game theory In conflict situations
The thesis seeks to produce a theoretical model, for which there exists no formula In the
literature that can be employed as an example. What the literature does Include though
Is examples of the application of game theory on International events and situations of
conflict between nation-states. The present section will Introduce the Cuban Missiles
Crisis as a paradigm that will help understand the structure and process of a political
game. This example will also provide the foundation for the type of game In which the
media will be Integrated as part of our theoretical model. At this stage It Is essential to
Introduce a few basic concepts and presentational conventions that will be encountered
In the present and In later chapters as well, with regard to the formulation and
development of political games.

A game theoretic analysis involves three fundamental concepts, players, strategies and
payoffs. A player represents any Individual or composite actor that makes purposeful
decisions/moves, which will then represent the player's strategies. The Intersection of
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the strategiesproducesoutcomes,the evaluationof whichIs then translatedInto payoffs
for each player,accordingto the players'preferencesamongthe producedoutcomes.
These concepts can be organlsed In two basic forms, -the 'normal form' and the
'extensiveform'. The first representsthe choice situation as a matrix In which the
strategiesof one playerare representedby rowswhile the ones of the other playerare
representedby columns. The combinationor Intersectionof the players' strategies
results in their payoffs,which are In the form of numbersdepictedIn the cells of the
matrix.The normalform of the game representsthe form of gameswhere the players
move simultaneously,contraryto the extensiveform that representsgames playedIn
sequentialmoves.In the extensiveform of the game.the players'movesare depictedIn
a decision-treethat showsthe sequenceIn whichthe two playersmove and lists their
payoffsat the end of each sequenceof moves.Treesallowto expressa successionof
moveswith each playerknowingthe movesand decisionsthat have taken placeup to
the time of a particulardecision(Hamburger,1979:11-12.26;Scarpf.1997:7). The two
formsof the game will be introducedIn the followingsection,basedon the exampleof
the Chickengame(Figure3.1).
Rapoport claims that the theory of games can be reasonably defined as a theory of
rational decision In conflict situations. The conceptuallsation of politics as a
manifestation of conflict and the conceptuallsationof rationality as a mode of reasoning
While
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organisation of a crisis as a game allows for the in depth examination and explanation of
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A conflict can be described as an Interaction between nation states and parties that seek
to achieve certain objectives'. If when pursuing these objecUves, the Involved parties
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that any politicalInteractionIn the form of a conflict,can be IllustratedIn the form of a
game.
A conflict situation
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In this thesis, the objective Is to obtain a clear picture of the media's role In the decisionmaking processes, In conflict situations. Therefore, an accurate analysis of the two
Greek- Turkish crises employed as a case study becomes vital, and Is expected to
answer some crucial questions In the escalation and resolution of each crisis as well as
create scope to detect the role of the media. Game theory will help understand why the
two governments selected certain strategies Instead of others; and also, Identify whether
and to what extent the media coverage was among the factors that defined the
Interaction between the two governments and the wider context In which decisions were
made.

3.4.2 Tho Cuban Missilos Crisis as a political garno
The Cuban Missiles Crisis of 1962 constitutes an example from political and military
history that has been used quite widely In terms of game theoretic analysis. It appears
that the drama of the episode and the amount of Information available to the analysts
about the progress of the events renders both the reconstructionof the progress In game
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theoretictermsand the drawingof accurateInferencesa feasibletask.The discussionof
the specific example provides also a manifestationof a game theoreticanalysis of
It alsodemonstratesthe flexibilityof the theoryIn Incorporating
politicaldecision-making.
and organisingthe subjectivespecificationsof each situationand the potentialfor an
evolutionarydevelopmentand analysis.The most commonperceptionof the specific
crisisIs that the two superpowerswere aboutto InvolveIn a nuclearconfrontation,and
the mostappropriategamemodelto Incorporatethis Is the so-calledChicken,a classical
modelof two-persongames.
Chickenhas been appliedto the Cuban Missilescrisis by Nigel HowardIn his article
'SomedevelopmentsIn the Theoryand Applicationof Metagames(GeneralSystems,
XV. 1970). The name derives from various versions of a gruesome pastime that
originatedamong CalifornianteenagersIn the 1930Sand becamenotoriousIn 1955
through Nicholas Rays powerfulfilm Robol Withouta Couso, starring James Dean
(Colman,1995).The most familiar version of the game Is that of the two motorists
speedingtowardseach other.The descriptionof the gamecan be replacedby the matrix
shownIn figure 3.1. Thereforeeach motoristcan choosebetweentwo strategies;either
swerve,which In this case Is translatedInto 'Cooperation'.or else 'C'. or drive ahead,
which equals 'Defection, or V. More specifically,actor I can choosethe right or left
columnwhile actor2 can pick the top or bottomrow.Their two choicesdeterminea cell
of the matrix. If both playerschooseCooperationand swerveon time. the outcomeof
the gameIs 3,3 as shownIn the top left cell,whichequalscompromiseor else a draw.If
on the other hand, actor 1 choosesDefectionand drives ahead while actor 2 selects
cooperationand swerves,the outcomeIs 2,4, as shownIn the top right cell,with 2 being
the payofffor actor2. who Is the Chicken,and4 beingthe payofffor actor 1, who Is the
winner(The payofffor the row playerIs shownfirst). The same outcomeoccursIf the
two actorschoosethe oppositemoves(4,2), but this timethe ChickenIs actor 1. In case
none of the motoristsdecides to swerveon time and thereforethey both chooseto
defect,they both get 1 as shownIn the bottomright cell, which Is the worst possible
outcome,and theyend up In a head-oncollision.
In the application of the Chicken game on the Cuban Missiles crisis Howard set out the
following strategies: On the one hand, the Soviet Union could choose either to continue
placing missiles In Cuba or to withdraw them. On the other hand the strategies available
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to the US govemmentwere either to proceedwith an InvasionIn Cuba or to withdraw.
The questionthat Howardattemptedto answerwas what the best strategycouldbe for
boththe SovietUnionand the US governmentUsingthe exampleof the chickengame,
he producedthe modelshownIn figure3.2.
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Cooperate - 3,3
Figure 3.1 : The Chicken game In Its normal and extensive form

In the specific game, Cooperation Is the best strategy for both actors. The US
government could reach a peaceful settlement and withdraw from Invading, provided
that the Soviet Union would also agree to withdraw from placing offensive missiles In
Cuba. This Is an outcome that does not yield the greatest payoff for any of the sides, But
it leads to a compromise where none of the actors Is 'chicken'. The choice of Defection
Is the strategy with the greatest payoff but only on the condition that the adversary would
choose to cooperate. This Is an example that stresses the Importance of the players'
coordination of their behaviour In order to solve the problem and reach an equilibrium
point. Players have to understand each othees sets of moves In order to be able to
predict each other's moves and avoid the worst possible outcome of the game.

Howard'sexampleappearsrather staticwhen comparedto the analysisconductedby
Allison& Zelikowfor the same crisis.This Is becausethe latter attemptan analysisof
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USSR
C: withdraw missiles

D: proceed with placing
missiles

C: withdraw

3.3
Compromise

2.4
USSR wins

4.2
USA wins

1.1
Nuclear War

USA

D: Invade

Figure 3.2: The Cuban Missiles Crises In the form of the Chicken game

The sameexamplehas been analysedby Brams(1994)Illustratingthe Incorporationof
rationalchoiceIn game situations.What Is particularlyInterestingaboutBrams'analysis
Is how,contraryto Howard,he Interpretsthe US blockadeas a moveof cooperation.He
claims,
'Afthough In one sense the United States "won" by getting the Soviets to withdraw their missiles,
Premier Nikita Khruschev at the same time extracted from President John Kennedy a promise not
to Invade Cuba which seems to indicate that the eventual outcome was a compromise solution of
sorts. Moreover, even though the Soviets responded specifically to the blockade... the fact that
the United States hold out the possibility of escalating the conflict Indicates that the Initial
blockade decision was not considered final' (1994: 132-133).

Brams' argument Is that that the two superpowers were Involved In a sequential
bargaining game In which they considered further alternatives than the ones listed In
Howard's matrix, and kept their options open while the crisis was progressing. In fact,
Brams offers the alternative of the crisis being Interpreted as other than a chicken game
In an attempt to demonstrate the Incapability of game theory to offer an accurate
interpretation of the situation." However, there Is potential for a more flexible and realistic
game theoretic analysis of such an International event that systematically Incorporates
the complexities of a given situation. Dixit & Skeath, who employed the extended form of
the game and demonstrated more than one Interpretationof the moves made by the two
' Drams Is actually suggesting the Theory of Moves its a superior and more accurate Alternative
to classical game theory, which however preserves the fundamental principles of the latter. We
could argue that he Introduces TOM as a more flexible version of game theory. which represents
the progress that Is anyway being made In the developmentof game theory. Drams, (1994).
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players,conductedsuch an analysis.They recognisedthe uncertaintiesembeddedIn
the crisis and argued that game theory was adequateto explain the decision-making
process,but not as a two-persongame. They thereforesuggestedthe Interplayof a
numberof many-persongamesas a betterwayto look at the crl3lS(1999:445-450).
To sum up, the example of the Cuban Missiles crisis provides a manifestation of a
political game, such as a conflict situation. In the normal form of the game depicted In
the game matrix. The matrix organises the potential outcomes that result from the
combination of the two moves available to each player. What It falls to demonstrate Is
the sequence In which the two actors moved, which can of course be depicted In an
extended form of the game, as well as the background complexities that affected the
progress and outcome of the crisis, and which are possible to Incorporate In a manyperson or a many-arena game. In other words, the normal form of the game represents
one of the various ways to analyse a decision-making process. The argument that this
section seeks to make Is the following: the different Interpretations that derive from the
various analyses of the Cuban Missiles crisis as a game. In principle with regard to the
outcome of the crisis, do not demonstrate the Inadequacy of the theory to offer accurate
decision analysis. They rather Indicate that political decisions should not be evaluated In
Isolation but within a wider context of complexities and uncertainties. Game theory Is
capable of consistently Integrating this context In the decision-making process and
tracing the optimal moves of the players that would justify their action and the outcome
of the game. At the same time, to study the decisions of political actors within this wider
context creates scope for the Integration of the media as an Influential component of the
political game. This will be demonstrated In the following two sections. On the basis of a
political game organised similar to the Cuban Missiles cAsis, the remaining part of the
chapter will Incorporate the media's role as an actor In the decision-making process and
Illustratethe dimensions of their strategic action.

3.5

Games In multlplo arenas

The purpose of the present section Is to locate the strategic position that the media tend
to occupy In the structure of the political game. It seeks to Integrate the concept of the
conflict situation as a game Interaction between actors and the role of Information and
communication as a role carried by a third actor. This completes the formation of the
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Putnam, who sought to construct a model describing situations of International
negotiations with the two Involved sides calculating both the domestic and International
Implications of their actions, Introduced the model of the 'two-level game'. In Putnam's
metaphor bargainers are Involved simultaneously in two arenas of negotiations, one
representing the International and the other the domestic arena. In order for the
negotiation round to complete successfully, the parties Involved are expected to
accomplish an International agreement that has also been domestically ratified.
In terms of conflict situations, the International or external level represents the main
conflict between the national parties. In this stage the two national adversaries are
Involved In a bargaining procedure In an effort to find the most satisfactory solution to the
conflict and reach an International agreement. The agreement they reach will however
remain tentative. Any agreement achieved In this level 13subject to ratification by the
domestic environment of each national actor. While the bargaining process between the
two negotiators takes place, there Is a set of separate discussions within the domestic
constituents of the two negotiators about whether to ratify this agreement. Domestic
statesmen are expected to negotiate on whether to accept or block the proposed
agreement. Putnam has called the two different Stages 03 level I and level 2
respectively (1988: 435-436).
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Putnam'sInquiryfocusesparticularlyon casesof Internationalnegotiationsand the utility
of domestic pressuresas a bargainingadvantagefor the achievementof beneficial
Internationalagreements.In the exampleof the Bonn summitconferenceof 1978he
describeshow a comprehensivepackagedeal regardingthe enhancementof Western
recoveryfrom the first oil shockwas achievedbetweenthe govemmentsof Germany,
Japan and USA. He suggests that the agreement.which appeared to leave all
participantshappy, 'became possible only because a powerful minodty within each
government actually favoured on domestic grounds the policy being demanded
Internationally(1988: 428). The specific model Implies the Involvementof domestic
constituentsIn a decision-makingprocessthat result In either the ratificationor the
blockage of the respective Internationalagreementmostly through a parliamentary
function.On this respectthe modeldoesnot applyIn the case of the role the mediacan
playas a second-levelactor.Yet it bringsIn Ideasthat can help understandand analyse
the media'sImpactas domesticconstituentson foreignpolicydeclsions.
A crucialpointPutnammakesIs that, apartfromthe Impactthat domesticrejectionof an
agreementhas on the Internationaldecisionor strategy,even the expectationof a
domesticrejectionIs an equally potent constraintfor the progressof an International
negotiation.The elementof expectancybecomescrucialas It allows for the media to
play the role of the domesticadvocateon a secondlevel,throughtheir abilityto create
conditionsof domesticcost for the government.This becomespossiblefor two reasons.
On the one hand,the Ideaof the expectationcostdoesnot necessitateany formalaction
at the secondlevel of the Interactionand it allowsfor the mediato take the placeof one
of the domesticconstituentsas well. On the other hand, this Is an observationthat
correspondsto the Ideaof the audiencecostand punishmentthat the mediaare capable
of producing:and the Impactthat this potentialor expectedpunishmentcan have on
governmentaldecisions.
Putnamstresseshow the second-levelpressureexerted on Internationalnegotiators
derives from a small domestic Wn-set and can explain what he calls 'Involuntary
defection'(1988:438). This Is again an Idea that can Incorporatethe media In a twolevelpoliticalgame.The media'swin set In this caseIs reflectedIn their commercialand
organisationalpreferences.If this does not overlap with the government'spolicy
decision,It couldproducea negativecoverageand a mediapunishment,the expectation
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of which would explain what Putnam calls, Involuntarydefectionon the International
board. This Is an Idea that attemptsto clarify the complexityof moves that although
seemirrationalon one board,they can be Justifieddue to being rationalon the second
board.To assumethat the mediacan be perceivedas the causeof such an Involuntary
defectionprovidesthe groundsto approachand examinetheir role also as Instruments
That Is to say, the
of analysisof politicaloutcomesand internationaldecJsion-making.
media'sstrategicaction, as a sourceof domesticpressure,can ultimatelyhelp Justify
seeminglyIrrationaldecisions.
A similar observationIs made In Tsebells' nested game and the concept of the
suboptimaldecision.The nestedgamerepresentsthe politicalgameas a wholenetwork
of gamesthe actor is InvolvedIn (1990: 5-11). The Idea Is that what appearsto be
suboptimalor Irrationalfrom the perspectiveof only one game,Is actuallyoptimalwhen
the whole network of games is taken Into account.Tsebells explains that the main
reasonwhy a given decisionIs not optimalIs becauseIts Implicationsare consideredby
the observeronly In one arena.When the Implicationsof that same decisionIn other
has actedoptimally. The essence
arenasare also considered,then the decision-maker
of the differentarenasIn the network
of this notionIs to understandthe Interconnection
throughthe Impactthat decisionsmadeIn one arenamayhaveon the rest of the arenas
too.Tsebelisstressesthe Importanceof the networkof gameslies In understanding
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preferencesIn the game are approachedIn terms of their Interaction with the
government'spreferences, the Impact of this Interaction on the outcome of the
Internationalgameand the utilityof two governmentsIs then seenas an extornafityý
Although both Putnam's and Tsebells' concepts attempt to demonstrate the weight
accorded to 'background' Influences on decisions and strategy selections, Tsebelis
emphasises the strategic dimension of deciding against one's own preferences, which
will not just please the background arenas but will also assure a more preferred final
outcome (1990: 3). His observation Is clearly illustrated In the example cited regarding

the Finnishpresidentialelections.
'Accordingto the Finnishlaw, presidentialelectionsare conductedby a three hundredmember
electoralcollege.An electionmay requiretwo roundsif no candidategains the majorityof the
votesand the first two rankingcandidatescompeteIn a secondround...In 1956therewerethree
candidatesthat participatedIn the first round:the agrarianUrho Kekkonen.the SocialistKarlAugust Fagerholmand the conservativeJuo Kustl Pa3sikivi.Given that the most challenging
opponentfor Kekkonen,who was supportedby the communistparty, was the conservative
Pa3sikIvI,one would expect the communiststo give an their votes to Kekkonen.Instead,the
majorityvotedfor the Socialistcandidate'(1990:2).
Tsebelis' argument In this case is that the communists voted against their preferences In
the first round In order to eliminate the more threatening conservative candidate and to
promote their most preferred outcome in the second round by voting exclusively for
Kekkonen. This Is a case of an apparently Irrational decision made In the main arena of
the game, which however served the objectives of the whole network of arenas.
It could be argued
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than the partiesInvolvedIn Putnam'stwo-levelgame;and It appearsto be in line with
whatScharphdescribesas the 'compositeactors'.
Schapf's notion Implies action on two different levels as well and Is organised In an
outside-inside or a micro-macro relationship. His inquiry lies In the main actor being
perceived both from the outside as a composite one with certain resources he or she
employs for strategic action; and from the Inside, as an Institutional structure within
which Internal actors Interact to produce the strategy of the composite actor (1997: 52).
In this case, the game Is reflected on one level In the number of Internal actors that
coordinate their preferences and Interests, and on a second level In the strategic action
produced by the Internal Interactions as a whole. The 'macro' version of the composite
actor could also be perceived as a nested game, In the sense that the different arenas of
the network consist of such composite actors.
The description of the above three models serves in providing a basis to understand the
progress of games In more than one level, and based on this narrative, to Identify the
location of the media In the political game between two national governments. The
model that this thesis will employ combines elements from the three paradigms
described above. I shall employ the example of the Cuban Missiles crisis game as a
reference point for the understanding of the Interrelationbetween the various actors and
arenas. In this case, the Cuban Missiles crisis represents a broader, Internationalgame
played between the two national governments and unfolds In three Interconnected
Interactions that represent the different arenas of the game. The game develops as
follows:
Arena 1: Interaction between the two governments,Le. USA and USSR
Arena 2: Interaction between each government and the American and Soviet media
respectively
a Arena 3: Interaction between the national media and the respective audience/public
The third Interaction between the media and the public Is rather one-sided since the
public!s views are here conceptuallsed as being shaped by the media frames. However,
It Is Important that we specify the componentsof this Interaction too, since the existence
of the public Is actually playing a critical role In the Impact of the media as a whole.
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Therefore,the media's profileas a playerIn arena2 derivesfrom their Interactionwith
the publicIn the sensethat the mediaframesare perceivedby the decision-makeras a
sourceof informationfor the public.
The three arenas represent the network of games that are nested within one another,
while the media's Impact on the governmental decision-making results from a sequence
of Influences that occur between the three Interactions, starting from arena 3 and moving
towards arena 1. More precisely, the interaction between the media and the audience
(arena 3) shapes the media coverage of the crisis and therefore their Interactionwith the
government (arena 2), which Is then expected to Influence the progress and the outcome
of the Interaction that runs In arena 1. In other words, arena 3 Is nested In arena 2, which
13nested In arena 1. Given that arena 2, which embodies arena 3, Is running In both
countries separately, we have an International game In which the Interaction between
the two national governments Is Influenced by the outcome of two respective additional
arenas, where the national media are located as determinants of the public's views.
At this stage, It Is essential that we Idenfify the exact nature of the Interaction In arena 2.
In game theoretic terms, the media and the government could be approached as two
players who employ their strategies toward each other aiming at reaching an agreement
and/or maximising their payoff as well. Within this context. their best decision would be
decided through a communication procedure In the form of bargaining. However, In this
Interaction the media's strategic action Is embodied In the Information they convey as a
reaction to specific policy decisions the government makes In the International arena,
rather than as a move that alms at'confronting' the adversary directly.
It Is Important to note that the media frames. through which this Information Is
disseminated, are employed In accordance with the media's Interests and preferences
and with a set of norms that define the news construction and framing procedure. Such
norms represent Ideological lncllnaVonsthat are often related to the political preferences
In
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the
specific
reflected
also
are
of
owner of a media organisatlon.
and uncritically accepted routines, procedures and rules' through which the news Is
constructed. (Cook, 1998: 75). These routines dictate that the Information Is packaged
Into a narrative that will Involve the protagonists, conflicts and drama required for the
production of o'newsworthy' story. When combined with the Increasing concentrationon
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ownershipand profit-orientedmanagementand the financialrelianceon advertisers,the
newsvalues and productionroutinesresult In the productionof furthercommercialised
news (Bennett,2005, Sparrow,1999,Cook, 1998).In other words, the media operate
and makedecisionsIndependentof the governmentaldecisionsand withina specificset
of rulesthat definestheir preferences,payoffsand strategies.
The critical attribute of this action Is however that the decision maker's payoffs will still
be affected by It. The most accurate way to conceptualise this Interaction In game
theoretic terms Is as a one-person game against Nature. In this the government
for
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Impact In the International political Interactionas a set of rules and norms that 'interferes'
with the decisions of the government. The outcome of this Interaction derives partly from
the decisions of the decision-maker and partly from Nature's moves without necessarily
one being directed to confront the other.
The outcome of the level 2- Interaction Is produced In three Interrelated stages that
develop as follows:
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between two other parties' (1990: 59). In this case, the media's Impact on the
government's decisions unfolds In the following two externalities:
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Externality 2: Intomational cost 4 outcome of the media-government Interaction
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On the one handit Is their Interactionwith the audiencethat composesthe externalityby
producingthe expectationof media punishmentthrough the audiencecost and the
expecteddomestic opposition.This Is depictedIn the diagram as externalityI and
constitutesInformationthat affectsthe payoffsof the decislon-makerdomestically.On
the otherhand,this type of Interactionbetweenthe mediaand the decision-maker
Is the
Internationalstrategyand therefore
secondexternalitythat affectsthe decision-maker's
their payoffson an Internationallevel as well. The level 2 InteractionIs producedby the
coordinationon the one handof the commercialpreferencesand Interestsof the media
and on the other of the decisionmaker'sInterestsboth vis-A-visthe media and their
Internationaladversary.What one can notice here Is the role of the audienceas a
commonreferencepointfor both politiciansand the media,which is of high Importance
In the Impactthe mediawouldultimatelyexerton the government'sdecisions.
----------------------------Externality I (Arena 3)
.............
................................
Public Minion
Media Frame
0
I

Externality 2 (Arena 2)

Decision makýer
L--------------------------------

I

Figur* 3.3: The Nostod Game

It Is a coordination that Is largely built on the expectaUon of media punishment and
defines the strategy of the government on level 1. This argument Is In line with Putnam's
observation regarding the critical Impact that the expectation of the level 2 interaction
alone Is likely to have on the decisions made on arena 1, even before any action has
taken place on arena 2. Given that any decision that Is made by the two national
governments on arena 1 Is In line with the arena 2 Interaction, it should be evaluated In
relation to the outcome and payoff It would yield for all actors and on both levels. That Is
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to say. a seeminglyIrrationalInternationalmove should be examinedIn terms of a
sophisticatedand not sinceremove,accordingto Tsebelis'definition.
The media's Impact Is reflected In the sophisticated move of politicians that decide
against their International preferences in order to meet domestic objectives, or avoid
domestic costs. This observation renders the media's role a 'strategic! one as opposed
to the cognitive role that prospect theory would Imply. The following sections will attempt
to unfold this strategic role and Impact the media have on decision-making processes.
Because the media are primarily carriers of information, It Is the type of Informationthey
disseminate and the way they frame it that defines their strategic role to a large extent.
Information Is a vital component In the progress of a game as well, which provides
Incentive for a thorough consideration of the media's role In relation to the Information
they convey.

3.6

Game Theory and the role of Information

Information plays a vital role In the process of decislon-makingand becomes even more
crucial In games where the actors' choices depend on one anothees. Information Is also
the media Instrument that this thesis will study In relation to their strategic action In
conflict situations from a game-theoretictheoretic approach.
At this point we need to Identify two types of Information that becomes a component of
the political game and that will help theorise the media roles In that. In game theoretic
terms, the role of Information Is of strategic nature. On a general basis. Information may
be about the structure of the game. In this case, it describes the amount of knowledge
that actors have of each other's preferences, payoffs and of the outcomes that the
combination between particular decisions have; or It may be Information about what
other players are choosing to do with that structure (Hamburger, 1979: 179). The
distinction between games of complete and Incomplete Information describes the
amount of knowledge the players have about the rules of the game as well as how likely
it Is that their opponent will be a player of one type or another and vice versa (Heap &
Varoufakls, 1995: 29). Information can also Indicate the advantage that players can gain
In relation to their position towards their adversaries. Rasmusen refers to games of
perfect Information In order to demonstrate the Importance of a game with no
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simultaneousmoves since each player knows exactly where he/she Is In the game
(2001:48-56).
A second type of Information may also be described as communication In the form of the
passage of Information from one party to the other (Hamburger, 1979:179). which can
also be the case of a bargaining situation. Political actors Involve In an exchange of
signals, threats and messages that can be truthful or not and that would ultimately
determine their moves towards one another. A general principle In bargaining Is that the
participants would wish to reveal Information selectively according to the response they
want to draw for their advantage, creating situationswhere certain players have different
information from others. In this case Informationcan also be distributed symmetricallyor
asymmetrically Indicating the possibility of certain players having an Informational
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3.6.1 Media entries In the political game
Information Is a core feature In a game affecting directly the position of each player and
defining her or his strategy. It could therefore be argued that the amount of Information
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certain strategic element In acting as diplomaticInstrumentssince their employment
servesthe achievementof strategicends.However,the fact that In this casethe media's
faction'Is mostlycontrolledby politicians,who decideuponthe media'susage,doesnot
portray the real dimensionsof their role as It diminishesthe significanceof their
Influence.
The CognitIveImpact
The cognitive dimension of the media frame was discussed In chapter two, within the
framework of prospect theory. This role Is centred In the media's predisposition to have
preferences and make choices In the reporting of Information. This explains their
Inclination to select the elements of the news story that will become more eminent In a
given text. The Impact of a news frame that promotes a given problem definition and
prognosis, would lie In the wording and In the effect that this wording could have on the
Interpersonal processing of this Information by the decision-maker. This process Implies
a change In the actor's framing and perception of the situation. The Idea of the cognitive
impact may also be elaborated through the concept of 'cheap talk, ' costless signals
(Sartori, 2002: 124). The media frames convey messages that have no direct effect on
either the sender's or the recelver's payoff (Gibbons, 1992: 212). The significance of
such Information lies In the possibility that It changes an actoes belief about the
adversary and therefore changes his action too. Such a strategy change will ultimately
affect the outcome of the game and the players' payoffs as well. Although the effect that
such a process may have reveals the crucial role of the media In decislon-making
frames,
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demonstrates a media role that Is not analysed and justified systematically.

The StratogIcImpact
The strategic Influence the media can have on decision-making processes Is the focal
point In this thesis and It also demonstrates the Input and aptness of the game theoretic
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ultimatelyturn Into a processof strategicInfluenceon the declsion-maker.This process
involvesthe translationof the media'spreferencesand choicesIntocostlyInformationfor
the decision-maker.What the precedingchapter describedas an Indirect cognitive
Impactof frameshere Is approachedfrom a rationalperspective.This Is done through
the Impactof the mediaframeson the public'sbeliefs,whichgeneratesan expectedcost
from the media's reactionto certainofficialdecisions.The contrastwith the cognitive
approachIs that the framingof the InformationIn termsof a diagnosisand/orprognosis
does not directlychangethe decision-maker's
perceptionof a given situation.To put It
differently,the mediaframe Is not acknowledgedby the decision-makerjust as framed
informationthat reflectsIdeologicaldispositions.
On the one hand it Is perceived as a product of the media's rationallsed preferences and
objectives vis-A-vis the audience. At the same time, it Is acknowledged as a source and
foundation of the public mood regarding a given Issue. It Is the case that especially In
International crises, domestic audiences become likely to 'punish' leaders for
unsuccessful policy decisions, such as backing down from a threat (Martin 1993, Schultz
1998).The central Impact of the media frames In this case Is that they compose a crucial
piece of Information; which the decision-maker will have to take Into account before
deciding upon a strategy, In order to avoid the domesticlaudience cost. This Is the case
of a player, such as the decislon-maker, having Information about what another player,
such as the audience, knows, and deciding accordingly. The decision-maker Is not
affected by the frame directly as the cognitive approach suggests. Yet It Is affected by
acknowledging the Impact of the frame on the audience and the public mood and the
reaction this can generate. This Information becomes significant when one considers
that 'the greatest fear of a modem politician is to get caught In the middle of a media
feeding frenzy over a disastrous policy (Van Belle, 2004: 21). In this case, the media's
Impact Is by 'coercing' the decision-maker to consider the frame before proceeding with
a decision; and most Important, the decision Is made consciously and after estimating
the cost Inherent In failing to consider the media coverage.
3.6.2 The Media's Strategic Impact
At this point It Is essential to define the nature of the media Influence on the
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that reflectsa balancebetweentheir Interestsand preferenceson both arenas;and this
Is In order to avoid the audience cost. In this case. the media's strategic role Is
conceptualisedas entering the calculationsof the governmentwith regard to their
Internationalaction. But, the media Influencecan be more substantialthan that. The
Interactionbetween the two arenas of the political game Indicatesthat the official
InternationalpolicyIs In fact decidedthroughthe progressof this Interrelationand most
Importantly,accordingto what yieldsa payoffon both arenasat eachgivenpointIn time.
This assumption Implies that, as part of this Interrelationbetween domestic and
InternationalInterests,a media Influencecan be exertedIndependentof the degreeof
policycertaintyat hand. What the game theoreticapproachoffers here Is to enablea
diverseinterpretationof the correlationbetweenmediaframesand policyformationas
suggestedby the CNN Effecttheory.
As described in chapter one, the theory conceptualises media Influence In the form of a
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the
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coverage on behalf of the media and lack of a firm and settled policy on behalf of the
government. Ultimately, any media Influence Is excluded In the occurrence of policy
certainty but this Idea becomes void through the game theoretic approach. On a first
Instance, let us recall the possibility of political action In equilibrium. The concept Implies
the actors' Involvement In a recurring course of action that 9) Is constantly changing as
the options available to the players also change and so do their payoffs and b) when It
reaches an equilibrium point, It signifies the selection of a strategy/behaviour and the
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The key assumption In this case Is that any policy or behaviour change would Indicate
that the previous behaviour was no longer optimal. On these conditions the policy
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then no policy can be perceived as settled at the beginning of the Interaction since It Is
bound to undergo changes by the end of It.
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Consequently,a different perceptionof the media's Impact on the poliUcaldecisionmaking process Is established.Their InfluenceIs Inherent In the Informationthey
disseminatethroughthe fames they employ.the expectationof an audiencecost that
this Informationgeneratesand the coordinationof Interestsbetweenthe mediaand the
governmentIt leads to. This InteractionIs then likelyto generatechangesIn the ranking
of preferencesand In what Is consideredas optimalfor the actor.Ultimately,the media's
strategicrole In the politicalgame acquiresa new dimension.It suggestsa strategic
impact that Is unseen from the observers point of view but which becomesevident
through the systematicanalysis of the media-politiclansInteractionthat the gametheoreticapproachprovides.
3.7

Summary

The Interaction between media and politicians Is here portrayed through what I have
called a strategic model that entails a strategic media Impact on the political decisionmaking process. The term Is basically employed to dist,ingulsh between the cogniflve
Impact that frames exert on the Information processing and ultimately on the perception
one has of a given situation and the Impact that Is exerted on the calculations made by
the political actor. The latter aims at emphasising the conscious evaluaUon of the
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Is Inherent not only In the Information the media convey through the employment of
frames, but also In the Information that their InteracUonboth with the audience and the
decision-makerproduces.
The contribution of the model lies In that it Identifies the position of the media In the
political process in relation to the decision-maker.It Is Important that although the media
frames are not perceived as targeting the government, they are still taken Into account;
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decision-maker,the public and the media frames and Identifying the Input of each In the
decision-makingprocess.
In the remaining chapters the thesis will attempt the application of the game theoretic
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strategicmoves made by the two governmentsand the employmentof the respective
mediaframes.The applicationwill ultimatelyserveIn demonstratingthe effectivenessof
the model In practice; and In drawing Inferencesthat could create a consistent
frameworkof those conditionsthat determinethe media'sprofileas politicalactors,as
interactionIn foreign
well as providea better understandingof the media-government
policyand conflictsituations.
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4 Methodology and Design. A Case Study Research
4.1

Introduction

The theoretical model analysed In the previous two chapters, comprises the first part of
the Inquiry made In this thesis, while the remaining chapters compose the empirical part
The latter serves In providing the context within which we can obtain a better
understanding of the function of the game-theoretic model and of the media's role In
political decision-making as well. In parftular, the empirical part of the study will seek to
demonstrate the aptitude of the game - theoretic approach to explain Interactions
between media and governments; and to provide evidence of the media's potential to
strategically Influence political decision-making through the examination of the media
coverage of two conflict situations. For this purpose. the empirical part of the study will
examine two Greek - Turkish territorial crises and the coverage they attracted from the
national press within the game-theoreticframework.

The present chapter will therefore describe the research strategy employed for the
investigation of the media - government Interaction In the specific two cases and for
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on political decision-making. The Investigationwill be conducted with the employment of
a mainly qualitative research method described as 'ease study, which In this case
Includes both the game-theoretic analysis of the two Greek-Turkish case studies and the
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framework that was built In the chapters two and three. Given that theory represents a
key component In the development of a research design, the existing model will serve as
a reference point.

4.2 Case study method
Case study Is here employed as a qualitative research method that Is concerned with the
Stake
Interpretation
social
phenomena.
specific
of
profound study, explanation and
suggests that It Is particularly the cause-and-effectrelationshipsthat case study seeks to
Identify, which can be important for the understanding of phenomena (1995: 41).
Although as Stake claims, 'case study Is not a methodological choice but a choice of
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what Is to be studied' (2000: 435) case study has become a widely used way of
conductingqualitativeresearch.
A case study can be an Individual. an organisation, a process or a programme, to name
but a few examples. In this thesis, the case study Is represented by two territorial crises,
two events that embody the Interaction among several variables, which In this case
require explanation and interpretation. One of the functions that case study method
serves in relation to this thesis Is to Illuminate a decision or a set of decisions (Schramm,
1971 In Yin, 2003: 12). With the focus of the Inquiry being placed on decision-making
processes and the role of the media in them, case study can provide a practical tool In
the analysis and understanding of such situations. It Is often argued that case study
research can Investigate causal processes In the real world rather than artificially
created settings (Hammersley & Gomm, 2000:5). which would Justify the employment of
such a method for the Investigation of two real-world conflict situations. Case study also
Implies the collection of unstructured data and qualitaflve analysis of this data
(Hammersley& Gomm: 2000: 3). This would not only apply to the analysis of a decisionmaking process but also to the analysis of data In the form of content as disseminated
by the press.
For the present thesis, case study Is an appropriate method due to Its usefulness
particularlyin terms of theory development and for enabling the Investigation of complex
phenomena that Incorporate complex causal relations (George and Bennett 2005: 22).
The game-theoretic model built In the previous chapter, represents both a process of
theory development and a blend of complex causal relations and Interactions that the
case study method can accommodate. George and Bennett Identify three more
advantages In the employment of case study. The first advantage concerns the
conceptualvalidity that researchers are able to achieve. Due to the fact that many of the
variables that social sciences are concerned with are difficult to measure, case study
allows for the rigorous consideration of contextual factors that will ultimately permit the
4measurement' of specific phenomena. A second advantage refers to the potential of
case study method to Identify new variables and hypotheses during the course of the
research -4.e. during Interviews or archival research. This Is an advantage that statistical
methods lack since the use of databases offers no means of Identifying left-out
variables. A third advantage Is that case studies can examine the operation of causal
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mechanisms,which the presentstudyIs also concernedwith. Evenwithina singlecase
study one can identify a number of Interveningvariables and If and how they can
acflvatea causalmechanism(2005:19-21).
Case study Is a more suitable instrument also when compared to other types of
methodology,such as a history, due to Its nature as an explanatory research device that
allows for dealing with oxplanatory questions and with contompor-aryevents as well as
Including methods of direct observation of the events being studied (Yin. 2003: 6-8). Yin
Identifiesparticularly the direct observaVonand the study of contemporary events as the
main difference between case study and history, although he claims that very often the
two methods overlap. There are however further differences between the types of study
that these two strategies offer. For Instance, the development of a theorefical framework
Is a key element In the employment of case study but not In history, while the findings of
a case study often build theoretical assumptions that aim at being generalised. Yin
himself Identified Graham Allison's study of the Cuban Missiles Crisis as one of the most
successful case studies. The analyst In this case deals with a historical event but aims at
an explanatory and not just descriptive study. At the same time, 'the lessons from the
case study are intended to be generalisable not only to foreign affairs but more broadly
to a whole variety of complex governmentalactions' (Yin, 2003: 4).
Another element that makes case study the right method for the Inquiry of this thesis Is
the study of the media, the press In particularly.Although the examination of the content
of the press coverage can be easily described as another form of documentary analysis,
it Is different from the conventional historical document analysis. In this thesis, It Is not
merely the content of the media that Is being studied, but rather the whole process of
news-making that urges to view the media as organisations employing strategies and
pursuing objectives. In this case, the study of the media takes the form of observation of
a participant rather than simply of content analysis. Moreover, the recognition of the
media not just as institutions or organisations but specifically as political Institutions and
the journalists as 'professional politicians' (Tuchman, 1991: 80) enhances the Idea of
news reflecting something more than just content.
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Apart from providinga profoundanalysisof the declsion-makingprocess In the two
crisesand Interpretationof the presscoverage,the specificcase studyIs also aimedat
extractingsome generallsationwith regardto the media- governmentInteractionduring
conflictsituations.For this purpose,the case studyemployedhere Is best describedas
an Instrumontalcase study (Stake,2000:437). Stakedescribedthis type of case study
as of servingto facilitateour understanding
of somethingelse.That Is to say,the specific
case has been selected not because of Interest In itself but because It serves In
whichIs the
advancingthe understandingof the mediarolesIn politicaldecislon-making.
mainInterestIn the presentresearch.Stakedifferentiatesthis type of studyfromwhathe
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Uke most other methods, the case study provides a strategy to examine an empirical
Issue through a series of procedures that compose the research design of the study. The
following section will therefore describe the design of the present study In an effort to
provide a better understanding both of the function of the theoretical game model
developed earlier, and of the Incentive In the selection of the press coverage of the
territorial crises for the examination of the main research Inquiry.

4.3 Research design
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theoreticalpropositionsand/or hypotheses,unit of analysisand the linking of data to
propositionsand the criteria for Interpretationof findings (2003: 21). Having these
componentsas a guide,I will thereforedescribethe designfor the presentstudy.
4.3.1 Research questions
The questions that the present Inquiry alms at answering have already been described In
the introductory chapter. The nature of the research questions corresponds to the
explanatory disposition of the case study method and alms at Identifying the 'if, 'how'
and 'why the media develop a strategic action during times of International crises as well
as the Impact that this action exerts on decision-makingprocesses.
4.3.2 Hypothesis and theoretical propositions
The setting of a hypothesis and theoretical propositions Is a fundamental stage In the
Investigationof an Issue. These provide more specific directions about what needs to be
studied In order to answer the defined research questions. A hypothesis and a
theoretical proposition represent a statement that will be tested through the research and
the Investigation of the empirical part of the study. A hypothesis may therefore function
as a departure point for the Investigationwhile the assessment of Its validity and truth
Is
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will shape
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Importantto state at this point that although hypotheses are distinguished from theories
In the sense that unlike the former, theories cannot de disproved (Silverman. 2000:78),
the setting of a hypothesis presupposes the building of a theoretical framework which
would also show the researcher where to look for evidence.
On the basis of the theoretical model described In the chapters two and three, the main
hypothesis set In the present research suggests that the game theoretic approach of the
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case study employed In this thesis, In relation to the role that the theory plays in
answeringthe researchquestions.Therefore,the case study could be Identifiedas a
combinationof a discipfinod.conrigurativostudy and a houristiccaso study (Eckstein,
2000,Mitchell,2000).
The former type of case study assumes the availability of some 'general laws' of theory
that might need supplementing and reconsidering.According to this type of case study,
the InterpretaUonof cases may lead to ad hoc additions to exisUng theories. It Is not
about building theory but about charging established theories, if they ought to fit It but
they don't, and poinUng up the need for a new theory. or even supplementing existing
theories. The Inquiry runs from comparatively tested theory to case Interpretation and
thence via ad hoc additions to new candidate theories (Eckstein, 2000:134-135). The
definition and basic norms of a discIplined-configurative study can be said to partly
correspond to the theoretic development In the present thesis too. That Is to say, the
thesis alms at building a theoretical model but based on already existing theoretical
laws; and In response to the relative deficiencies In the existing literature and theoretical
framework with regard to the media's role and Influence In the polit.1cal process, and
foreign policy In particular. Hence, the case study Is tied Into theoretical Inquiry. but only
partially, since It Is based on existing theories and general laws. The case study can be
described as a disciplined- configurative one when seen within the wider context of the
existing theory on media-government relationships and media effects on foreign
policymaklng.
The latter category Is distinguished from the former In that the case study Is deliberately
selected to build theory (Mitchell, 2000: 173). Heuristic means 'serving to find out' and
such case studies are less concerned with overall concrete configurations than with
potentially generallsable relations between aspects of them. They are tied Into theory
building less passively than disciplined configurative study because the potentially
generallsable relations do not turn up but they are deliberately sought out (Eckstein,
2000:137). The case study employed In the present thesis Is partly heuristic because It
considers existing theories with the objective of building a now game-theoretic
framework with specifically defined norms. The press coverage of the two crises also
serves in the more precise definition of the norms that compose this theoretical
framework, which would then be possible to generalise to other similar cases. The
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presentthesisIncludesboth the examinationof existingtheories,whichare aimedto be
supplemented;and the building of a new theoretical model, which can then be
generalisedfurther.The reasonthe presentthesisdoes not entirelyfall underthe scope
of either of these types Is that it embodiestwo tightly Intersectedprocessesthat
correspondto both the disciplined-configurativeand heuristictypeof casestudy.
4.3.3 Unit of analysis: the employment of qualitativo content analysis and
process - tracIng method
In the case study method, the unit of analysis reflects what the case actually Is. A case
study can be an Individual, a group, or an event and In this the unit of analysis, and
therefore of the case, Is related to the way the Initial research questions have been
defined (Yin. 2003: 23). Following the theoretical propositions defined above, the unit of
analysis In the present thesis consists of the strategic analysis of the decision-making
process that took place In the two Greek-Turkish crises as well as the press coverage
they attracted. The determination of this unit of analysis presupposes a sampling
procedure first In relation to the selection of the cases to be Investigated. In this study,
the sample consists of two Greek-Turkishterritorial crises occurred within a time span of
nine years, In 1987 and 1996. It Is here Importantto clarify the motivation Inherent In the
selection first of the Greek-Turkish example as a whole and second of the two specific
crises. Therefore, apart from the personal concern and practicality reasons In selecting
to Investigate the Interaction between these two countries, the Greek-Turkish conflict
was selected also because It offers a context of an Interaction among states that
develops on a multilevel basis: not only as a conflict among nation-states but also as a
socio-culturalconflict between Greece and Turkey (Gialouddis. 2001).
Hence, the Greek-Turkish conflict provides a wider framework of an Interaction that
develops Involving the media as well. The examination of the press coverage of the two
crises within this context becomes particularly Important If we consider that both In
Greece and Turkey, journalists are a significant constituent of those elite groups that
shape public opinion. At the same time, the Greek-Turkish conflict represents an
Interaction between two states the governmental structure of which results In a different
degree of influence that these media elites are expected to exert on decislon-making
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more authoritarianand highly centralisedTurkish political system as opposedto the
openlydemocraticallystructuredGreekstate(Glatouddis.2001: 18-19).
The selection of the two crises signifies the employment of a so- called 'multl-case study'
(Yin, 2003) that will provide grounds for a comparative analysis of the media government Interaction In that. The selection of these two crises among a series of
conflicts that the two countries have Involved In, Is basically deliberate due to offering, If
not contrasting, to a certain extent different situations that can serve for the comparative
purpose and the extraction of more accurate and representaflve findings. Moreover, the
selection of the two cases has taken place with prior knowledge of their outcomes while
the multiple-case study Inquiry focuses on why and how the outcomes relate to the
media coverage of the each crisis.
Another feature of the case study employed In this research that Is significant for its
analysis Is Its embedded nature. Contrary to the so-called 'hollstic' design that examines
the case study as a single unit, the embedded case study Is analysed across a number
of Individual units that compose the case as a whole. (Yin, 2003: 42). In this study each
Greek-Turkish crisis comprises the main unit of the case that unfolds In the press
coverage of the event that takes place In two separate countries, while the press
coverage In each country unfolds further Into the coverage provided by two separate
newspapers. As a result of that, each case Includes two embedded units. One unit
encompasses the press coverage that materiallses within the framework of the country
and another unit embodies the press coverage within the framework of the newspaper.
Figure 4.1 depicts the structure of the embedded multi-ease study.
The Importance of treating the study as a mult.1-caseand as an embedded one Iles In
providing scope for comparative analysis on a 2x2x2 basis. Firstly, this allows for a
compadson between the press coverage of the two crises as a whole that will help
Identify the development of the media's action within the peflod of nine years that
intervened between the two events. Secondly, it will permit the conduct of a comparison
between the Greek and Turkish press coverage within each of the two crises that will
shed light on the way the media's role Is shaped within the two political systems.
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Theoreticalcontext and analysis
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Figure4.1: The multi-cass,embeddedcase study

Thirdly, comparing the coverage between the newspapers Will offer a comprehensive
picture of the way In which their organisational structure and political Inclinabon define
the media's selection of frames and consequently potential effects on declslon-making
processes. The Information obtained through these comparisons will consequently help
Identify the media's potential to affect decision-making processes In conflict situations
and shape the media's profile as strategic actors. Moreover, the multi-level approach
will here serve In obtaining greater generalisability of the findings that the analysis will
produce to a wider population. As Perakyla puts It 'The comparative approach directly
tackles the question of generallsability by demonstrating the similarities and differences
across a number of settings (1997)' (Silverman. 2000:104). In the present study the
mode of generalisation that the two cases can offer may be described as 'analytic
generalisation' In which the empirical results of the study will also be compared to a
previouslydeveloped theoretical framework (Yin, 2003: 32-33).
On the basis of the units embedded In each case, the analysis Is org3nisod In two main
stages. The first stage comprises the application of a game-theoretic approach to the
territorial crises under Investigation. This will Involve the analysis of the decisions and
moves made by the two governments as well as the outcome of each crisis and the
payoff and cost It entailed for the two players. The analysis will be conducted within the
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contextof the theoreticalmodeldevelopedIn chapterstwo and three.accordingto which
each Greek - Turkish crisis Is examinedas a 'nested game'. The objectiveof this
analysisIs to providea stagefor the Introductionand Investigationof the media'srole In
the progressof each crisis,while it also servesIn providingthe first level of the abovementionednestedgame.
The second stage embodies the analysis of the press coverage of the two cdses. The
analysis of the press coverage presupposes the Introduction and employment of
qualitaUve content analysis as a method that Involves analysing content. Content
analysis Is here Introduced as a method that 13encompassed In the case study as part
of the unit of analysis embedded In the overall case study. Content analysis has been
defined as a systematic. replicable technique for compressing many words of text Into
fewer content categories based on explicit rules of coding (Berelson, 1971; Krippendorff,
2004, Weber, 1990). It 13distinguished In quantitative and qualitative and the present
thesis will engage with the latter since the main Inquiry 13proportionally less Interested In
content Itself, but Interested In the content as the expression of specific phenomena. It 13
also concerned with the use of the media content for the extraction of Inferences about
other properties of the media, such as its behaviour and Impact during situations of
conflict. The main Idea of the procedure of qualitative content analysis Is here to
preserve the advantages of quantitative content analysis as developed within
communication science and to transfer and further develop them to qualitative.
Interpretativesteps of analysis, (Mayring, 2000:1).

The presscoverageof the two criseswill be examinedhere In an attemptto InterpretIts
contentas the outcomeof specificmediamotivations.this will effectivelyhelp translate
In this case the
this contentInto potentialeffectson the governmentaldecision-making.
contentanalysisof the presscoveragewill aim at evaluatingthe so-called'latent'content
of the media.This Is In relationto what Becker& Ussmann(1973)have Identifiedas
levelsof content.The themesand mainIdeasof the text reflectthe primarycontentwhile
contextInformationIs the latentcontent.Similarly,Hancockclaims,
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For the conduct of qualitativecontent analysis,two basic proceduresare required,
namely the collection and sampling of the related newspapers as well as the
categorisationor coding of the relatedcontent.Startingoff with the explanationof the
samplingprocedure,It needsto be mentionedthat samplingcan be cardedout eitheron
a randomor a non-randombasis. The former representsa selectionof data that Is
determinedby chance while the latter, which Is also referred to as 'Judgemental'
or
'purposeful',Indicatesa deliberateselectionof data (Dear-on,1999). The presentstudy
has employeda non-randomsamplingprocedurethat Is alsomost commonlyfeaturedIn
qualitativeresearch.
For the Investigation of the media's role In situations of conflict, and particularly In the
two Greek-Turkish crises, as a total range of content the present study looks at the press
coverage of the two events. The press was selected here for reasons of pracucality and
due to time constraints. This Is because the Investigation of the television coverage In
both countries would require additional time, given that the analysis requires translation
of the transcripts as well. Moreover, the press coverage provides In depth analysis and
thematic framing of the events, as well as opinions and evaluations. These are elements
that are difficult to obtain through the speedy and live transmission of Information via
television networks. One could argue of course that as a medium the press appeals to
the public to a significantly less extent than television and radio. However, It Is still read
by a specific (elitist) group of people who represent or even form a very Important part of
public opinion (Glalourld1s,2001).
For the analysis of the press coverage four newspaperswere selected, two from Greece
and two from Turkey. The selection was based on criteria of circulation and criteria of
acceptance by the public. The latter becomes Important when one considers that elites
are also Interested In what the public thinks. A newspaper that Is read by a large part of
a countrys population would effectively be more likely to be targeting the government as
well. In the selection of the Greek newspapers the political Inclination of the papers was
also taken Into consideration given the degree In which party preferences are reflected In
the coverage of a large part of the press; which however Is less obvious In the case of
Turkey. Although this specification does not help the comparative analysis between the
press coverage as conducted In the two countries, It Is essential that the press coverage
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be evaluatedIn relationto the respectivepoliticalcontext.This Is In order to Identifythe
potentialimpacton the decision-making
of the respectivegovernmentmoreaccurately.
For the analysis of the Greek press coverage, the newspapers 'Eleftherotypia' and
'Eleftheros Typos' were selected. It Is Interestingthat although the names of both papers
refer to a similar explanation, that Is 'free press', they represent diametrically opposing
party Inclinations with the former being classified as of centre-left and the later of
conservative disposition. Both are amongst the 3-4 newspapers with the highest
circulation In Greece (Gialouddis, 2001: 90). In Turkey. 'HOrdyer that stands for
'Freedom' and Milliyet that stands for 'Nationality are the newspapers selected for
analysis. HUrriyet Is the newspaper with the highest circulation In Turkey. It Is mainly
distinguished for pursuing the coverage of Impressive stories Illustrated with large
pictures. Milliyet Is a liberal-conservative newspaper and plays a crucial role In the
formation of public opinion due to Its famous commentators and political correspondents
(Glalouddis,2001: 92).
With both crises having been escalated and resolved within a period of one week or
even shorter, the press coverage of the events will be examined from the first day the
two main Issues that led to each crisis were reported, unfil after the crises were resolved.
The objecflve Is to examine the content of the press along with the progress of the crisis
In order to obtain a complete evaluation of the coverage and framing of the events. It
could be said that the sampling time period Is actually defined by the crisis Itself and
given that we are Interested In drawing Inferences about the media's role In the
escalation and resolution of the event the analysis would ultimately be conducted within
the departure and ending point. As for the elements of the press coverage to be
examined, the sample will Include any form of Informat,ion disseminated by the press
during these days Including titles, reportages, editorials and analyses.

A requiredprocedurefor the conductof contentanalysisIs the codingor categodsation
of the content.It needsto be clarifiedat this point that the organisationof the content
IntocategoriesIs doneIn a moregeneralmannerthan In quantitativecontentanalysis.It
servesnot In 'quantifying'the contentbut ratherIn Identifyingdata that Is InformativeIn a
specificway and to sort out the Importantmessagesalways In relation to themes,
conceptsand questionsthat have been determinedbeforehand.As Mayringputs It,
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'classicalquantitativecontentanalysishas few answersto the questionfrom wherethe
categoriescome, how the systemof categoriesIs developed'.He explainsthoughthat
within the frameworkof qualitativeapproachesIt Is of central Interest,to developthe
aspectsof Interpretation,the categories,as nearas possibleto the material.to formulate
them In terms of the material,or with prior formulated,theoreticalderivedaspectsof
analysis,bringingthem In connectionwith the text. In the formercase the development
of categoriesIs consideredas Inductivewhilethe later Is describedas deductive(2000.
4-5).
In the present thesis, the categorisation of the press content will develop through a
deductive procedure. The examined material will be organised Into categories that will
be defined according to a specific theoretical framework that In this case derives from
framing theory and In particular, Robert Entman's definition of media framing, as
explained In chapter two. This categodsation alms at capturing certain elements of the
press coverage that may match previously defined aspects and dimensions of the
do
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interactionbetween each governmentand the respectivepress as well. Process-tracing
will in particular help analyse the outcomesof the two crises as a resultant of potential
cause-effectrelationships betweenthe media content and the governmentaldecisions.
This way, it can help establish the degree in which the media-governmentinteractionis
amongstthe forces that producethe outcomeof a territorialcrisis and if so, under which
circumstances.It needs to be clarified of course, that the method is here employed
within the context of the game-theoreticanalysisof the two crises. What process-tracing
will offer mostly is to generate questions and observationsfrom the game-theoretic
analysis that will then be linked in a particularway to explain the media's role in the
decision-makingprocess. Explainingthe media-governmentinteractionand the media's
role in the process of decision-makingwill effectivelyfacilitate the testing of the gametheoreticmodel as well.
4.3.4

Linking data to propositions and criteria for Interpretation of findings
A key contribution of a method such as process-tracing is that it enables the linking of
the empirical data to the theoretical predictions developed in the first stages of the
research. Given that the objectives and the design of the case study were based on a
set of theoretical propositions that also reflected the respective research questions,
these same propositions are also the basis for the analysis of the findings the case study
produces. Process-tracing is particularly suitable for the objectives of the present
research for the reason that, as George and Bennett argue, it is compatible with rational
choice approaches (2005: 208). As the two authors claim, it provides scope for the
empirical testing that is required for analysing and explaining complex events such as
decision-making processes. In this thesis, the game-theoretic model constitutes a
framework of decision-making that is built in a deductive way and in a way that implies a
specific cause-effect relationship between the media and the government. In this case,
the Process-tracing method is used to organise the available material with regard to the
media-interaction in the two crises and countries and identify the degree of accuracy in
the causal mechanisms predicted by the game-theoretic model. The method will
combine elements from the strategic analysis of the two crises and the press coverage
in order to test whether the observed interaction between the two matches the
predictions made by the game-theoretic approach.
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Themethodwill Includethe descriptionof the findingsthat resultfrom the examinationof
the presscoverageof the two crisesas part of a game-theoretlcmodel;which perceives
the mediaas a strategicplayerIn a crisis that is here approachedas a 'nested'game.
The analysis will be conducted with the employmentof an explanation building
technique,which as stated by Yin, Is mainlyrelevantto explanatorycase studies.and
with the use of a logic model(Yin,2003:120-127).The mainobjectiveIn this typeof case
studiesIs to developsome Ideasfor furtherstudy,which Is what the presentresearch
endeavoursto achieve.The explanationbuildingprocesswill be cardedout not as an
individualsegmentof the case study but will commencealongwith the analysisof the
two crisesand continuethroughthe examinationand analysisof the presscoverage. It
is duringthis analyticalprocessthat causallinks of the findingsthat each stage of the
analysisgenerateswith the predefinedtheoreticalpropositionswill be set. That Is to say.
the objective Is to Identify the connectionbetween what the present case study
demonstratesas a media role In conflict situationswith the hypothesisof the media
acting as an actor that strategicallyInfluencesforeign policy decision-making.Such
causallinkswould ultimatelyreflectsomecriticalInsightsInto the foreignpolicyprocess
andthe way It developswith the mediahavingbecomeIntegratedIn the decision-making
process.
ThiscriticalexplanationIs likelyto resultfromwhatYin describesas a seriesof Iterations
(Yin,2003:121).TheseInclude
a Makingan Initialstatementor propositionregardingthe media'sestimatedImpacton
the decision-makingprocessesduringthe two Greek-Turkishcrises and particularlyon
the escalationof eachcrisis
Comparingthe findingsof the first caseagainstthe theoreticalproposition
Revisingthe theoreticalproposition
Comparingthe revisionto the factsof the secondcase
This is a gradualexplanationprocessthatwill of courseInvolveembeddedcomparisons
between the press coverage In the two countries as well as between the two
newspapersIn each country. Yin Identifiesthat a potentialproblemthat mightarlsewith
the employmentof this techniqueIs that due to the much onalyUcInsightrequired,the
Investigatormight graduallydrift awayfrom the Initialtopic of Interest.The problemcan
be handledwith regularreferenceto the main purposeof the inquiryand clarificationof
the objectivesthe studyaimsat achieving.
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The secondtechniquerefersto the employmentof logicmodelsthat'consistof matching
of empiricallyobservedeventsto theoreticallypredictedevents' (Yin, 2003: 127). The
developmentof the game-theoretlcmodeldescribedIn the previouschapterswill In this
case serve the purposeof the logic model.As explainedIn the followingchapters,the
analysisof the two Greek-Turkishcrisesas the Internationallevelsof a nestedgamewill
be followedby the formulationof a media-government
Interactiontemplatethat reflects
the second,'domestic!,level of the game. This will serve not only In organisingthe
'moves' made by the two parties In the model of a strategicInteraction,but also In
Identifyingexpectedoutcomesstemmingfrom specificcombinationsof moves.In other
words,the game embodiesa theoreticallypredictedevent that will be comparedto the
findingsof the empiricalobservationsmadethroughthe analysisof the presscoverage.
The linking of the findings to the previously developed theory will ultimately verify the
validity of the game-theoret1cmodel by strengthening of weakening the explanations
provided by It. This will Include Identifying the range to which the findings should apply
and whether and how the scope conditions of the theory could be expanded or

narrowed.
4.3.6 The Issue of validity
The Issue of validity In the case study and In any form of qualitative research method Is a
concept that relates to judging the degree of quality or else the degree of 'truth' and
accuracy Inherent In the findings produced by a given study, The possibility for the
validity of an explanation to be doubted generates the necessity for the researcher to
ensure the conclusions valid. In explanatory case studies similar to the one employed
here where the case study alms to determine a causo-effect relationship between two
factors, It Is the 'internal' validity that becomes a concern (Yin, 2003: 36). It becomes
essential to be able to justify the Inferences made regarding the media content as a
factor that influences decision-makIng. In the present study the Issue of validity can be
tackled through the explanation building process described above and partculady
through the employment of the game-theoreticmodel as a logic model.

The Issueof validitycan also be satisfiedthroughthe comparativeproceduresemployed
as part of the study, on a first level betweenthe two cdses and on a secondlevel
betweenthe embeddeddata fragments,as it was explainedearlierIn this chapter.
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4.3.6 Reporting the case study
One last remark to be made Is In relationto the compositionand the reportingOf the
study and Its results,which In this case combinesthree differentstructuralelements.
First,the presentthesis followsan overalltheory-buildinglogic accordingto which the
structureand sequenceof the chapters Is organised.Within this structure.and as
IllustratedIn the precedingchapters,the analysishas beenorganisedbasedon a linear
structure,which Is the secondelement,startingwith the Identificationof the issuebeing
studiedand a review of the relevantexistingliterature.The two followingchaptersare
then concerned with the theory-buildingelement, presenting the main theoretical
argumentthat sustainsthe Inquiry.Last, the analysisand evaluationof the two crises
and the coveragethey attracted.Involvesa comparativeelementas well, accordingto
whichthe game theoreticmodel Is appliedtwice, each time on a differentcrisis. The
purposeof this 'repetition'Is to Identifythe extentto which the specificmodelfits each
crisis and vice versa. (Yin, 2003: 151-14).The reporting of the case study will be
completedwith the descriptionof the overallresultsof the analysisof the two crisesIn
relationto the presscoverage.The resultswill be evaluatedIn relationto the pre-defined
theoreticalpropositions,includingsomesuggestionsfor furthergenerallsationof the final
observations.
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5 The Greek-Turkish Conflict and the Media. A historical
account of the two crises and their coverage by the national
press
5.1 Introductlon
The Greek-Turkish conflict has been on the policy and media agenda for at least three
decades. Ever since the Turkish Invasion In Cyprus, In 1974, the relaUonshipbetween
the two countries has flared up Into a major Issue In their foreign policy and the national
media has closely followed It too. The two countries have been through armed struggles
against one another and this has ultimately determined their relationship and their
national Identities as well (Ozgunes & Terzis, 2000). The Impassioned coverage that the
relationship has often attracted by the media has played a vital role In preserving a
sense of national antagonism between the two peoples; and has also turned this
relationship Into an attractive news story.

The present chapter attempts to portray some of the most decisive stages In the
formulationof the contemporaryGreek-Turk1sh
relationship.Two of the most crucial
phasesIn this relationshipare the two crisesemployedas case studiesfor the purposes
of this research.They will be presentedIn detail Includingthe press coveragethey
attractedby the Greek and Turkish press. This will help formulatea historicaland
InteractionIn the two
politicalbackgroundthat will then helpP13CO
the media-government
countries,In the contextof the nestedgame.
6.2 Media. State relationships In Turkey and Greece
At this point It would be useful to briefly present the basis on which the media's
performanceIs shapedin the two countries.ParticularattentionIs given to the role that
the state holds In the productionand constructionof news,and the extentto whichthe
commercialprofithas becomethe media'sprimaryIncentive.
The way the media-state relationship Is formed and the role Wt the press holds In the
two countries Is a fundamental aspect In analysing and comprehending the role the
media plays In the political world of each country. The Intervention of the state In the
press reporting Is often described by journalists as the 'stick and carrot' policy, reflecting
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the treatmentthat the pressreceivesfrom the stateaccordingto Its compliancewith the
governmentalline or not. Apparently,the implementationof the specifictactic differs
significantlyIn the two countries(Tilig,2000).
In Turkey, under the suffocating regiment that was Imposed In 1980. journalists were
forbidden to write anything against the military governing. The press owners were forced
either to comply with the military line or to close down their newspapers and most of
them chose to do the former. The elections that were held In 1983 and were won by the
party of Turgut Ozal, created better conditions for the performance of the press, which
however lasted for a limited period of time. Ozal's personal relations with some of the
country's newspapers launched a new type of journalism In which the close relationships
that journalists developed with the governing circles became a decisive factor In the
construction of news. The outcome was that several journalists would simply write
whatever those governing elites dictated (Tilig, 2000: 397). In 1984, the armed fight
against the Kurdistan Workers Party, PKK,6 began and along came the new state
restrictions on the freedom of press. In general, during the first five-and-a-half years of
Ozal's governance, 458 publications were seized 39 tons of newspapers, journals and
books were burnt and total prison sentences given reached 2000 years (Tanor, 1997:
142). The press gradually became the main target of the state leaders and between
1979 and 1998, more than 40 journalists had been assassinated. while since 1996
Turkey has had the highest number of Imprisoned journalists In the world (Tolig,
1997:365). Most of assassinations occurred In the years 1992 and 1993. In 1994 the

6 The Kurdistan
Workers Party (Kurdish: Partlya Karker6n Kurdistan). also known as KADEK and
Kongra-Gel, Is a paramilitary organization dedicated to creating an Independent socialist Kurdish
Republic In the Near East. Its Ideological foundation Is revolutionary Marxism-Leninism and
Kurdish nationalism ethnic secessionism using force and threat of force against both "! an and
military targets for the purpose of achieving its political goal. By virtue of the PKICS strategic use
of fear-inducing violence In its pursuit of its political objectives, the PKK Is characterized as a
terrorist organisation by the European Union, the Unitod States, and several other countries (total
list of states). Its main objective Is the creation of an Independent Kurdish state In Kurdistan, a
territory that consists of parts of south-e3stern Turkey. north-eastern Iraq, north-e3stem Syria and
north-western Iran. However Its actions have almost excjusively taken place Turkish soil,
although It has on occasions co-operated with other Kurdish nationalist paramilitary groups in
neighbouring states (http: //en, wikipedia. org).
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number of journalists killed was reduced but the repression against the media
maintained(Tilig, 2000: 401). It needs to be mentionedthat during this period It was
basicallythe peripheralmediaand thosejournaliststhat supportedthe oppositionparties
At the same time, the bigger
and the Kurdishmovementthat sufferedthe restrilctions.
mediaorganlsationscontinuedto supportthe regimetotally.(Tilig, 2000:404).
Apparently, the media-state relationship In Turkey leaves limited scope for journalists to
report 'the truth'; and this Is particularly obvious when the news concems the GreekTurkish conflict. In a series of Interviews Ozgunes and Terzls conducted with Greek and
Turkish journalists In order to Investigate the role of the media In the Greek-Turkish
conflict, one Turkish journalist claimed: 'I am always thinking of our national Interests
and the Interests of my newspaper when I am reporting Greek-Turkish affairs. At the end
of the day, I don't want to criticlse my governmentbecause my'objective' reporting might
be used wrongly by the other side', and she added, 'No foreign correspondent from my
country would dare to write anything against the governmental foreign policy, unless
there Is advice by the headquarters bark home' (Ozgunes & Terzis, 2000: 405426).

The situationIn GreeceIs significantlydifferentand the stickpolicyIs rarelyImplemented
and only In cases of nationaltaboos.?Other than that no Greek politicianwas ever
recorded among the biggest enemies of the press. Moreover, since 1974 when
democracywas re-established,there were no journalistsreportedImprisoned.It Is true
that the media organisationsIn Greece are related to the political parties, and this
relationshipoccurs within the context of the so-called 'patronage relations' that
developedIn Greece In the 1980s. when Papandreou'spolitical party promotedIts
supportersto positions In the public service, In order to secure their support and
thereforeremain In power (Mitsos, 1994: 444). It Is due to this type of media-state
relationshipthat governmentsassist the media organisationsthat support them by
offeringthemthe carrot.$

1 Do0an Tiliq reports that on 18'h February 1997 a radio station of the TuWsh minority In West
Thrace was barred from transmitting. The official explanation was that It had secured no
permissionfrom the state, but the true reason was thought to be that ft broadcasted In the Turkish
language, given that the same year a number of Greek stations continued to broadcast without
legal permission (2000.410).

6 The government'said to media organisationsIn the form of the carrot Includesthe tax-free
Importof printingequipmentor discountsIn the phoneandpostalservices(Stangos,1988:78),
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But generallyspeaking,the governmentrarely shows preferenceto any of the media
conveyorsand most of the newspapersare actuallyprivilegedby the financialsupportof
the government(Tilig, 2000).Stangosreportsthat there might be speculationsthat the
financialaid the governmentoffersalms at turningthe pressInto a governmentalpawn.
However reasonable thls\may sound, there seem to be no Instances of media
organisationsthat serve and supportthe governmentIn responseto the financialaid
theyreceive.This of coursedoesnot Implythe absenceof thosejournaliststhat operate
as the government'shelpers,facilitatingits effort to Influencethe press.But this sort of
mutualexploitationdevelopsthroughpersonalrelationshipsrather than In the form of
financialaid (Stangos,1988:14).
6.2.1 The press legislation In Turkey and Greece
With regard to the existing press legislation In Turkey and Greece, the two countries
represent two diametrically different situations. Although, as the Greek journalists claim,
there seems to be no legislation that controls the operation of the media In Greece,
Turkish journalists complain for being restricted by at least 150 different laws. It Is
Interesting to see that, although the articles 25 and 26 of the 1982 Turkish constitution
guarantee freedom of speech, article 26 In particular recites special regulations that
effectively restrict this freedom. It therefore states that although censorship Is forbidden
by the law, the freedom of speech can still be reversed In the name of the domestic and
external security of the state. A number of Turkish journalists Interviewed by U19,
admitted they felt restricted by the legislation, which prevented them from being sincere
and reporting the truth (Tilig, 2000: 424-425).
In Greece, Stangos reports that the picture one has about the press legislation might
seem muddled but the truth Is that there Is no doubt the press Is absolutely free of any
legislation (1988: 16). Tiliq states though that. when Greek journalists claim the absence
of legislation they also explain that they personally feel no legal pressure In their every
day practice of journalism by specifically two laws that exist only on paper. The first
regulaflon states that newspapers have no right to publish anything other than news and
Information, Implying the prohibition of any commercial and advertising offers. The
second regulation forbids the publication of any announcements carried by terrorist
groups. However, as Greek Journalistsrevealed. no one In Greece Is really concerned
with such laws (Tilig, 2000: 425).
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Apparently,the journalists In Greece have the freedom to do their jobs with no
Interventionsfrom the government.However,even in Greecethere Is not much scope
for objectivereporting.The productionand disseminationof newsundergoesconstraints
that derivemainlyfrom the commerclallsation
of the media,which was the outcomeof
deregulationof the media sector In the 1990s. In fact deregulationwas not a
liberalisationthat openedthe sector to competitivepractices.It was the Installationof
ready-madecommercialmedia oligopoliesand conglomerates,and this was an Issue
that actuallyoccurredIn Turkeyas well (Sahin& Aksoy,1993;Daremas& Terzis,2000).
In the beginning of the 1990s the bigger media organisationsshifted from state
ownershipto the new owners who were mainly InvolvedIn economicacUvitiesand
aimedmostlyat makingprofit.The outcomeof this new ownershipwas the development
In
the
owners
with
governments
media
of Interdependent
of
and patronagerelationships
orderfor the formerto meet economicneedswith the aid of the government,Le. secure
loansfromstate banks(Kaya,1993:89).
An ultimate resultant of the privatisation of the media In both countries was the
commercialisation of the news Itself. For fear of losing the ratings and therefore their
jobs as well, journalists In both countries are after the fast and superficial news stories
that sell and bring the ratings up. The Implicationsof this phenomenon specifically In the
coverage of the Greek-Turkish conflict Is reflected In the words of a Greek journalist that
states, We don't report news about Turkey outside crisis periods because our audience
Is not Interested...' (Ozgunes & Terzis, 2000: 417). Additional to the Issue of
Commerclallsation, another common element In the performance of the media In both
countries Is the degree of nationalism Inherent In the national Ideology and media
culture, which leaves reporters with little scope about how to report, especially during
times of Greek-Turkish tenslon (Ozgunes & Terzis, 2000).
These are some observations that shed light on the arena within which the media
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Is produced and disseminated affects the coverage of the crisis pedods. The objective of
this section Is to offer a general picture of some of the most significant and common
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coverage of the Greek-Turklsh conflict. These are factors that will help In the
Investigation of the press coverage of the two case studies and the application of the
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game model presentedIn the previouschapters.This will ultimatelyhelp In making
bettersenseof the media'srole In the escalationand resolutIonof the two crisesand In
from a widerperspective.
politicaldecision-making
6.3 The Greek-Turkish relationship
The relationshipbetweenGreeceand Turkeyhas developedthougha seriesof conflicts
over Issues IncludingCyprus, the Aegean Sea, airspaceand minority rights. On 22
October1951the two countriessignedtheir membershipIn NATOconfirmingtheir wish
for a closerfuturecooperation.Theseoptimisticspeculationshoweverwere provedfalse
and the two countrieswere InvolvedIn a continuingtension.Admittedly.Cyprushas
played a crucial role In the formationof a foreign policy In both countries.Cyprus
becamea central problem for the two states not only In their relationshipwith one
another but also with other countriesand coalitionsIncludingUSA. NATO and the
EuropeanUnion. The repercussionsof this conflictoften ripple throughforeignpolicy
circlesIn Europeas well as the UnitedStates,keepingInternationalconcernaboutft
conflictalive(Williams,1997,Kurop,1998;Ozgunes& Terzis,2000).
With the Turkish Invasion In Cyprus In 1974 the relationship deteriorated while the
'declaration' of the 'Turkish Republic of North Cyprus' on 15 November 1983 made the
perspective of a Greek-Turkish dialogue even more unlikely. The Issue of Cyprus along
with other tensions that arose particularly In the Aegean brought the two countries on the
verge of war repeatedly after 1974. The tension has escalated again In 1976,1987 and
most recently In 1996. The crisis that occurred In March 1087 was a landmark In the
Greek-Turkish relationship that prompted the commencement of a diplomatic
communication between Ozal and Papandreou who wished to ensure that a future
tension similar to the 1987 crisis would be avoided. This Initiative led to the Davos
Summit where the two governments attempted to redefine the relationship emphasising
their objective to solve future potential differences with the employment of peaceful and
diplomatic means. Apparently, the now policy line Introduced In Davos was not entirely
domestic
by
In
In
Turkey
Greece
as
unsuccessful
considered
ratified either
and W33
or
circles In both countries. The era that followed the Davos Summit marked the escalation
In the tension between the two countries, which climaxed again In 1996 with the Imla.
Kardak crisis (Glallouddis, 2001).
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Fromthe long-drawnGreek-Turkishconflict this thesishas chosenthe two most recent
crises, namelythose of 1996 and 1987,to Investigateand apply the game-theoretic
modelto. The next sectionswill offer a descriptionof each crisis, Identifyingthe main
causesthat led to the escalationof the tensionIn each case. The chronicleof those
events will be presented along with the press coverage that each crWs attracted In a
step-by-stepdescription.

6.4 The oil-drilling crisis 1987
5.4.1 Tho crisis and Its roots
The 1987oil-drillingcrisis has been describedas one of the most seriousones In the
recenthistoryof both countries,bringingthem on the verge of war over the Aegeanoil
deposits.The plannedand firm strategiesemployedby the two countriesconfirmedthe
gravityof the situationand the militarypreparationson both sidessignalledan Imminent
war. However,It Is a noteworthyfactor that the actualcauseof this crisiswas rathera
It seemsthat the Turkishgovernment'sdecisionto authorlsea vessel
misunderstanding.
for oil prospectingIn the disputablearea,was basedon a misapprehension
of the Greek
real Intentionsthat led to a drasticreactionfromthe Greekside and the escalationof the
tension.
The reason for the Initiation of the crisis lies In the NAPC consortium's Intention to
proceed with further prospecting for new oil deposits In a position east of the Island of
Thassos and further than the six nautical miles. ' This decision was against the Bern
Agreement, signed by Greece and Turkey

According to Article 6, 'both

countries are obliged to refrain from any Initiative or action related to the Aegean shelf
that could offend the treatment' (Article 6, Bern Agreement). It has to be mentioned that
In 1982 the Greek government proclaimed that they did not recognise the Bern
Agreement. The reason was the Ineffective negotiation process between Greece and
Turkey concerning the shelf, as the Turkish government refused to accept the legal

resolutionof the IssueIn The HagueCourt(Giallouddis,2001).

" The Canadian North Aegean Petroleum Company (NAPC) compflses a consortium of
companies that, along with American and Greek companies, operate the Prinos fields In the
Aegean Sea off the coast of Kavala, where Greece's oil production comes from.
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1 a. The oil deposit on the east of Thassos. The area is operated by NAPC
Source: http: //www. aegeantimes. gr/a rticle
id=2688& type =4
-asp?
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At this point It Is usefulto explainthe role and the Importanceof the continentalshelf of
the Islands,which Is one of the reasonsthat createfurther controversiesbetweenthe
twocountries.For the Greekviewsand Intereststhe shelf of the IslandsIs a majorIssue.
Turkeyrefusesto acceptthe existenceof a shelf aroundthe Islands.Accordingto the
criteriathat define the term 'shelf more than half of the Aegean Sea Is supposedto
constitute Turkish shelf. However, given the demand of the Greek side for the
recognitionand definitionof the Greekshelf as well - this concernsthe GreekIslands
Thus,
situatednearAnatolia-, this will InevitablyrestrictTurkeywithina six-mile-narrow.
the mainreasonof the disagreementconcerningthe shelfIs the fact that any attemptsto
sort out the specificIssue,In the longrun It will leadto a legal borderline that will define
sovereignrights for each country.In other words,definingthe shelf for both countries
meansdividingand distributingthe AegeanSea.
(www.ksg.harvard.edu/kokkolisAeaders_akiman.
html;Soltaddis,1988).
In order to prevent the NAPC consortium from proceeding with oil prospecting In the
area, the Greek government attempted to buy the majority of the consortium's
shareholding but with no success. The anticipation of new oil deposits In the area
rendered such a repurchase Impossible. Therefore, the Greek government proceeded
with a direct nigotlatlon with the Denisson Mines Corporation hoping to buy the
company's hold shares. What the government attempted to clarity was that It was not
possible for Greece to consent to the oil prospecting beyond the six nautical miles, due
to the gravity of the Greek-Turkish relationship. This was the reason why the Greek
government attempted to buy the company`3shareholding In Greece. The President of
the Denisson Mines Corporation was however convinced that once the shareholding
was repurchased, the Greek government would proceed with oil prospecting within a
month's time. The cause of the crisis was the conviction of the Turkish government that
further oil prospecting was Imminent while at the same time the Greek opposition party
was accusing the government of compliance due to the fact that they were trying to
prevent any search for oil In the area. (Giallouddis,2001,,Soltaddis, 1988).
In the meantime, the managing director of NAPC. Parmeli, Ignoring the decision of
Greece to buy Denlsson's shareholding out and have share In the consortium,
announced that NAPC was about to proceed with oil drilling In the area east of Thassos
Island. On 4h March 1987 It was reported In the Wall Street Journal that the Aegean oil
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was about to escalatea new Greek-Turkishcrisis. Turkey Immediatelysent a boat to
conductoil prospectingIn the disputablearea. In order to avert this possibility,Greece
senttwo militaryships In response.The speculationsof Wall StreetJournalwere further
enhancedwith a telegram sent by the Greek embassy In Ankara, stating that an
emergencymeetingwas held by the GreekMinistersof Defenceand ForeignaffairsIn
orderto dealwith the latestdevelopments(Glallourldis,2001).
6.4.2 The chronicle and progress of the crisis and the press coverage
25 March 1987. the crisis Initiates with the decision made by the Turkish National
Security Council to authorize the Sismik 11,a research vessel escorted by warships, to
explore for oil In the disputed continent shelf around the Islands of Lesvos, Lemnos and
Samothrace. The reason lying behind this decision was the belief of the Turkish
government that Greece Intended to attempt oil drilling In the disputable area. Such an
attempt meant the automatic violation of the Bern agreement on behalf of Greece; and
Turkey responded to that by proceeding with a mutual violation. The Turkish move was
later Interpreted by the Greek government and the media as an effort of the Turkish
government to utilize the controversy that arose between NAPC and the Greek
government so as to serve Its own objectives In the Aegean, and achieve the
commencementof a new negotiation round regarding the shelf and the Aegean Islands.
(Glallouridis, 2001). In order for this possibility to be prevented, the Greek government
employed a defence plan stating clearly that in case the Turkish vessel entered the
disputable area, there was going to be a war. Let us now examine how the crisis
unfolded reaching Its peak and the press on both sides also covered how the sequential
moves made by the two governments.
The same day, the Turkish National Security Council meets and decides to search for oil
beyond the Turkish territorial waters as a response to the Greek violation of the Bem
agreement. At the same time, the Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs Informs the
ambassadors of the European Union and of NATO that Greece 13following an offensive
East
Thrace
In
forces
the
The
of
and
Turkish
area
policy.
government mobilizes armed
around the coast of Asia Minor while the Turkish fleet Is concentrated In the Marmaras
Sea. On the Greek front, the Prime Minister Papandreou, assembles a meeting and
decides that Greece will not accept any violation of their sovereign rights, or the
response will be drastic and vigorous (Glallouridis,2001).
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The followingday the Greeknewspapersreferredto the new Turkishthreatstating,'the
Turkishprovocativemoves continuedyesterdaywhen two Turkish aircraftviolatedthe
Greek air space' (Eleftherotypia,26 March:5). There Is also referenceto the Greek
domesticcdsis that has beencreatedbetweenthe governmentand the churchand that
absorbsthe government.Also the pressreportsstatementsof the TurkishPrimeMinister
Ozal sayingthat 'Ozal statesthat GreeceIs just puttingItself In troubleby violatingthe
Bem agreement.There Is no reasonfor the two countriesto fight' (E. Typos.26 March:
9-11).
In Turkey Mill1yetconcentrates on the Bern agreement and the possibility of war as well
as on Greece being the responsible for the escalation of the crisis. It reports that, 'The
minister of foreign affairs warned the countries members of NATO & EU that if Greece
does not comply with the Bern agreement, Turkey will take the necessary action to
protect their sovereign rights In the Aegean'; 'According to the Bern agreement Greece
cannot drIll oil from the region beyond the 6 miles. But If they do so, then we will also do
the same'; 'Papandreou Is trying to create the tension In order to make the Turkish EU
candidacy difficult and benefit from it' (Mililyet, 26 March: 9-15). Also, HOrdyetreports,
War screams In Athens and possible scenarios for war'; 'The tension Increases but
some people believe there will be no war. This Is because war can only have cost for
Greece and will jeopardise the new economic reform that the government Is trying to
apply' (Hordyet, 26 March: 8-12).
26 March
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2001,, Milllyet. 29 March).

In response, the Greek Prime Minister states that once the Turkish vessel commences
the oil prospecting, It will be attacked and scuttled. In particular, the Greek government
proceeds with two risky but decisive moves.
I. Prime Minister Papandreou orders that the operation of one of the most crucial, In
terms of position, American Military Bases near Athens be Suspended, confirming the
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crucial nature of the situation.This was a messagesent to the USA government
attemptingto keepthemout of the game.
2. ForeignMinster Papoullasgoes to Sofia for further negotiationswith the Bulgarian
government.A potential cooperationbetweena NATO member like Greece and a
countryof the Warsaw Pact would be a cause for alarm In the circles of NATO,and
wouldgive groundto the threatthat In caseof a Greek-Turkishcrisis,NATO'ssoutheast
coalitionwould collapse,given the positiveand supportiveresponseof the Bulgarian
government(Giallouddis,2001).
The following day the Greek press refers to the possibility or war for the first time, with
Eleftherotypla stating that 'The Greek armed forces are mobillsed'; 'Turkey Is provoking
a war by sending Hora out'; War Is In the aie (Elettherotypia, 27 March: 14). There Is
reference to The Hague Court, In particular 'The Greek government keeps Inviting
Turkey to refer the shelf issue to The Hague Court and warns that If the Turkish ship
proceeds with the oil prospecting, the Greek government will do whatever It takes to
protect the Greek sovereign rights' (Eleftherotypla, 27 March: 5-8). There are also
questions as to the possibility that this Turkish hostility Is related to an encouragement
activated by USA. Eleftheros Typos also reports that 'Turkey aims at exploiting the
mistakes made by the Greek government In the handing of the situation' and 'The
opposition accuses the government of causing national division' (E. Typos, 27 March: 79).
In Turkey Milliyet again refers to the violation
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seekingfor an excuseto attackTurkey (Milliyet,27 March:10-15);while Hordyetreports
'PapandreouIs crazy'(HOrdyet,27 March:1).
27 March 1987. 'Hora' Is about to enter the International waters while the exchange of
threatening messages between the two countries continues. The general secretary of
NATO Lord Carrington requests the two countries to commence negotiations for the
resolution of the crisis and offers to play a mediating role. The same day NATO's military
committee meets and the Greek representativeclarifies that Greece has so far made no
attacking moves whatsoever; so the Issue In question Is 'not Turkeys reaction, but
action'.
At the same time, Lord Carrington convinces the British Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Geoffrey Howe to Intercede With the Turkish prime Minister Turgut Ozal, who happened
to be In London. The same evening, Turgut Ozal states on BBC that the research vessel
'Hora'Is not going to proceed with oil prospecting,unless Greece attempts to commence
the prospecting first. This statement Is actually the first step towards the resolution of the
crisis. He states, 'If they do not sail outside their territorial waters, we will not sail either.
But the moment they decide to do so, Turkey will react very strongly'.

The presscoverageof the eventsof that specificday appearsto be ratherextensiveon
both fronts. In the Greek press the emphasisIs put on the sedousnessof the situation
and the probability of a war. Some statementsare, 'rho Greek governmentIs
determinedto prevent'Hora' from any prospecting';'SinceyesterdayGreecehas been
In fighting trim and ready for everything';'The US base in Athens was closed at
midnight';'Hora Is expectedto reachthe crucialpoint today; 'TodayIs the most crucial
day of the crisiswith the two countriesbeingreadyto start a war unlessTurkeychanges
Hora'scourseIn the Aegean.The Greekgovernmenthas alreadyprepareda strategic
28 March:1-9& 24,25).
planfor that mattee(Eleftherotypia,
Moreover Eleftheros Typos stresses the potential cost of the conflict. 'Even If there Is no
war, this conflict Is going to have a great cost for us, duo to the huge preparation
expenses and the decrease In the number of tourist that will visit our country this
summer; and proceeds with suggestions too, 'At this difficult time Greece has to make
use of the benefit to be part of EU. However, the government did not ask for European
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helpand thereforethis Is an Issuethat the oppositionhas to handle'(E. Typos,28 Mach:
3-6).The specificnewspaperalso accusesthe governmentof creating'Nationalcrisis'
andbeing'isolatedfrom their naturalEuropeanallies'(E. Typos,28-29March:31-34).
Regarding the Turkish policy, according to the Eleftherotypla, 'It Is very likely that the
Turkish government Is simply making a war of nerves In order to consume all or oil
resources'; 'Turkey seems reluctant. It Is said that this 13 In order for the Turkish
government to buy time and plan the next diplomatic move'; We are not going to war,
Turkey Is just playing another dirty game' (Eleftherotypla, 28 March: 14 & 24.25).

The Turkishpress refersto the possibilityof war but only as a result of a Greekattack.
Milliyetreports,'Handson trigger the armyIs alarmed,waitingfor the first Interference
'AthensIs mobilisIngthe armedforces';
of Greece; 'The Aegean Is aboutto explode%
War bells:the whole countryIs unitedto face the Greekprovocations','If Papandreou
tries to stop Hora, there might be a war' (Milliyet,28 March: 1-7),while HOrdyetstates
'PapandreouIs readyfor war'. But Turkeyhas no Intentionof Interferingwith the Greek
vessels.TurkeyIs just takingsomepre-emptiveactionbut will not touchthe Greekboats
unlessGreecemakesthe first move. We cannottell If therewill be a war but we hope
the two countrieswill find a peacefulsolution'(HOrrlyet.28 March:B-12).
NATO's offer for mediation Is also mentioned, 'The general secretary of NATO, Lord
Carrington, Invited both countries to sit on the table and resolve the conflict' (Milliyet, 28
March: 8). The Turkish press also presents the Greek move to seek for support from the
East as unsuccessful stating that, 'The Greek Foreign Minister Papoullas was
disappointed by Bulgaria's neutrality; 'Moscow & Sofia offer no support to Athens'
(Milliyet, 28 March: 9). On that day, the announcement that Ozal made on BBC Is
covered only by the Greek press and Is described as an unexpected statement

28 March 1987.the crisis Is practicallyresolved.The US ambassadorIn AnkaraInforms
the Turkishgovernmentthat GreeceIs not planningto proceedwith oil prospectingIn the
disputablearea. The Turkish researchvessel 'Sismik' sails In the Aegean Sea, It
remains within the Turkish territorialwaters and anchors off the Island of Imbros
(Glallouridis,2001; Milllyet, 29 March).
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The presscoveragefollowingthat day focuseson the resolutionand the evasionof war,
which howeverIs portrayedthroughdifferentInterpretations.The Turkishpress states,
'Sensibilitywas the winnerand our determinedattitudetook Greecebark on track';'The
crisisstartedto resolveafter the Greekgovernmentannouncedthat theywere not going
to proceedwith oil prospectingin the area'(HOrdyet,29 March:1). 'The crisisfreezesas
Greecegives up searchingfor oil' (Milliyet,29 March:1). The Turkishnewspapersalso
refer to the way the crisis was perceivedby the Westerncountriesand the respective
mediaemphasisingon the misinterpretation
of the situationby the west. As the Turkish
pressreports,'The Westernpress presentsTurkeyto be the one that startedthe crisis
and the one that steppedback to avoidthe war. This perceptionIs only partlyaccurate
becausethe Turkish decisionto step back was due to the adviceof NATOand USA'.
There is also some criticism on the Turkish policy, 'rho Turkish policy has been
unsuccessfulmakingthe Westernworld see the crisis as createdby Turkeyand ended
In favourof Greece'(Milliyet,29 March:5-11).
The Turkish press also predicts that Papandreou will create similar crises In the future
and reports, What happens next? There Is no doubt that Papandreou will again try to
drill oil In the area but if Turkey's stance Is firm, he will not succeed In that. Even now,
by sending 'Hora' out In the Aegean Turkey exerted pressure on Greece and made them
make concessions too'; 'Even If there was a war it would not last for more than a couple
of days. This would benefit Papandreou and this Is why this Is high possibIlity' (Mill1yet.
29 March: S-11).
Moreover, the press reports Ozal's statements that Papandreou Is a good actor and
managed to manipulate the public opinion showing that Turkey was the one to violate
the Bern agreement. This Is something that Turkey failed to do and they did not have the
public opinion on their side. There are also comments on the Greek Prime Minster such
as 'Papandreou Is an Insane person who may have a secret agreement with a country
(Bulgaria) that will support them In the case of war' (HOrdyet,29 March: 11-13).
In Greece one can see a lack of consensus when it comes to the presentation and
Interpretation of the outcome In the press. On the one hand Eleftherotypia refers to a
Greek victory that was achieved due to Papandreou's firm policy stating 'The country
has achieved one of the biggest diplomatic victories without a single casualty'
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(Eleftherotypla,29,30 March: 1-7). On the other hand EleftherosTypos describesthe
resolutionas 'Fraud of the government'.It accusesthe Greek governmentwith the
following statements, 'The Greek governmentpromised not to proceed with oil
prospectingbeyond our territorial waters and this Is against our Interests';'The
governmentexploitedthe tensionfor domesticpurposesand cultivateda climateof war
evenwhenthe crisis was resolved','Theywere hidingthe key statementmadeby Ozal
for 24 hours';'Suspendingthe operationof the Americanbase was a lie' (E. Typos,29
March: 31-34).
In the aftermath of the crisis, on 29' March, despite the fact that the crisis seems to be
resolved, the Greek forces remain alamed and the fleet appears to be ready to attack In
case the research vessel 'Sismik' attempts to commence oil prospecting In the area. The
same day, the Turkish Prime Minister Ozal returns to Turkey where his supporters have
prepared a festive welcoming. He states that If Turkey was a member of the European
Union, this tension would have never been generated (Giallouddis, 2001: Milliyet, 29
March).
On the media's side, the Greek press offers 8 more extensive coverage, which again
offers two contradictory Interpretationsof the situation. Eleftherotypla reports 'The Greek
government has achieved an Important diplomatic victory because they faced Turkey
with determination. At the same time the opposition started accusing the government of
complyingwith the Turkish rules. It Is very likely that when the Turkish ambassadorgave
Ozal's message to Papandreou
he
with
the
proceed
prospectingnot
would
vessel
-that
also asked If Greece was planning to do anything like that In the future. Would It be a
betrayal If the Greek government answered that they did not plan any prospecting? At
this crucial time what was most Important for Greece was to avoid the war with Turkey
without Turkey violating the Greek shelf (Eleftherotypla,30 March: 1-7).

EleftherosTypos offers a differentapproachof the issue stating that, 'the crisis was
The
dramatisation
it
the
than
by
bigger
of
was.
the
actually
presented
as
government
situationservedthe domesticobjectivesof the government';'The Greekgovernmenthas
withdrawnform exploitingthe oil depositsIn the largestpart of the Aegean.this partthat
so far we have claimed It belongedto us%'Turkey gained some credits out of the
situationbecauseIt ensuredthat Greecewouldnot go beyondthe 6 milesandthe Greek
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territorialwaters. But at the same time Turkeyput their EU candidacyIn jeopardy (E.
TYPOS,
30 March:4-6,9.11 & 22-25).
The coverage of the Turkish press Is less extensive with the main topics being the
following, 'Papandreou meets AkIman In Athens'; 'A negotiation problem
arises as
Turkey accepts the offer of Lord Carrington to be the mediator but Greece does not,
'Crisis management, the crisis broke out of wrong announcements made by the Greek
side, regarding possible oil drilling In the area' (HOrdyet,30 March: I& 12).
30 March 1987. the crisis Is resolved gradually and under the control of the Greek and
Turkish forces, depending on the political progress, the fighting trim and the moves
made by the forces of the rival state. The Greek forces return to their Initial position only
on 24"Aprll 1987. On both sides the press makes scarce references to the Issue In the
first days of Apill.
5.4.3 Somo gonoral observatlons
The 1987 oil-drIlling crisis was
by
Canadian
North
the
Aegean
generated
-ostensiblyPetroleum Company that had made plans to prospect for oil right outside Greece's
territorial waters. Given the already tense existing situation over the disputed waters In
the Aegean, the decision of the Greek governmentto prevent the consorVurnfrom the oil
prospecting appeared as a rational move, that was In order to evade further
complications In the Greek-Turkish relationships. What looked rather odd though was
the ease with which the Turkish government concluded that this specific Greek effort
stood for oil drilling on behalf of Greece. This assumption. accompanied with the
decision of the Turkish government to send out the research vessel was the reason for
the two countries to reveal a set of well-planned strategies. These strategies would
ulflm3tely be Interpreted In the real objectives that the two governments pursued.

At this point one could actuallyquestionhow a meremisunderstanding
led to a conflict
the mainattributeof whichwas the remarkablycarefullyplannedstrategiesthe two sides
employedto confrontone another.Unlessof coursethis apparentmisunderstanding
was
directedby Interiormotivesof the Turkishgovernmentthat. as was later said In Greece,
saw the controversythat occurredbetweenNAPC and the Greek governmentas an
opportunityto lead GreeceIn a new negotiationround over the Aegean shelf. Not to
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mention that the time of the crisis was particularlyfavourable for Turkey since It
coincided with the Improvementof the Turkish-Amedcanrelationship that could
guaranteethe USA support.Anothercoincidencewas the domesticcrisis In which the
Greekgovernmentwas Involvedwith the GreekChurch.It was felt In Greecethat had It
not been for the Internal controversies,the Greek government would not have
dramatisedthe situationto such an extentas a tool to attractthe publicattentionaway
from the domestic arena. And this Is an assumptionthat could also Justify the
Impressivelyquick responseof the Greek Prime Minster,who confrontedthe Turkish
decisionwith a drasticplan.
Tho 1996 Ilmla-Kardak' crisis
6.5.1 Tho emorgenco of tho crlsls
The 1996 Imla-Kardak crisis constitutes the most recent dispute that arose between the
two traditional enemies that Is Greece and Turkey, which this time were just one step
away from war. The causes of the dispute are traced bark In December 1995 and the
crisis was escalated and resolved In the last days of January 1996. The specific crisis
appears to differ from the previous ones In the sense that for the first time Turkey
officially raises an Issue of territorial claims within the boundaries of the Greek state. In
particular, the claim Is placed over the Islets Imla-Kardak, which are situated 2.5 miles
away from the Greek Island Kalolimnos and 3 miles away from the Turkish coast. The
legal sovereignty of Greece over the two Islets Is stated In the following treaties. Initially,
according to the Lausanne Treaty 1923, Turkey assigned the Dodecanese to Italy. Thus,
accordingto Article IS of the treaty,
'Turkeyrenounces,in favour of Italy all rights and title over the followingIslands:Starripalia
(Astrapalia),Rhodes,Calki. Scarpanto,Casos,Tilos,Nisyms,Kalyrnnos,Leros,Patmos,Llpsos,
Simland Koswhichare nowoccupiedby Italyandthe Isletsdependentthereonand alsooverthe
Islandof Kastelorlzo'(www.in.uio.no/-dirnitHsArnIa?
Laussane1923.html).
Due to a disagreement regarding the Statusof the ownership of the Islets lying between
the Turkish coasts and the Kastelorlzo Island, Turkey and Italy signed a supplementary
agreement In order to fix the territorial waters between Kastelodzo Island and the coasts
of Anatolia. The agreement was signed on 28" December 1932 and fixed 37 pairs of
reference points among which, the maritime boundary dividing Turkish and Italian
territory (which at that time Included the Dodecanese Islands) was drawn. Of these
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points, it is point 30 that states that the maritime frontier north of Kalymnos passes at the
median distance between the Imia-Karclak islets (on the Italian side) and Kato island (on
the Turkish side). This specific point confirms the Italian sovereignty over the ImiaKardak rocks.
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The Imia- Kardak Islets
The dotted line signifies the border that divides the Greek from the Turkish territorial
waters.
Source: http: //users. med. auth. gr/-tsikaras/mapsAmia. htm
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The specific agreementwas never registeredwith the Secretariatof the League of
Nationsand this Is what the Turkishgovernmentused as an argumentIn the specific
crisis.However,accordingto the Leagueof Nations,Its validityis not at all affectedby
the fact that It was actuallyneverregistered(Glallourldis,2001:312).
In 1947 and after the end of World War 11,the Pads Treaty Is signed between Italy and
the Allied Powers. According to this agreement, Italy proceeds Wth ceding the
Dodecanese and the adjacent islets to Greece. Consequently and under International
law, the successor state automatically assumes all the rights and obligations that had
been established by International agreements between the possessor state and every
third party that In this case Is Italy and Turkey.
With regard to Turkey's legal assertions, the basic arguments of the Turkish government
were firstly based on the fact that the legal procedure of the agreement of December
1932 Is not completed and Is not registered with the League of Nations. Secondly,
according to the Turkish claims, the Islets Imla-Kardak do not fall under the category of
the islets adjoining the Dodecanese and therefore they were never made over to the
Greek state. This statement Is another of the arguments the Turkish government
employs, claiming that the Islets Imia-Kardak constitute Turkish territory, (Giallouddis,
2001.www.tusladus.org/documenWspringtirne.pdf;www.intlacad/follow/9799/keddis.pdQ.
The cause for the Initiation of the crisis Is given on 25h December 1995 when the
Turkish cargo boat'Figen Akat' runs aground the Islets Imla-Kardak. The captain of the
Turkish cargo boat refuses assistance from the Greek authorities claiming that he Is
within Turkish territorial waters. The Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs was Immediately
Informed about his reaction that was considered as a suspicious move by the Greek
authorities. Later on the escalation of the crisis was attributed to this view. It was felt In
Greece that Turkey engineered the specific event In order to lead the two countries to a
conflict that would add the 'Islet Issue' to the long drawn Greek-Turkish controversy
(Kourkoulas, 1998; Georgoulls & Soltaridis, 1996).
It Is only on 28th December 1995 that the boat Is finally freed and towed to the Turkish
port GQIlQkthrough the aid of a Greek salvage company. and only after a continuous
exchange of verbal notes between the Greek and Turkish authorities on who were to
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rescuethe ship. The towing of the ship by the Greek authoritiesIs describedas a
Osovereign'
action proving that the Imla-Kardakrocks constituteGreek terdtory.This
movealso clearedthe suspicionof a createdevent by Turkey.Apparentlythe Turkish
side would never generatean event that would prove the Greek positionto be right
(Kourkoulas,1998).
On 29h December 1995 the Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs sends a verbal note to
the Greek embassy In Ankara, claiming that the Imia-Kardak Islets constitute a part of
Turkey's territory; this move made by the Turkish side leads to a new exchange of verbal
notes between the two states. Form that day and until a month later the two sides
occupy themselves with the exchange of verbal notes regarding the status of the Islets.
The Greek and Turkish diplomats talk about'routine notes' and no one seems to believe
or even realize that the specific event would prove serious enough to bring the two
states at the brink of a war only a month later (Kourkoulas, 1998).
At this point It should also be mentioned that the crisis coincides with a period of
domestic problems and difficulties that both countries had to deal with. On the one hand
Greece Is at that time faced with the serious Illness and Imminent death of Andreas
Papandreou who had been the most prominent leader In the modem history of the
country, while a new government Is forced to form within a short period of time. On the
other hand tension and anxiety Is culminating In the political world of Turkey, as Tansu
1;i1leris unable to form a government. This would enhance the possibility of Necmettin
Erbakan coming to power again, which seemed to terrify those elite groups that are
Indeed handling the foreign affairs of the country. The unstable, at that time, prevalent
Internal situation In both sides, Is said to have Influenced and, to some extent. defined
the moves made by the two actors (Kourkoulas, 1998).
On Tuesday 23d January 1996 the newly elected Greek Prime Minister summons a
meeting. Although the Issue of discussion Is not announced, Information leaked to the
press confirms that a serious national problem Is about to arise. The following day
media covers the Issue extensively for the first time and that Is the day that also marks
the beginning of the escalation of the crisis.
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6.6.2 The chronicle of the crisis
The specific event described above was the main cause of a dispute that broke out. The
crisis was escalated and eventually resolved within the last week of January 1996.
25 January 1996: four citizens of the Greek Island Kalimnos go over to the Islet and
proceed with the raising of the Greek flag (Glallourldis,2001).
The next day the Greek press reports the Imminent threat from Turkey that Is likely to
spread to the Dodecanese. It Is mentioned that according to diplomatic sources the ImlaKardak Islet will cause further complicationsto the Greek-Turkish relationship. Eleftheros
Typos accuses the government of being Incapableof dealing with the sltuaVon.
In Turkey the Issue Is mainly covered by Hardyet, which reports, 'Right after Simitis has
become Prime Minister, he is trying his best to create a conflict between Greece and
Turkey and has decided that Kardak belongs to Greece' (HOrdyet,26 January* 8), while
Mill1yetrefers to acdsis'that Is alreadyfour days old'(Milflyet, 26 January: 18).
26 Januaiy 1996: the Greek Minister of Foreign Affairs confirms the exchange of verbal
notes between the Greek and Turkish government and the generation of a serious Issue.
At the same time, the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs commences 'mapping' the
Aegean Islets. After the specific process Is completed. the Turkish government
announces that they will 'Invite' Greece to a new negotiation process regarding the
Aegean status. This Initiative Is taken due to a decree that had been pronounced In
Greece with regard to the settlement of the Islets at stake (Kourkoulas, 1998; Georgoulls
& Soltarldis 1996).
The Greek press reports some of the statements made by the Greek Foreign Minister
who hoped that the specific issue was only a bureaucracy Issue raised In the Turkish
Foreign Ministry. He also states that although it Is the first time Turkey makes a clear
territorial claim, he still believes It was an accidental event that will not create any conflict
between the two countries. Moreover, Elettheros Typos reports 'the territorial claim
Turkey made over the Islet Is just ridiculous' (E. Typos, 27 January: 8). It also openly
Identifies the Greek government as responsible for the unfounded claims by reporting
'the governmental dispersal gave Turkey the chance to proceed with further
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provocations'(E. Typos, 27 January:9). Eleftherotyplarecognisesthe existenceof an
Issue 'which might create further complicationsIn the relationship with Turkey
(Eleftherotypia,
27 January).10
In Turkey HUrriyet focuses on the Greek government being the one that Is trying to
create a crisis between the two countries; and also reports statements made by the
Greek officials with regard to the trivial Issue (HOrriyet, 27 January. 15). Mill1yetalso
reports the 'Increasing tension between Ankara and Athens due to a rock' (Milliyet, 27
January: 18).

27 Januaty 1996:a helicoptercarryinga groupof journalistsof the Turkishnewspaper
HOrriyetlands on the Islet. The four journalistsraise the Turkish flag in place of the
Greekone.The IncidentIs recordedand shownon the TurkishTV (Giallouddis,2001).
The following day the event Is covered only by the Turkish press that describes the
Greek citizens of Kalymnos Island as 'pirates that left their flag on the rock' (HOrdyet,28
January: 5). This Is also the first time that the Turkish press has disseminated
Informationthat Is said to come from official sources. According to these sources and as
reported In HOrrlyet,'The two sides cannot find a solution through the Increasingtension
but only through negotiations' (HOrriyet,28 January. 15).
28 January 1996: a Greek warship detects the Turkish flag, which the Greek government
orders Is lowered Immediately. On the same day the Greek government Is Informed
about a Turkish patrol boat that Is sailing within the Greek territorial waters near the
Imia-Kardak Islets and refuses to leave. Later in the evening the Greek armed forces are
alerted on the border with Turkey In the north part of the country and the Islands while a
team of the Greek forces are placed on the Islets (Giallouddis, 2001; Kouftulas 1998,
Georgoulis& Soltarldis 1996).

On 29' Januarythe coverageof the two previousdays appearsto be slightlymore
extended.Eleftherotyplareportsthe tensionthat prevailedIn the Ministryof Defenceand
the alert of the armed forces on the Turkishborders.EleftherosTypos proceedswith
severecriticismagainstthe governmentand commentson the raisingof ft Turkishflag
'ahttp://archive.
enet.gr
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stating,'How can Pangalossay there Is no Issue?, We were humiliatedby the Turks',
'Shame'and 'The governmentdelaysIn responding'(E. Typos.29 January.B-10). The
opposition'snewspaper focuses7on the 'weakness of the Greek governmentthat
encouragedTurkeyto escalatethe crisis'andexpressesthe fear that 'therevAllbe more
Turkish provocationsIn the future' and even 'future rearrangementof the continental
shelf (E. Typos, 29 January: 10). There are also speculationsdisseminatedby
Elefthrotyplawith regardto the cost that acceptingto negotiatewill have for the country
as well as the anticipationof furtherTurkishprovocations.
In TurkeyHordyetreports,'The Greeksare again after creatinga cdsis'.* 'The tension
betweenAnkara and Athens Increasesas Greek vessels have surroundedthe Islets
whilethe Turkishflag was lowered';'AthensIs becomingparanoid'(HOrriyet,29 January:.
15). Milliyetrefers to the Americanworriesabouta possiblewar betweenGreeceand
Turkeywhile Ankarais reportedas 'remainingcalm aboutthe situation'.It Is also stated
that, 'AlthoughIt has been four days since the conflictbroke out. the TurkishForeign
Ministerhas not given any formal responseto the med13.This Is becausethe official
assessmentof the situationhas not yet been completed'.The same newspaperalso
reports'the GreekMinisterof Defencehas alreadyorderedthat the sea forcesare ready
for wae (Milliyet, 29 January: 18).
29 January 1996: the Turkish government suggests that the two countries should
commence the negotiation procedure, not only concerning the specific Islets but the
Aegean In general; while the Turkish Prime Minister demands that the Greek nag on the
Islet Is lowered. Moreover, this Is the day that the State Department makes a first step
towards Intervention In the crisis and recommends that the two sides remain calm In
order for the crisis to be resolved. At the same time the Greek government refuses to
Involve In any form of negotiation regarding the specific Issue. claiming that there Is
actually nothing to discuss as the Islets constitute Greek land. In particular, the Foreign
Minister of Greece claims that the specific Issue Is not crucial enough to justify the
commencement of a new negotiation round (Giallouddis, 2001,, Kourkoulas 1998;
Georgoulls& Soltarldis 1996).

The followingday the Greek press reportsthe official Invitationmade by the TurMsh
governmentfor negotiationsstating'AnkaraInvitesAthens for negotiationsIn order to
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change the status quo' (Eleftherotypla, 30 January)". Reference Is also made on the
warnings made by the Greek Prime Minister mentioning 'Greece would not accept any
sort of territorial claims made over the Islet' (E. Typos, 30 January: 22). There are
comments of the traditional tactic of Turkey to exploit 'accidental events In order to
create bilateral disagreements between the two countries' (E. Typos, 30 January. 22). It
also refers to the refusal of the Greek Ministry of Defence to Involve Into any sort of
negotiations since there Is nothing to negotiate about. Moreover, Eleftherotypla appears
to share the government's position and claim that this Is actually a non-existent Issue
since the Islets constitute Greek land and the related treaties confirm this. Once again
the press disseminates a prognosis about the serious Implications 'unless the
government resists', expressing the fear that the 'Tudey will turn to Thrace next'
(Eleftherotypia,
30 January)12

TheTurkishpressreportsfor the first timethe statementsmadeby PrimeMinisterQiller,
We will show them our determination.The flag must be lowered and the soldiers
withdrawn.We are determinedto resolve the Issue through the negotiationroute'
(Milliyet,30 January: 17). The crisis Is describedas 'a dangeroussituation'which
however'occurredby chance'(Milliyet,30 January.18). Milliyetalso suggests,'This Is
what Greece always does when the governmentwants to send a messageto the
people.They Increasethe tension but would not go any furthee (Milliyet,30 January:
19).
30 January 1996: the Turkish National Security Council meets and decides to prepare
for war. Later In the evening a bigger Turkish fdgate Is sent out to sail near the Islets and
Is followed by a Greek warship too. Gradually the forces on both sides Increase. The two
countries proceed with an exchange of threats as Ankara refuses to withdraw unless the
Greek flag on the Islet Is lowered. On the other hand, the Greek government threatens to
reconsider their position with regard to the approval of the European Community's
financial aid to Turkey, unless Turkey stops making provocative moves (Glallourldis,
2001; Kourkoulas 1998; Georgoulls & Soltarldis 1996).
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In the meantime, and as the fleet forces are Increased, the government of the United
States try to persuade the two sides to return to the status quo onto. The US Ministers of
Defence and Foreign Affairs contact their counterparts In Greece and Turkey asking for
the crisis to be resolved, while President Clinton comes In contact with the Greek Prime
Minister, recommending calmness and caution. At this point, It Is worth mentioning that
the Greek Ministers of Defence and Foreign Affairs commented on the Initiative of USA
to Intervene as an unnecessary move that was never asked for (Glallouddis, 2001;
Kourkoulas 1998; Georgoulis & Soltarldis 1996).
The Greek Foreign Minister, Pangalos, makes an official request to the countries of the
European Union to respond to the prevalent situation, which does not turn out to be
successful. At the same time the NATO members choose to remain silent as well and
only the United Nations appear to follow the progress of the situation closely (Kourkoulas
1998; Georgoulis & Soltarldis 1996).
The following day the press In both countries appears to make a particularly extended
coverage of the events. In Greece Eleftherotypia describes the situation as War Is In the
aie claming that, 'according to official sources the Turkish armed forces In the area are
expected to Increase' (Eleftherotypia,31 January)13 It also refers to the discussions that

.
Prime Minister Smitis had with Bill Clinton over the phone. The newspaper explains how
none of the two sides accepts to back down leading to the Increase of the armed forces
on both sides. It also comments on the situation being 'more tense and serious than the
crisis In 1987' (Eleftherotypla, 31 January)". Moreover, the statements of both
governments are reported proving their refusal to compromise. Regarding the
Involvement of USA, It Is stated 'Ankara cultivates tension with the encouragement of
Washington' (Eleftherotypla, 31 January)".

EleftherosTypos reports, 'Despite the Government'sassurancethat the situationIs
undercontrol,the crisis appearsto remainout of hand'; 'The US governmentliterally
degradedthe Prime Minister asking him for concessions';'The night of the national
embarrassment','The governmentsold Imia to Turkey': 'The armed forces remained
13httpJ/archIve.
enet.gr
14http://archive.
onet.
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mobillsedfor...12 hours', 'Fears for war'; War rehearsalIn the Aegean. The Turks
continueplayingtheir dangerousgames'(E. Typos,31 January:23-29).
In Turkey Milliyet warns, 'We should not get caught In the trap of Slmltis and Pangalos',
'Hurricane In Kardak but we cannot step back even if it costs us; 'On the way to w3e
(Mill1yet,31 January: 4,5). The specific newspaper also refers to the Importanceof even
a small rock and states, 'If we do not defend this Island, this will give Greece the chance
to proceed with similar moves against us In the future'. It reports the warnings made by
USA and also exerts criticism on Tansu Qiller stating, 'It Is high time she started using
her brains, (Milliyet, 31 January: 13,14). NATO's silence Is mentioned as well while
HOrriyetattempts to shed light on the causes of the tension stressing the 'governmental
paranoia In Turkey' and 'Pangalos' tendency to create conflicts between the two
countries'. It also conveys the conviction that Turkey would benefit from a military
confrontation and reports, 'In case of a military conflict, we will definitely beat them'; 'If
we attack first, we will wln'(HOrdyet, 31 January: 5,6).
31 January 1996: Turkish commandos land on the second Islet while the Greek
government appears unable to react. The Turkish parliament meets and decjdes that It 13
high time the preparations for a possible war started. Immediately the Turkish army Is
set on the alert. A Turkish frigate enters the Greek territorial waters while a Turkish
helicopter violates the Greek air space. Both the Greek and Turkish fleets are placed In
distance of only three miles. Through a message conveyed by Richard Holbrooke, the
Turkish Prime Minister, Tansu riller, threatens to attack unless the Greek fleet
had given the Greek government a
withdraws first. As Holbrooke mentioned later, Q11ler
two-hour notice to make the first step to return to the status quo onto.
On the same day, In the three-sided telephonic round of negotiations between
Washington, Athens and Ankara, the disengagement Is agreed to begin later the same
morning. Richard Holbrooke, Informs the Turkish officials that the Greek forces are about
to withdraw, and advises them to do the same. At the time of the negotiations, the Greek
helicopter, that had taken off In order to confirm the occupation of the second Islet falls
causing death to the three air force officers aboard.
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The marines of both sides are pulled out of the Island In a 'step-by-step'process,
returningto the status quo ante. The Turkish side Is celebratingthe victory against
Greece.This was a crisis that confirmedthe Turkishpositionthat the AegeanIs full of
problemsthat shouldbe dealtwith and solved.Not to mentionthat they managedto end
the crisisIn a way that did not causeany harmto the TurkishInterests.In the Greekfront
the wholeIssueIs seen as a disastrousloss,sincethe Turkishclaimwas not withdrawn,
while the GreekgovernmentIs accusedof betrayingthe countryagainstthe traditional
enemy(Glallouddis,2001;Kourkoulas1998;Georgoulls& Soltarldis1996).
The specific day marks both the escalation and resolution of the crisis and therefore
once again there Is extended press coverage of the events. In Greece Eleftherotypla
refers to a 'stormy meeting In the parliament' and a 'severe criticism against the Prime
Minister for complying with the American and Turkish policies'. The situation Is also
described as a'natlonal defeat' and 'national betrayal' (Eleftherotypla, I February)'O.The
specific newspaper makes an extended coverage In an attempt to answer the questions
generated by the government's delayed reaction to the occupation of the second Islet as
well as clarify to what extent the Greek side made concessions that serve the Turkish
Interests. The Greek government Is actually described as 'unprepared and unorganised
In front of the crisis'. 'We did not think of our next move and once again we found
ourselves Isolated because we failed to Inform the international public opinion about the
situation' (Eleftherotypla, I February)."
Eleftheros Typos maintains the critical stance towards the Greek government and
reports the following; 'The government sold our national Interests; We were humiliated',
'The new government Is already doddering despite the vote of confidence'; 'The meeting
of the Council of Ministers revealed crucial aspects of the behind-the-scenes activities
that lead to our humiliation In the Aegean. The Foreign Minister Pangalos admitted
having reassured the US government that the Greek flag would be lowored', 'The
Opposition party plans to take Initiatives In order to Improve the countrys prestige
abroad'; 'The Prime Minister's Initiative to publicly thank USA became the cause of great
embarrassment In the parliament'; While the Greek Journalists are not allowed to
approach the Islet, the Turks are knocking' (E. Typos, I February. 10-11 & 22-29).
,0 http:llarchlve.
enet.
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In Turkey Milliyet stresses,'it Is now time to forget about Kardak and focus on the
Turkisheconomy'while the crisisIs alsorecognisedby the pressas 'the first problemon
the way to the EU membership'.The press suggests'the Europeangovernmentsthat
maintaina good relationshipwith Turkeymust be Informedthat we are right' (Milllyet,1
February:4-7). The same newspapercriticlsesthe decisionto occupythe secondIslet
statingthat, 'Turkey claimedthat Greecehad stolenthe Turkish sovereignrights from
Kardak.Occupyinga secondislet Is certainlynot going to give us the sovereignrights
back.Thiswas not a sensiblemove'(Milliyet.I February'.13-17).
Also, Harriyet states 'Ankara Is relieved', 'A victory for Turkey and a defeat for Greece,
'USA Intervention resolved the tension'; We did not make any concessions; 'The
Importance of peace,. Official statements are also reported with the president Demirel
4congratulatingthe Prime Minister and the chief of the military forces for their successful
dealing with the crisis' (Horriyet, 1 February: 5-8).
6.5.3 The paradox In the Imla-Kardak crisis and the role of the media In the
escalation of the dispute
The chronology of the Imia-Kardak crisis, as shown above, Is an attempt to depict the
basic facts and events that led to the escalation of the crisis, as seen through literature
and the press coverage from both sides as well. In an effort to present the progress of
the crisis In the most neutral way possible, the above events have been 'Isolated' from
the critical tone of the press coverage and the inevitable prejudice that the Information.
conveyedthrough the newspapers, contained.
As one can notice, In the specific case, a seemingly unimportant event, the raising of a
flag on a rock, flared up a crisis that nearly led the two countries to war. The 'flag war',
as It was often called by the media, led to a continuousexchange of threats between the
two countries concerning the sovereign rights over a rock that had never preoccupied
any of the two sides before. The two countries would have been Involved In a military
confrontation, had it not been for the Interventionof USA that convinced them to return
to the status quo ante, an outcome that generated a 'political storm' In the domestic
arena of Greece and a festive atmosphereIn Turkey.
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Giventhe absenceof any referencemadeIn the relatedtreatiesregardingthe sovereign
rights over the Imla-KardakIslets, It seemsfairly rationalto assert that the two rocks
werecededfrom Italyto Greeceas part of the DodecaneseIslands.It Is also knownthat
the two countries have been traditional enemies and the relationshipestablished
betweenthem was basedon feelingsof mutualhostilityand mistrust.Yet, the paradox
remainsthat both the groundingof the Turkishboat and the raisingof the Greekflag on
the rock,werejudged as too trivialas eventsto bringthe two countrieson the vergeof a
war. Initially, the diplomats on both sides were themselvestalking about routine
exchangeof verbal notes betweenthe two embassies.A month later both sides were
queryingwhatwas the reasonthat hadInflatedthe Issue,especiallyon the GreekTV.
This query was to a large extent clarified by the revealing Interview given to
Eleftheortypia
by a TurkishjournalistnamedCesurSert.on 19" January1999.Sertwas
one of thejournalistsIn the HUrriyetteamthat raisedthe Turkishflag on the Imla-Kardak
Islets on 2701January 1996. In the Interviewhe gave to Eleftherotypia'sStratis
Mpalaskas,he states,'it all startedwhenone of HOrriyet'sexecutivesaskedme andfour
other journaliststo fly to the Islet and cover the Issue that the Greek citizensfrom
Kalymoshad createdwith the raisingof a Greekflag there.We were also given a big
Turkishflag and were asked to take picturesof It on the Islet.We found a Greekflag
there,we replacedit with the Turkishone and we were all photographedIndividually;
and he adds, ' on the way back to Smyrna,we called the newspaperto Informthem.
When we mentionedthe Greek flag we had taken with us, I could hear one of our
colleaguesannouncingthe news and the rest of them screamingand dancing.The
following day the newspaper was going to feature a great story on the covee
(archive.enet.gr/1999/01/19/on-line/kelmena/politics/poll.
htm).
Ever since Its resolution, the 1996 Imla-Kardak crisis has been largely seen as a 'media
war and the Interview of Cesur Sert could only enhance this observation. Of course, It
would be an exaggeration to attribute the creation of the crisis to the media solely. Their
role appears to be crucial though In 'legitimising the nationalist positions of the
governments In both countries' (Ozgunes & Terzis, 2000: 409). Ultimately, being In a
position to Identify media Influences In the escalation of this crisis offers a solid basis for
the investigation of the role of the press In political decision-making. It Is particularly the
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comparisonbetweenthe presscoverageof this crisis and the one In 1987that will lead
to moreaccurateInferencesregardinghowfar the mediacan go.
5.6 Summary
The present chapter offered an Introduction to the Greek-Turkish relationship from a
historical perspective as well as In terms of a social and political framework that
determines the media action In the two countries. It was an attempt to conceptuallsethe
factors that led to the escalation of the tension between the two countries and at the
same time Identify some Important elements In the media's coverage of this long-drawn
conflict.
With the description of the coverage the two crises received by the Greek and Turkish
press, this chapter offered a general picture of the line the Greek and Turkish
newspapers followed In their reporting of this national Issue. It also Identified those
aspects of the story that the press emphasised In both countries. As a next step the
press coverage will be portrayed through the media frame, which will serve as the main
Instrument of the media's role In these two political games. The media frame will be
presented In terms of the domestic game of the game - theoretic model that will be
applied to the two crises. This will be addressed In the following chapter along with the
Investigationof the media - government InteractionsIn the two crises as political nested
games.
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6 Greek -Turkish Games and the Media as Strategic Actors
6.1 Introduction
The chapter presents the examination

of the two Greek-Turkish territorial crises and the
coverage they attracted by the respective national press, as described In chapter five,
through the game-theoretic model that was developed In chapters two and three. The
application of the game theoretic model serves In the systernafic and rigorous analysis
on the one hand of the two crises and on the other, of the media - government
InteractionIn them, In order to justify the media's role as actors and Identify the strategic
elements In that. At the same time, the analysis aims at demonstrating the aptness of
game theory as an alternative way of examining and explaining media effects In political
decision-making.This can lead to a more rigorous understanding of the role the media
play and the extent to which they can even function as tools for analysis of decisionmaking processes.
The chapter Is divided In two main parts. The first section of the first part features the
application of the norms of game theory to the Greek-Turkishrelationship. In the context
of the nested game the two crises represent the International arena or the main game.
The game theoretic analysis offers a detailed account of the options available to the two
players and the ones that were eventually selected. This will also offer as accurate an
explanationas possible of the outcome of each game.
The analysis reveals the great similarity In the way the two crises were escalated and
resolved, which illustrates the degree to which the two countries have become traditional
enemies after being Involved In a long drawn and full of tension relationship. This
signifies the 'familiarity' the two actors have developed in terms of each othees strategic
behaviour. It also facilitates the analysis of the actors' decisions making their
calculations more obvious and explainable. In terms of this tradition, the crises between
the two countries are related to territorial claims and attempts made for the change of
the status quo. Being more powerful on military terms, Turkey Is the side that challenges
the status quo to a large extent. Among some of the countrys traditional tactics Is to
create fait accompli on a diplomatic basis. It Is however a rational actor that would not
proceed with an attack unless certain that the long term diplomatic and economic payoff
will be greater than the cost. (Ifestos & Platias, 1992:186). Turkey sought to change the
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statusquo In the two crises this thesis examines.This would actuallyplace GreeceIn
the positionof the defendingplayer. However,which side challengesthe statusquo is
not alwaysas straightforward;and Is also one of the reasonswhy the two countries
foundthemselvesInvolvedin a conflicttwice.This Is explainedby Jervis'statementthat
$warand conflictsare more likelywhen both sidesbelievethey are defendingthe status
quo'(Jervis,1992:192).
The strategic analysis of the two crises will be followed by the description of the
domestic game, which will model the media government Interaction. The domestic
game reflects the organisation of the media's preferences and Interests In relation to the
governmental strategies as they develop In the International arena. The game serves In
Identifying the connection between media preferences and governmental strategies In
order to understand the strategic nature of the media's action and the conditions on
which a media effect on the governmental decisions would occur. The domestic game,
which comprises a game that is nested In and runs along the Internationalcrisis, will also
provide the basis for the examination and evaluation of the press coverage In relation to
the progress of each crisis.
The second part of the chapter comprises the actual analysis of the press coverage
within the context of the two gameslcdses, and will therefore merge the two game
models. The press coverage and the frames through which the Greek and Turkish
newspapers portrayed the two crises are examined as part of a game that Is nested
within and develops along each crisis. The analysis alms at comparing the progress of
both the decision-making process and the press coverage In order to detect correlations
between the governmental decisions and media frames that could explain potential
media effects. The chapter concludes with an overall evaluation of the press's strategic
role In the two crises. Through the Identificationof the similarities and differences In the
progress and coverage of the two crises, It attempts to create the profile of the media as
a strategically Involved actor and Integral part of the decision - making process.

6.2 The Greek-Turkish International games
The two Greek- Turkish crises presented In this section represent the type of game of
the status quo. In this, one of the sides Is Interested In maintaining the status quo and
therefore Is adopting a defensive policy while the other Is the one that 'attacks' first and
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aims at changing the existing situation. The main objecUve of the player who Is
defending Is to repulse or deter any provocative moves that could lead to the change of
the existing situation. On the other hand, the attacking player aims at forcing the
defending player to back down or to compromise.
In such types of games, It Is usually the 'attacking' player that appears to'have the upper
hand' always depending on the amount of force he/she employs. Scarpf claims that
there Is a maximum level of overt conflict that a relationship can bear and If that level Is
exhausted unilaterally, then the other side must either give In or Initiate war (1997:78).
This Is the basically the case In games that fall under the category of 'Chicken'. which
Colman describes as a dangerous game. This Is because, by trying to get the maximum
payoff for himself, the attacker not only harms the other player but he also exposes both
himself and the defender to the risk of a disastrous outcome. In line with Scarpf s
argument, Colman explains that such games are of compulsive character, In the sense
that It Is Impossible to avoid playing with someone who Is Insistent. because a person
who has refused to play chicken, has effectively played and lost (1992: 99). Initiating war
Is therefore the only option a player, who does not Intend to give In. has. When such
games are played In sequence, then the first mover will win at the expense of the other
side (Scarpf, 1997: 78). The reason being that the player who gains an early lead Is
likely to maintain It given that on the one hand he gains confidence In his ability to get
away with the risky strategy; and on the other hand. he makes his opponent more
apprehensiveof retaliating with the risky strategy (Colman 1982: 100).
However, one should also consider the long-term cost that such solutions may have for
the defender of the status quo. The defending player. bearing In mind that a possible
withdrawal In a similar crisis could trigger off further withdrawals In the long term, might
then become more determined to defect even if this results In a conflict. As Robert Jervis
(1982) claims, the 'security dilemma' of a specific country becomes even more crucial
when a state that defends the status quo Is forced by factors like the national
If
Is
If
that
the
case,
even
to
strategy.
commitments and strategies, adopt an offensive
none of the two sides aim at a territorial expansion, the national strategies are shaped
based on the fear and the possibility that there will be drastic redistributions of territory
and clout The possibility of withdrawing is likely to affect future issues and conflicts
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betweenthe two sides. Therefore,both playersappearto be unwillingto proceedwith
anycompromisingthat wouldaltertheirvaluesandobjectives.
A crucial factor In the solution of the two crises Is the amount and type of Information the
two players have at their disposal about one another at the beginning of the game. The
two countries have been historical enemies. Involved In a long
-drawn controversy
largely related to territorial claims and Issues of sovereignty. Inevitably, the two enemies
became familiar with certain strategies the adversary pursued, which could be easily
identified after repetition. The repeated crises
between
two
the
games
countries
resulted In a certain reputation that the two actors acquired In the eyes of the adversary
with regard to their traditional objectives In their relationship. Reputation would ultimately
add to the amount of Information available to the two actors and assist In explaining their
selection of strategies.

In general, game theory Is known to explain the ranking among the outcomes of a game
for each player, but It offers no help In explaining the value that specific outcomes may
have for the players. For this reason, the empirical Information we have about the two
crises and the strategies that the two players are traditionally known to employ, will
provide some Indication about the preferences of the two players and will help acquire a
better understanding of the progress and solution of the games. This Information will
also assist In the translation of the game theoretic approach Into an analysis that will
create scope for and shed light on the media's strategic action In their progress and
solution.
6.2.1 Tho 1987 oll-drilling crlsl3
The 1987 oil-drilling crisis represents a rather complicated version of the chicken game.
However, even If Chicken Is the nearest of the four game models In the literature to
describe It, the specific crisis embodies certain features that produce a game different
from the archetypal. The game will first be presented In Its normal form In order to obtain
a first picture of the moves that are available to the two actors and the outcomes they
lead to when combined. The next step will be to present the same game In an extended
form with the employment of the decision tree. This will offer a more detailed account of
how each move led to the other and ultimatelyresulted In the resolution of the crisis. The
extensive form of the game will also help Identify the entries for the med13.The media's
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Influenceon the International level derives from the domestic arena and from the Impact
they have on the decision-making process by acting domestically.
The game matrix Is the form of the game that displays the names of the players, the
options available to them and the way in which these options may Interact and produce
certain outcomes. Given that a situation such as the Greek-Turkish crisis requires action
and a set of decisions and moves In order to be resolved, the game matrix converges
the possible combinations of these decisions In six basic outcomes and represents the
summary of Important Information from which we can then extract the preferred
strategies of the players. It Is therefore essential that we present the game In Its normal
form, based on which the strategic analysis of the crisis will be conducted. Figure 6.1
displays the normal game matrix of the 1987 crisis. In this game, Turkey Is the player
that aims at changing the status quo and moves first by announcing an Imminent oil
prospecting within the disputable continental shelf. The main objective of the Turkish
government Is to force the adversary Into a negotiation process that will consequently
lead to the rearrangement of the continental shelf. On the other hand, Greece represents
the 'defender' of the status quo and aims at deterring Turkey from entering the
disputable area as well as Involve In a negotiationround.
In this game Greece and Turkey can select between two or more strategies. On the one
hand Turkey can choose between utilising its threat and proceeding with oil prospecting,
and the decision to withdraw. On the other hand, Greece can choose between three
alternatives. It can accept to negotiate with Turkey regarding the resolution of the shelf
Issue, It can attack the Turkish vessel or It can refuse to negotiate without proceeding
with any other action.
There are six possible combinations of the actors' decisions that result In four outcomes.
Starting from the top two cells of the matrix. It appears that If Greece chooses to
negotiate, this would leave Turkey better off, regardless of whether Turkey decides to
withdraw from oil prospecting or not. In the former case (AIA) Turkey achieves Its most
preferred outcome In a more effortless way and gets 4, while the latter option represents
a less comfortable strategy since It requires some action on behalf of Turkey to get the
adversaryto cooperate and therefore gives a payoff of 3.5.
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ISO

Turkey

Greece

A: withdraw from
oil prospecting

B: proceed with
oil prospecting

A: accept to negotiate

(2)

2.4

2.3,5

13:attack the Turkish
research vessel

4,1.5

1.1

(2,5)

C: don'tattackand
refuseto negotiate

4.2

3.3

(3.5)

(2,5)

(2,5)

Figure6.1: The '011-drilling'gameIn the normal form

The numbers in brackets indicate the average payoff that each move yields for the two
players and on this Instance It appears that the average payoff for Greece if It accepts to
negotiate Is the lowest It can receive (2). Moving to the middle row of the matrix, a
possible Greek decision to attack the Turkish vessel can result In the worst possible
outcome for both countries, which Is war, if Turkey proceeds with the oil prospecting (1,
1). If on the other hand, Turkey withdraws Immediatelyafter Greece attempts an attack,
then the crisis ends with Greece being better off (4,1, S). This explains the higher
average payoff that this move can yield for Greece (Z5).
The last row of the matrix portrays the potential outcomes of the Greek decision to
simply refuse to negotiate In combination with Turkey's decision to either withdraw from
or proceed with the oil prospecting. In the former case the outcome reflects the
maintenance of the status quo In the Aegean since the two players return to the status
quo onto without the occurrence of either negotiation or oil prospecting. However, as the
matrix displays, the specific outcome leaves Greece better off for the reason that the
defence and maintenance of the status quo Is valued more by the Greek government.
The matrix Includes two potential Greek victories both of which result In the status quo.
The difference Is that the outcome depicted In the middle row Involves action In the form
Ofa military attack that forces Turkey to withdraw. The second Greek victory Involves no
action but Is Interpreted as such due to meeting the preferences of the Greek
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government.The last cell of the matdx displaysthe outcomeof the game when the
action Is unilateraland only from the Turkish governmentthat proceedswith the oil
prospecting;while the adversaryremains firm to Its decision not to Involve In any
negotiationbut without Initiatinga militaryconfrontation.This 13not the best outcome
eitherfor Turkey(3) becauseIt does not achievethe Initiationof the negotiationround
that It was aiming at; or for Greece(3) that, althoughrefusesto negotiate,also allows
the violationof the Greekterritorialwaters.The outcomerepresentsa compromisethat
Is madeby both sidesbut withoutsignifyingan officialagreement.
The organisationof the crisis In a gamematrixallowsfor the calculationof the average
payoffsthe two playersget from each decision.The averagepayoffsare the numbers
displayedIn bracketsand they also indicatethe dominantstrategyfor each player.The
term dominantsignifiesthe strategythat will leavethe playerbetteroff. Independentof
whatthe opponentchoosesto do (Tsebelis,1990:64).As Scharpfputsit
Dominance
ImpliesthatInchoosing
between
twostrategies
anactorshouldalwaysselecttheone
for
by
thatprovides
the
to
the
strategy
second
provided
payoffs
payoffsthataresuperior
or equal
(1997:103).
alloptionstheotherpartiesmightexercise
As the matrix shows, the dominant strategy for Greece Is C. If the Greek government
refuses to negotiate, on average It will be better off than In any other case, Independent
of the Turkish response. On the contrary, the matrix displays equal sum-totals for both
Turkish strategies as both the decisions can render the player better or worse off,
depending on the response of the adversary. In this case, Turkeys strategies can be
described as 'best response' strategies In the sense that what the player does depends
on what he expects the adversary to do (Hargreaves Heap & Varoufakls. 1995: 44).
Therefore, for Turkey strategy A Is best response for Greece's strategy A, while strategy
0 Is best response for Greece's strategy A and C. On this basis the cell that Indicates
dominant strategy for both players Is located In the bottom right box of the matrix (3,3).
This is the outcome that renders both sides better off than In any other outcome. For a
player to select their dominant strategy Implies a rational action In the sense that the
player calculates the expected outcomes of all combinations and selects the strategy
that eliminates the risk In his decision. A mutually rational action would also Imply that
the game reaches equilibrium. Tsebells defines as equilibrium solutions the stable and
mutually optimal outcomes because no player has an Incentive to deviate In strategy If
the opponent does not change strategy (1990: 64). Or to put It differently, the players
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understand that a unilateral change of strategy at a given point In the game, will not
Improvetheir payoff,
As portrayed In the matdx, there Is technically one equilibdum point that Is located In the
flght cell of the bottom row (3,3). What Is Important In understanding this equilibdum Is
that the specific game Is an Iterated one, In the sense that It Is played a number of times
before the two players reach a solution. In this case, and given that the players' moves
may be conditional until the next round, once they reach the specific cell In the matrix,
they would be better off staying there than unilaterallyswitchIng to another strategy.
The game matrix helps Identify the outcomes, which are expected to occur when the
specific strategies available to the two players Intersect, as well as the strategies that
would Imply rational action and would lead to a rational solution. Therefore, according to
the outcomes of this game as shown In the respectIve matrix, If Greece and Turkey
acted as rational players, they would avoid the combinations that were expected to yield
the worst possible outcome. However, one of the prime dynamics In the solution of such
games lies In the preferences of the two players, which define the ranking of the
outcomes for each of them, Understanding the preferences of the two players 13
compulsory In order to understand the progress and solution of the game. The ranking of
the preferences requires a more In depth and extensive analysis of the crisis as a game,
which will be conducted with the aid of the extensive form of the game and the decision
tree. A game tree, or else a decision tree, Is 'a graphical form representing the structural
model of a decision situation' (Singleton & Tyndal. 1974: 20). It constitutes a more
extensive description of the game and contains the following Information: Whose choice
Is It at any particular point of time? What alternative actions are available to each player
at any particular move? What does each player know about the other person's prior
choices?What are each person's preferencesover outcomes? (Ordeshook, 1986).
An extensive analysis of the game becomes essential when one considers that a
player's relative preferences among outcomes may be based on any factor whatsoever
that influence the player's degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the possible
outcomes (Colman, 1982: 20-21). This undedines the qualitative nature of outcomes to
which players attach a given value that would drive their decisions. In other words, the
desirability of an outcome Is subjective - and Is known as 'utility'; and although modem
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utility theory enables numericalutilitiescorrespondingto degreesof preferenceto be
assigned in games with qualitative outcomes (Colman, 1982: 18), the numerical
representation
of these outcomesand the players'preferencesas depictedIn the game
matrix,do not adequatelyIncorporatefactorssuch as the Informationeach playerhas
aboutthe adversary'sprior choicesor the numberof acUonsavailableto each playerat
each point In the game. Not to mentionthat, an Importantcontributionof the decision
tree In this case Is that it demonstratesthe sequenceIn whichthe two playersmoveand
which would ultimately play a crucial role In understandinghow and why certain
decisionsare made.The availabilityof Informationregardingthe sequenceof movesor
the time Intervalsthat elapse betweenmoves as well as the occurrenceof external
Interventionsprovidesa more accurateIllustrationof the players'preferencesand the
rankingamongoutcomes.
The game matrix shown above displaysthe potentialoutcomesthat derive from the
possiblecombinationsbetweenthe strategiesavailableto the two countriesas well as
the actionrequiredfor a rationalsolution.The matrixservesIn providinga compressed
and generalpicture of the ways In which the crisis could be resolved.The extensive
analysiswill then demonstratethe progressof the crisisthroughwhichthe final outcome
was achievedas well as reasonsthat led to that specificoutcomeand the extent to
which It correspondedto the players'preferences.The extensiveanalysisof the crisis
will be conductedon the basisof a step-by-stepdescriptionof the decisiontree.Thiswill
helpanalysethe preferencesof the actorsalongthe courseof the crisis,and Identifythe
rankingof the outcomesas part of the explanationand analysisof the solutionof the
game.It is also Importantthat we Identifythe way In which the two playersInterpreted
the action and the preferences of the adversary as this will prove crucial In
understanding
their rankingamongthe outcomes.Beforethe media'srole In the solution
of the crisis is Investigated,we needto understandwhy the actorschosethe decisions
they did, whether they chose their dominant strategies and If the game reached
equilibrium.This will be an Indicationof their rationalityIn relationto which inferences
aboutthe media'sstrategicrolewill alsobe extracted.
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6.2.2 The analysis of the 1987 oil-drllllng game In Its extensive form
The 1987 oil-drilling crisis comprises an Ideal game for strategic analysis due to the wellplanned tactics that both governments employ. This Is a crisis In which the two countries
confront each other over the status quo In the Aegean. The change and the
maintenance of the status quo reflect the two opposing goals In the crisis according to
which the preferences of the two players are shaped. With the Initiation of the crWs we
know that Turkey Is the player that alms at changing the status quo and Greece at
maintaining it. Therefore the preferences are shaped as follows.
For Turkey, the main objective Is to Initiate a negotiation round regarding the reOrganisationof the continental shelf, which will ultimately lead to a change of the status
quo and will entail the minimum possible cost and no military Intervention. Turkey would
even be satisfied with a mutual compromise between the two countries, as this would
signify the departure point of future negotiations regarding the continental Issue. This
Information leads to the assumption that from the outcomes displayed In the game
matrix, Turkey's ranking order appears to develop In a logical sequence and according
to the payoff each outcome entails. The Ideal solution would be the outcome depicted In
the top left cell (2,4), which presupposes the acceptance of the Greek government to
negotiate. The second preferred outcome Is again placed In the top row (2.3, S), this
Umewith the commencement of oil prospecting on behalf of Turkey as a move that will
ultimately force Greece to accept the Initiation of a negotiation round. The last two
preferred outcomes are the possibility for a compromise (3,3) that could set the
conditions for future negotiations, and lastly, war Is the least preferred outcome for
Turkey, for the reason that changing the status quo at that specific moment would not be
worth the risk of a military confrontation.
The Turkish Intentions are translated Into the creation of a talt accomp1l.an Issue to be
11
Involved.
The
being
legal
In
the
solved
authorities
a diplomatic way and without
Turkish strategy at this point lies In making use of the disagreement and tension that has
'I In the Greek-Turkish long drawn-out conflict, the Greek side demands that the main mechanism
of solving the specific differences between the two countries Is The Hague Court while Turkey
suggests that the two sides should solve any differences through 'bilateral negotiations'. The
argumentation of the two sides Is obviously different. On the one hand, Greece defends the
status quo and therefore becomes stronger In a process that Is based on the Internationallaw. On
the other hand, Turkey attempts to avoid The Hague Court due to their Inability to adduce legal
reasoning in order to defend their positions.
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alreadybeen Initiated betweenGreece and NAPC and agree to send the research
for oil prospectingwithinthe Greekshelf.This move Is a threat
vessel'Sismik 1171-lora'
againstthe Greekgovernment.Underthe pressureof Imminentoil prospecting,theyaim
at forcingthe opponentInto backingdownand acceptto resolvethe Issuethroughthe
diplomaticway.
It needs to be mentioned at this stage that the Turkish strategy is based on Interpreting
the Greek attempt to buy the holding shares of the Denisson Mines Corporation as an
Intention of commencing oil prospecting within the disputed continental shelf. Such an
attempt would ultimately mean the violation of the Bern agreement which constitutes the
grounds for the Turkish government. Their argument Is, 'If they violate the Bern
agreement, we will do the same'. With the employment of this strategy, Turkey moves
based on the expectation that Greece will violate the Bern agreement and places Itself In
the second column of the game matrix waiting for the Greek response. Turkey appears
ready to proceed with oil prospecting unless Greece opens negotiation. Given that the
Greek government had made no announcement of Imminent oil drilling, Turkeys
decision to Interpret the Greek intentions as such reflects the creation of a fait Occompy
against which Turkey alms at Justifying its action. This can be described as a 'lactical,
misperception; and given that Turkey did not really feel threatened by an Imminent
Greek oil-prospecting, this justifies the fact that Turkey would be safisfied with a
compromise.
On the other front, Greece alms at maintaining the status quo and appears to be
Involved In this crisis due to Turkey's decision to change the existing situation.
Maintaining the status quo is priority for the Greek government even if this requires the
Initiation of war. For Greece, the prestige and determination of the country In terms of
their relationship with Turkey, Is worth even the risk of Involving In a war. This Is because
a possible compromise or withdrawal could mean the beginning of a series of
compromises in case of future conflicts. This Is a typical example of a political leader
who would rather engage in a risky behaviour only to avoid a retr83t from the Statusquo
(Levy. 1992).
On this basis, to deter the Turkish governmentfrom commencing oil prospecting,without
having to proceed with an attack, is the outcome ranked first for Greece (4,2),,while even
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what Is rationally considered as the worst possible outcome (1,1) Is ranked higher than
the possibility of accepting to negotiate or even compromising. Greece's location In the
matrix Is therefore In the second and third rows, since the government does not appear
to consider accepting the negotiation route.
In order to prevent the status quo from changing. Greece has to employ a strategy that
will stop Turkey from sending the research vessel In the disputable continental shelf and
from forcing the Greek government to Involve In a new negotiation round that might
change the status quo. Greece Is interested In the solution of the continental shelf Issue
through a legal process, which Is exactly the opposite from what Turkey Is aiming at.
Let us know examine how the strategies unfold with the aid of the decision tree (Figure
6.2). What one can see In the figure Is an Interaction commencing between the two
players that may or may not result In a war. As it was mentloned earlier, It was the
Turkish move to authorise the research vessel that caused the crisis to flare up and the
game Is officially initiated with the Turkish announcement that oil prospecting Is
imminent. Greece will then have to either do nothing or respond to the Turkish
announcement. At this stage, the Greek government demands that the Turkish vessel
does not sail beyond the Turkish territorial waters. Turkey will then have to respond
either by accepting to withdraw from the decision to commence oil prospecting or to
Insist. Turkey responds to the Greek warning with a persistent policy. Not only does It
refuse to withdraw from the oil prospecting, but also It carries out the Initial plan and
orders that the research vessel start sailing In the international waters. The Turkish
strategy becomes more risky since It Increases the possibility of war. In terms of the
game matrix, at this stage the crisis progresses In the bottom right cell (3,3), since both
countries appear unwilling to back down but without a military mobilisation.

Oncethe TurkishresearchvesselIs authorisedto commenceoil prospectingIn the area,
the Greekgovernmentrespondsby adoptingthe policyof counteroffensivedeterrence
andwarningthe adversarythat In casethe Turkishvesselssails In the disputedarea,It
will be attacked.What the Greekofficialsattemptto achieveIs to convincethe opponent
that war Is likely and that the cost of InvolvingIn a war at that time, would be much
greaterthan the profit.Therefore,It wouldbe wiserfor Turkeyto act rationallyand back
down on time.
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The Greek government,In other words, raises the cost of a possible attempt to
commenceoil prospectingwithinthe disputablearea,whichwill certainlyresultIn a war.
GreeceIs countingon the fact that TurkeyIs aftercreatinga fait accompllthatwill leadto
a negotiationprocessand wouldnot takethe risk of war. This constitutesknowiedgethat
one playerhas obtainedaboutthe other throughtheir long - drawnrelationshipand In
this case, GreeceIs utilisingthis knowledgeand proceedswith a threat that will make
Turkeyunderstandthere Is greatchanceof commencinga war.
In order to make the threat credible, the Greek government proceeds with two moves.
First, they decide to suspend the operation of one of the most crucial, In terms of
position, American Bases near Athens, confirming the crucial charactertnature of the
situation.As It mentioned earlier In the descriptionof the crisis, with this move the Greek
government sent a message to the US government that any mediation from their side
would be undesirable. This was also a decision that aimed to overt any military
Interferencethat the military base would cause during a possible war between the two
countries.
Second, the Greek Minster of Foreign Affairs goes to Sofia for further negotiations with
the Bulgarian government. With this move (balance of power politics)" the Greek Prime
Minister alms at creating an alliance with the Bulgarian government It becomes a cause
for alarm In the circles of NATO and gives ground to the threat that In case of a GreekTurkish crisis, NATO's southeast coalition would collapse. If Bulgaria gives a positive
and supportive response. The essence of this decision lies In the supposition that a
Potentialcooperation between a NATO member and a country of the Warsaw Pact could
entail the leak of NATO's strategic Informationon behalf of Greece. TNs policy Is followed
up with specific military manoeuvresthat mean to show the country Is preparing for war.
This Is clearly defective move that escalatesthe tension and automaticallymoves the two
countriesto the cell that signifiesthe worst possibleoutcomeon the game M3tdX(1.1).

The next move Is to be made by Turkey that will respond to the threat either by
withdrawingfromthe decisionto explorefor oil or by Insisting,whilethe Turkishresearch
11The balance
of power politics represents the tactic that aims at 'borrowing power from foreign
countries' In order to create supportive alliance$.
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vessel Is sailing towards the International waters. Meanwhile, the General Secretary of
NATO Lord Carrington and the British Foreign Minister Geoffrey Howe has Initiated
negotiations with the Turkish government In order to prevent any war possibility. The
arrow In the left-hand side of the decision tree Indicates the time point In which the
Interventiontook place. In response to the Greek threat and the NATO Intervention the
Turkish government selects a more moderate direction and argues that It will withdraw If
Greece guarantees that will not proceed with oil drilling In the disputed area either. The
Turkish decision Is the resultant of the NATO Intervention that raised the cost of a
potential military confrontation for Turkey and led to its shift on the game matrix, from the
right column and Its defective policy, to a policy of cooperation. The crisis officially ends
with the last move made by the Greek governmentthat Informs the Turkish government,
via the US ambassador In Ankara, there Is no Intention of oil prospecting In the disputed
area. The game ends with the return of the Turkish research vessel to Its departure point
and with the two countries moving to the cell that signifies the placement of the two
players In the bottom left box In the game matrix (4,2).
The outcome of the game leaves the Greek government better off for two reasons.
Firstly, It Is the most highly ranked outcome for Greece that desired the maintenance of
the status quo. Secondly, Turkey's change of policy Indicates the selection of an optimal
strategy and when Greece was preparing for an attack, withdrawing was a rational move
to make. However, It also signifies compromise and a situation In which Turkey Is worse
off than Greece, since It did not achieve any of its objectives. Although technically the
game did not reach an equilibrium point, as demonstrated In the game matrix. the
Identification and evaluation of the preference order for the two players highlight a
rational solution since both players selected mutually optimal strategies.
6.2.3 Tho 1996 Imla. Kardak crisis
Similar to the previous game, the 1996 Imla-Kardak crisis represents a game that
embodieselements of the Chicken, but In its normal form It is significantly more complex
than the original. What one can see In the game matrix In figure 6.3 Is that each player's
option to cooperate or defect consists of a combined move that describes two sequential
steps. For example, Turkey Is considered to defect when It demands that the Greek flag
Is lowered and, unless this Is done, proceeds with an attackAnvasion.Turkey defects
when both moves are completed. Similarly, Greece's cooperation takes place when the
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actor lowers the flag and also accepts to negotiate. Moreover. because of the sequential
moves In which the game Is played and because Turkey Is the player that first makes a
threat to attack, the game matrix would correspond to the crisis when the outcomes are
examinedwith Turkey always having moved first.
Turkey
A: demand the flag
Is lowered and
don't attack

0: demand the flag
Is lowered and
Invade

Greece
k lower the flag and
accept to negotiate

2.5

2.3.5

(2)

13:refuse to lower the
flag or negotiate

5.2

1.1

(3)

4.4

3.3.5

(3.5)

(3,6)

(Z 7)

C: lower the flag and
refuse to negotiate

FIgur* 6.3: The Imla-Kardskgame In the normal form

In this game, Turkey Is Interested In the rearrangement of the sovereign rights In the
Aegean, which Is translated Into forcing Greece Into a negotiation round. On the other
hand, Greece alms at an official recognition of the Pads Treaty according to which the
specific Islets were ceded to Greece by Italy along with the Dodecanese. Similar to the
1987 crisis, the action of Turkey Is organised In two moves. The first move Is to withdraw
from the territorial claims once having demanded that the Greek flag Is lowered or'not
attack' (A), and the second one Is to attack the adversary (0). Greece can choose
between three ways to respond to the Turkish moves. It can lower the flag and accept to
but
lower
flag
the
(B)
refuse
(A),
flag
lower
and
the
negotiate
or negotiate
refuse to either
to negotiate (C). The payoffs for the two players are ranked from I to 5 as the
combinations of their moves result In a greater variation of outcomes than In the first
crisis.
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If we look at the outcomes that this matrix produces, it appears that the first row renders
Turkey better off since a Greek acceptance to commence negotlations pays off
Independentof whether an attack has preceded. However. when Turkey succeeds In
getting Greece to negotiate with strategy B, that Is with an attack, Turkey gets a lower
payoff of 3,5, contrary to the payoff it gets from strategy A. This Is because an attack on
Greece could clearly harm Turkey's Intemationalreputation. On the contrary, the middle
row portrays an overturn In the outcomes since a Greek refusal to lower the flag and
negotiate will either result In the worst outcome (1,1), If Turkey attacks and given that
Greece also responds; or it will leave Greece better off since failure of Turkey to respond
drastically will signify the establishment of the Greek sovereignty over the Islet (S. 2).
The outcomes portrayed In the bottom row Indicate concessions made by both sides.
The bottom left box Is best described as a compromise (4,4) due to the partly
cooperative strategy of both players. On the one hand Greece accepts to lower the flag
but refuses to commence negotiations. This might not harm Greece's Interests but It
does signify a compromise that paves the way for future concessions as well. It also
signifies an outcome that leaves Turkey in a better position than In the outcome
displayed In the middle left box, but It does not entirely meet Its Interests either since
Greece Is still refusing to negotiate. The last box (3.3, S) although results from the same
Greek strategy as above, It renders Greece worse off than a compromise due to the fact
that it proceeds with the lowering of the flag only after a Turkish att3ck has preceded.
This Is an outcome that works better for Turkey that gains the 'upper hand' In the
relationship,but still putting Turkey's Internationalreputation at stake.
As shown In the sum-totals of the two players' moves. strategy C Is the dominant one for
Greece - on average the player will be better off by lowering the flag and refusing to
negotiate - and for Turkey the dominant strategy Is A. that Is to demand the lowering of
the flag but without attacking. Consequently,the dominant strategy for the two players Is
the bottom left box of the matrix (4,4).
The matrix Includes two equilibrium points. The first one Is located In the middle left (5,
2) box. This outcome represents the equilibrium point In a one-shot Chicken game
where, provided that the adversary does not switch strategies, none of the two players
has an Incentive to deviate from their choices since such a decision would render them
worse off. On the one hand, Greece would risk suffering a loss or getting a compromise,
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on the other hand, Turkey would InvolveIn war. The second equilibriumsolutionIs
locatedIn the bottomleft cell of the matrix(4.4), whichrepresentsthe dominantstrategy
box as well. Similarto the 1987oil-drillingcrisis,this Is an equilibriumthat resultsfrom
Iteration.If the two playersreachthat outcome,they will have no Incentiveto switchto
anotherstrategy,whichcouldentailthe riskof war.
6.2.4 The analysls of the 1996 Imla-Kardak game In Its extensive form
The 1996 crisis provides evidence of the repetition of the games In which Greece and
Turkey are Involved since it demonstrates great similarity with the first crisis In terms of
the two players' Interests. Once again Turkey Is after creating conditions for the
commencement of official negotiations regarding territorial rights In the Aegean.
Interestingly,similar to the 1987 crisis, Turkey appears to pursue Its Interests through an
indirect route and by exploiting a specific event that will generate tension and, Ideally
would force Greece into negotiations. This would generate the following ranking order of
the possible outcomes as portrayed In the matrix. To force Greece In the lowering of the
flag and Into a negotiation process without having to launch an attack Is the most
preferred outcome for Turkey (2.5), followed by the same outcome but with the
Involvement of the attack (2,3,5). In the first case Turkey achieves Its major objective
without its Interests being affected, while In the second It puts Its International reputation
at risk. The next preferred outcome is located In the bottom left cell of the matrix (4,4)
which meets the Turkish objective only partly with the Greek agreement to lower the
Greek flag, but which still leaves the player better off than when Greece refuses to make
any concession whatsoever. A somewhat lower payoff Is obtained through the outcome
located In the bottom right box (3,3.5). The Involvement of military force here justifies
the lower ranking of the specific outcome. As for the outcomes located In the middle row
of the matrix, given the determination the Turkish government demonstrates, It would be
more willing to attack Greece If the latter refuses to make any compromise than withdraw
from Its claims, which Is the outcome that derives from failure to attack. Therefore, war
(1,1) Is In this case ranked higher than withdrawal (5,2), which Is the least preferred
outcome for Turkey.

In Greece,the primaryInterestof the governmentlies In avoidingany negotiationwith
Turkeyand maintainingthe existingsituationunchanged.For the Greekgovernment.the
status quo Is translatedInto the Internationalrecognitionof the Pads Treaty, which
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establishes the Greek sovereign rights over the Islets. It therefore Indicates that the
maintenance of the status quo serves the Greek Interests, which Justifies the Initial
decision of the government to Ignore the Turkish moves and demands. On this basis, the
most preferred outcome for Greece Is located In the middle left box of the matrix (5,2).
which Is the outcome that renders Greece better off than any other combination. The
outcome located In the bottom left box (4,4) should be ranked as second because
despite the concession regarding the lowering of the flag. Greece would still remain firm
to Its refusal to negotiate, while Turkey would have also stepped back. The outcome
located In the bottom right box (3,3, S) appears logical to be ranked third for the reason
that lowering the flag would follow a Turkish attack. If however, It still refuses to
negotiate, this would still pay off more than if it refuses to make any concession, which
would lead to war.
So far, the ranking of the outcomes demonstrates a logical sequence that corresponds
to the preferences of the player but without entailing great risk. However, the Greek
government appears equally determined to protect Its territorial rights as Turkey, which
leads to the preference of the worst possible outcome (1,1) over the possibility to
cooperate and accept to Involve In a negotiation process, with or without being attacked,
which would yield a payoff of 2. Although both countries appear determined to rather
Involve In a war than withdraw from their positions, the matrix displays a number of
outcomes that pay off more than war and are mutually optimal, to a certain extent. It Is
therefore sensible to assume that the two countries considered the possibility of war as
the last resort for the solution of the game, which became evident In the official
statementsmade In the beginning of the crisis as well.
The ranking of the outcomes for Greece appears to correspond to the sum- totals of
each move. The figures In the brackets Indicate that strategy C would payoff more than
the other two since both outcomes located In the bottom row are ranked higher while
both Outcomeslocated In the top row are ranked lower than war. In the case of Turkey, It
appears from the sum totals that not attacking, which Is strategy A, Is a more beneficial
choice.
Figure 6.4 displays the decision tree for this Crisis. In this, Turkey Is shown to be the
player that moves first and demands that the Greek flag Is lowered. This verbal move
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has actuallybeen precededby the sendingof a Turkish patrol boat in the area which
refusesto leaveunlessthe flag Is loweredand whichIncreasesthe cost of defectionfor
Greece,whichwill then haveto choosebetweenacceptingto lowerthe flag and refusing
to do so. The Greek governmentInsistson keepingthe flag on the rock. The Greek
responseresultsIn the first sub-gameof the decisiontree beinglocatedIn the middleleft
boxof the matrix(5,2); leavingGreecebetteroff, at leastfor the time being.
In this sub-game the Greek government is actually 'Ignoring' the Turkish demand since
the Issue Is believed to be only a fabrication of the Turkish side and there Is nothing to
be negotiated. This response of the Greek government may also be Interpreted Into a
lack of consistent and planned strategy since by Ignoring the Turkish provocation the
player Is rather encouraging the adversary to become more persistent and therefore
more likely to switch to the defective strategy. However, the specific sub - game
demonstrates the way In which the dominance of strategies changes from one stage to
the other, when the game Is played In sequential moves. That Is to say, although In the
normal form of the game the Greek decision to Ignore the Issue appeared to produce a
lower sum-total than the decision to lower the flag. the same move becomes dominant at
this stage when the Turkish government has not yet proceeded with an attack threat.
At this stage, It would be Interesting to see how the Information that the Greek
government has from previous Interactionswith Turkey, Le. the 1987 crisis, might have
Influenced its decision. This can be explained with the use of a type of reasoning that
Hargreaves Heap and Varoufakis describe as backward Induction (Hargreaves Heap &
Varoufakls, 1995: 80). The authors explain how In sequential games, an Instrumentally
rational player would ask what the adversary's response would be to each of the
strategiesthat the former selected, and calculate the payoff accordingly before acting. In
this case, Instrumental rationality Is guided by Information about the adversarys
preferences and traditional tactics, that Greece could consider before choosing the most
beneficial strategy. Therefore, knowing from past experiences that Turkey would push
for negotiations but not Involve In war, Greece's assumption would then be 'If I choose
strategy 13,Turkey will choose A', which would generate the most preferred outcome for
Greece.
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Turkey, from A to B as shown In the matrix, which responds to the Greek defection with
a war threat and a gradual preparation of the forces, after a decision was made by the
NationalSecurity Council In Turkey. With this move, Turkish Prime Minister PlIer selects
a largely risky strategy and apparently proves Greece's calculations wrong, at least In
the current sub-game. At the same time, she creates a talt accompff that serves her
Interestsfor the Initiation of a negotiation round, which reinforces the defecUvestrategy
as a more dominant one. With this move, the two players automatically move to the
matrix cell that reflects the worst possible outcome (1,1), unless Greece switches to

anotherstrategytoo.
As a next move,the Greek governmentmay now choosebetweenthe three strategies
as depictedIn the matrixas well. By selectingstrategyB, Greecethreatensto respond
to any Turkish attack and places a team of rangersaround the Islet With this latest
move,Greeceacceptsto take a great Internationalrisk and seriouslyprepareItselffor
the possibilityof war, a move that appears to be Incompatiblewith their original
preferences.This Is a suboptimalmovethat confirmsthe two playersare placedIn the
box that signifiesthe worst possibleoutcomethey could get. In other words, although
accordingto the rankingorder of the outcomes,the possibilityof war appearedas less
preferredthan half the outcomesproducedIn the matrix for both players. the two
countriesfoundthemselveschoosinga suboptimalstrategyand headingfor war.
This action occurs In terms of the second sub-game of the decision tree, which unfolds
further than the two escalating moves described above. In fact, Turkeys response to the
Greek decision to mobilise the armed forces. Is to send warships In the area as well and
therefore confirm the predictions that war Is Imminent. This move Is followed by the
Increase of the Greek armed forces In the area as an attempt to make a credible threat
that would force Turkey Into backing down. At this point both countries attempt to employ
a strategy of deterrence. On the one hand, Turkey attempts to force the adversary In a
negotiation process under the threat that a war would be a more costly choice. On the
other hand Greece raises the stakes In an effort to convince the Turkish government that
the islets are not negotiable. The extended escalation of the tension reinforces the
suboptimalor even Irrational nature of the selected strategies as the two players remain
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In the box representing the technically least preferred outcome and the second least
preferredoutcome according to their preferences.
The solution to the game Is given by the Intervention of a third player, the US
governmentthat In this case acts as an arbiter. It needs to be mentioned that by the time
the two countries have turned a trivial Issue Into a reason for war, a new status quo Is
created, the retreat from which would then entail greater cost than war. In this case, the
role of the US government Is to restore the order of the outcomes and the cost and
payoff attached to them. In other words, the US Interventionraises the cost of defection
for both players and makes cooperation a more attractive option. Therefore, we see a
switch In the strategy of the Greek government that agrees to lower the flag but without
talked
agreeingto commence negotiations with Turkey. Similarly, the Turkish side IS OISO
out of attacking the Greek forces. In terms of the game as depicted In the matrix. the two
players move from the box that represents the worst possible outcome. to the dominant
strategy box (4,4). The outcome is best described as a mutual compromise due to the
fact that It offers no authorlsation of one of the two countries' sovereign rights over the
Islet. This signifies a concession made by Greece by lowering the flag and automatically
raising questions regarding the sovereignty over the Islet. At the same time, the
withdrawal of Turkey raises questions regarding the authenticity of the threats and the
value of the Islet for Turkey. The game also reached an equilibrium solution. which
enhances Its nature as a rational outcome since the two players chose a mutually
optimal strategy.
The 1996 Imla-Kardak crisis features some key differences compared to the 1987 oildrilling crisis. Although both games developed on the basis of the same Interests and
preferences of the two players and were solved with the Intervenflon of an external
player that Influenced the ranking of their preferences, the way the two crises evolved
differs significantly. In 1987 the two countries, Greece In particular, adopted clear-cut
strategies that corresponded to their preferences and resulted In a mutually optimal
solution of the game. Even If Ozal's decision to withdraw appeared as the outcome of
Lord Carrington's Intervention, given Turkeys preferences It seems that the Intervention
defined the timing of the withdrawal rather than the decision por so.
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On the contrary,the 1996 Imla-Kardakcrisis found the two governmentsInvolvedIn a
game Instigatedby a flag that a group of journalistsraised on a desertedIslet, which
would then cause their traditional preferencesand Interests towards each other to
resurface.Although,from a first pointof view,Turkeyappearedto be followinga strategy
similar to the one In 1987, the governmenrsaggressivenessand lack of a solid
led to what seemedas an Irrationalescalationof the tension.At the same
argumentation
time, Greece's lack of strategic planning generatedwhat was later described as
spasmodicmovesthat resultedIn what was referredto by the Greekmediaas a defeat
In game-theoretic
In the degreeof
terms,the maindifferencebetweenthe two crises1103
rationalityInherentIn the players decisionsand the solutionof the game.That Is to say,
althoughIn 1987the two countrieswereengagedIn a ratherlogicalsequenceof moves,
the Imia-Kardakcrisis Is a demonstrationof moves that no rational calculationwould
predict. It needsto be clarifiedhere that In this thesisthe two countriesaro not viewed
as Instrumentallyrational players. However, given the availability of Information
regardingtheir preferencesand Interests,they are expectedto move In a way that can
be described,If not as rational,at least predictable.On this basis.their strategiesIn the
1996crisis could then be Identifiedas non - predictable,consideringthe causeof the
problemthat broughtthem on the brinkof war.
Interestingly, after the 1996 crisis was resolved, It was described by analysts In Greece
and Turkey as the 'media cdsis', Identifying the exaggerated media coverage as the
main cause. This Is an observation that provides a hypothesis that the game theoreVc
approach of the crisis and the press coverage Is therefore called to jusbty.

6.3 The domestic game
Chapterthree presentedthe Integrationof the media In a political decision-makIng
process,suchas an internationalcrisis.and explainedthe differentstagesthroughwhich
the effect of the mediaframeson the government'sdecisionsIs produced.The current
Interactionas a domesticgameIn an attempt
sectionapproachesthe medla-government
to systematisethe 'action' of both the mediaand the governmenttowardsone another,
and the cost and payoffthis action entailsfor each party. Chapterthree Identifiedthe
Interactionbetweenthe governmentand the mediaas a gamethe formerplaysagainst
Nature.It was explainedthat to Identifythe mediaas NatureservosIn the moreaccurate
develops
that
the
with
The
Interaction.
government
conceptuallsation
their
relationship
of
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crises is here

but as an Interaction where the Interests and

preferences of one party affect the decisions of the other.
This Interaction could also take the form of a mixed motive game, where the Involved
players are motivated partly to cooperate and partly to compete with one another
(Colman, 1982: 93). However, to conceptualise the media as Nature serves In Identsfong
the dependence of the government's decisions In the International game, on 8 Player
that 'moves disinterestedly according to the laws of probability' (Colman, 1982: 6).
Obviously, the media coverage of an Issue such as an International crisis cannot be
described as random move, which Is what the concept of Nature as a player Is Idenbfied
with. The concept of probability, with which Nature moves, Is hero replaced with the
given set of rules and motivations based on which the media's reacGon to governmental
decisions derives, always In the form of news content. Although these are not associated
with the decislon-making process that evolves In the International arena In the form of an
Interdependence of choice, they can still affect It, the same way that Nature arranges the
deck In a particular order, In a Poker game (Colman. 1982: 6). Nature In this case, does
not play a part In the game by making strategic moves, but It does affect the outcome of
the game In a certain Indirect way. In a similar way, although the media do not move
against the governmental moves, they can still Influence them and consequently the
progress and outcome of the International game too. This Influence, which also
corresponds to the Idea of Tsebells' oxfornality, can ultimately define the media's
strategic Impact on the solution of a game such as a crisis.

The domestic game is organised as a strategic game with the aid of the matrix shown In
figure 6.5, which could however appear contradictory to the conception of the media as
Nature, since the latter does not move strategically.What needs to be clarified is that the
media act strategically but they do so towards their competitors rather than the
government. The media 'exPloit' the governmental moves to produce media coverage
that will yield a high payoff In relation to their competitors. It Is their strategic action
towards competition that drives their response to the government's moves and Is
therefore expected to produce specific payoffs - gains or losses. Those payoffs might bo
endogenous to the game and predictable to the government, which raises questions as
to how accurate the association of the media as Nature could be. What needs to be
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understoodthough Is that the media's strategic action Is directed to their competitors but
the outcomes of this action Is also affecting the government. The media act strategically
for their competitors but they act like Nature for the govemment. In this case. the game
matrix serves In organising the outcomes that derive from the payoffs they media get In
their strategic game against competition and how these outcomes are then translated
Into payoffs for the government. In other words, the matrix Is most effective way to
organise both the media's game against their competitors and their game as Nature with
the government.
The Idea of the domestic game attempts to organise diverse types of media reaction Into
'moves' and Identify all the possible outcomes that these moves can produce once
combinedwith the policy moves made by the government In the International game. The
outcomes of this game will then be evaluated In relation to the outcome of the
Internationalgame. A central feature of the domestic game Is that although the Involved
actors are not similar In their characteristics or preferences. which Is also one of the
reasons why the game cannot take the form of a confrontation or a bargaining situation they could represent two actors whose utility functions are Interdependent In such a way
that certain acts by one player are likely to Increase or decrease the likelihood that the
other will act In the same way. This Is an observation Inherent In the macro-micro link
described by Scharpf, according to which the close Interrelation between the domestic
and International arena Increases the possibility of a policy decision that conforms to the
media reaction (Scharpf, 1997:53).
In the domestic game. the actions of the media are purposeful In the sense that their
moves are Interpreted as directed to the attainment of a goal and the fulfilment of
specific Interests (Ordeshook, 1986). This Will also provide Incentive to Identify their
preferences as they develop In this context. If the media are conceptuallsed as a socloPolitical Institution, then to put It In Scharpf s words, their Interests can bo described as
related to the production function of social Institutions.For actors like the media, the self.
Interests could be Identified with the conditions of organisational survival. autonomy and
growth (1997: 64); or they may reflect a given Ideology or even the Incentivo to maintain
a cooperative relationship with the government at all costs. Obviously, such Interests
would appear to cancel out one another, since to pursue an organisational and
CommercialInterest could signify the production of news that follow a profitablo rather
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than an Ideological line. Or to put it differently, a media organisation that remains firm to
a certain Ideology that appeals to only a segment of the audience. will Inevitably sacrifice
part of the economic benefit.
In reality, the Interests and preferences of media organisations comprise an Interrelation
of the above, which would make It hard to discern what preferences drive their decisions
on news construction and coverage of specific Issues at each Ume. For reasons of
Simplicity the thesis focuses on potential media preferences In times of International
crises. The hypothesis In this case Is that when the government 13 Involved In a
controversywith a rival state, the media preferencethat prevail$ 13the one over a drastic
governmental action and confrontation of the adversary, rather than the option of
compromise or de-escalation. In cases of national prestige, the media's function as
guardians of the national and public interest Is Intensified. By employing their'mission' of
watchdogs, the media' are therefore likely to challenge the government suggesting
radical policy solutions.
At the same time, the media are likely to approach the Issue 03 an attractive news story.
subject to their commercial Incentives. The editorial values and required drama Inherent
In the construction of news justifies why a form of controversy such as an international
crisis could produce a story that meets the media's circulation needs. In other words and
as a re-interpretation of Scharpfs words. the media's Interests are here defined In a
$quasi-objective' way since we are not assoclating the concept with the full range of
concepts that enter Into the preferences that determines the media's action (1997: 64).
As far as the government's preferences are concerned, always In relation to their
Interaction with the media, what is particularly Important hero Is the fact that the
requirements associated with the Interests of the media are transparent to the
government and so Is the connection of the media with the public. This would ultimata
make the media's moves less random than how the moves of Nature would be perceived
but It would also facilitate the detection of the media's strategic Impact as an Integral
part of the governmental calculations. On this basis, It Is reasonable to assume the
government would prefer to walk through the crisis enjoying the media, and as an
extension, the public support. This Is also supported by the media-govemmont dynamic
relationship described In chapter one. which clarifies the government's effort and desire
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to'Instrumentalise'the mediaIn orderto meetIts own ends.This wouldmakeany media
oppositionhighly undesirableand strategicallydangerous.Hence.the domesticgame
can systematisethe conditionson whichthe likelihoodfor the government'sdecisionto
be affectedby the mediacoverageincreases.In the matrixbelowthe preferencesof the
two partiesare organisedInto moves,the combinationsof whichresultIn four outcomes
regardingthe possibilityof a mediaeffecton governmentaldecisions.What needsto be
clarifiedIs that the governmentIs here presentedasplaying'with the samemovesas In
the Internationalgame; that Is to say, It Is expectedto select betweenconfrontingthe
adversaryand de-escalatingthe crisis.Subsequently,
the media'smovesare considered
as a responseto the above governmentaldecisions.The media can thereforechoose
betweensupportingand opposinga givendecision.
A clar1ficationIs here needed with regard to the support/oppose divide that defines the
media's options In the game. Within the structure of the domestic game the media's
decision to choose a 'strategy' reflects their response to governmental policy decisions.
and Is shaped according to whether or not a policy decision corresponds to the media's
organisational and economic Interests. This means that the frames employed by the
media towards the governmental handling of the two cdses are not expected to derive
from any form of media bias or partisanship, but rather from their desire and pursuit of
newsworthy stories and nationalistic predispositions related to the Greek-Turkish
relationship. However, considering on the one hand the Inclination of many Greek
newspapers to support preferences and goals of one party or another and on the other
hand the Improbability of the Turkish press to proceed with harsh coverage - given the
respective media-state relationship - to assume that the support/oppose divide results
only from organisational and economic interests leads to the formulation of another
hypothesis; that Is, In situations of InternationalCrisesthe media act and decide primarily
as profit-making organisations. It remains to find out to what extent the Greek and
Turkish media coverage verify this hypothesis, as this would provide sound indication of
their autonomy from the government and would enhance their potential to Influence the
government strategically.
On this basis and as a resultant of their Interests, the media's behaviour Is thapod
according to their preference for confrontation rather than withdrawal. and according to
their pursuit of an autonomous role In the process of political communicaflon. Given that
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the mediawould favour a drasticgovernmentalactionagainstthe adversary.one would
then expect them to support a move of confrontationand oppose a move of doescalation.As shown In the matrix, the first combinationyields the highestpayoff (4)
sinceIt securesthe desirednews story.In the latterthey gain the secondhigher(3) for
the reasonthat by opposinga decisionfor de-escalationthe mediamaintaintheir role as
advocatesbut lack the attractivenewsstorythat a confrontationcouldproduce,Looking
at the remainingtwo combinations,It appearsthat to opposethe officialpolicywouldpay
off for the media even when the governmentchoosesto confrontthe adversary(4). In
this case, along with the desired news story, the media enhancetheir positionas a
defenderof the publicInteresttowardsthe risk of war.
Media

Support
De-escalate

Oppose

4,1

1.3

4.4

3.4

(2,5)

(3,5)

(z5)

Government

Confront

(3.5)

Figure 6.5: The media- government Interaction In the domestic game

On the contrary, to support a decision for de-escalationyields the lowest payoff (1) since
it portrays the media as followers of the official policies and It generates no controversial
news story. Based on the matrix and the outcomes It produces. It appears that the
dominant strategy for the media In situations of International crises Is to oppose the
official decisions, the average payoff of which (3,5) Is higher than to support either of the
governmentaldecisions (2,5).
The hypothesis made here Is that the media's dominant strategy Is transparent to the
lattor.
the
the
of
the
preferences
Is
of
ranking
government and also expected to affect
The media's Impact would fie In rendering the confrontation of the adversary as the
dominant strategy for the government, by creating public expectations and conditions of
domestic/audiencecost If the government failed to meet these expectations. In case the
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media choose to support the decision, the government receives the public support as
well and protects Its prestige, which Is translated Into the highest payoff (4), while even If
the media choose to criticise this policy, the payoff for the government Is still higher (3)
than if It de-escalates the crisis (1). In the former case the media criticism Is expected to
be milder than In the latter, since the media would prefer the confrontation. To doescalate the crisis pays off for the government only If the media supports the decision
(4). The average payoff of the de-escalation as a strategy Is lower (2,5) than that of
confrontation (3,5), which Justifies confrontation as a dominant strategy for the

government.
The matrix of the domestic game comprises a demonstration of the way In which the
analysis of the Interactions between the media, the public and the government In chapter
three Is translated Into what we called a 'suboptimal' decision for the government. The
domestic game represents that level of the crisis on which the government has an
Incentiveto choose confrontation as Its dominant strategy that pays off and secures the
media and public support. The organisation of the media-politiclans Interaction In the
game matrix concentrates the effect of the media and the cost they attach to a given
official decision In the government's dominant strategy, on the domestic front. to proceed

witha confrontation.
The observation that confronting the adversary Is the government's dominant strategy,
once the media are Involved, is enhanced by the iterated nature of the domestic game.
In a situation such as an International cdsis, the game between media and government
Is played a number of times from the day the cdsis Initiates until It Is resolved. If the
game Is organlsed In rounds, the repetition enables the players to condition what they do
In one round on what the opponent has done In previous rounds. Players loam things
about their opponents from their past behaviour (Hargreaves Heap & Varoufakis, 1995:
167-194).On that basis, the game Itself becomes a leaming process for the government
that may move around all four cells of the matdx and will experionco both the support
have
it
from
the
will
no
It
which
the
before
and
outcome
reaches
criticism of the media
Incentive to deviate. In other words, through the repeated play, the government Is not
only aware of the media's preferences and Interests but also of the Implications of these
preferences and Interests on the government's domestic reputation. As Rasmussen
claims, In picking her/his action, a player looks ahead to Its Implications for the future
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periods;it Is thereforeeasierto act by understanding
the end of the specificgame(2001:
110). If the governmentIs In the positionto utillse the knowiedgegained from the
IterationIn orderto look aheadIn the cost that specificmediacoveragemay entail.then
It becomesunproblematicto justify why confrontingthe adversaryIn the International
gameIs the dominantstrategy.
6.4 Strategic analysis of the media coverage
The Internationalgames/crIsesand the domesticgame describedaboverepresentthe
two arenasof nested game model, as it was analysedIn chapterthree. Each crisis Is
In both countries.A domestic
perceivedto be progressingIn both arenassimultaneously
gameas the one describedpreviouslyIs therefore'nested'In the crisis both In Greece
andTurkey.The objectiveof the presentsectionIs to demonstratethe media'sstrategic
role In the progress and solution of each crisis through the analysis of the press
coverageon the basisof the Interactionbetweenthe Internationaland domesticarena.It
Is alsoto Identifythe conditionsunderwhichwe can evaluatethe mediaframethrough
whichthe crisis was portrayed,accordingto Its Impacton the governmentaldecisions
andthe progressof the crisis.
Based on the game matrix that represents the domestic Interaction between the
governmentand the media, a potential media Impact on the progress of the International
arena Is perceived as the selection of a strategy by the government that meets the
media's Interests and the domestic payoff that derives from them. In order for this
governmental strategy to be regarded as the resultant of a media effect It will have to
represent a change from an Initial policy that did not serve the media's Interests, to a
policy that does and Is therefore supported by the media. This Impact Is then most likely
to derive from the media's opposition to a cooperative official policy that aims at de.
escalating the tension. On these terms, we would consequently expect that a strategic
media Impact would take place only on the occasion of a policy change.

ThisobservationIs problematicfor the reasonthat. as the gametheoreticapproachalso
demonstrates,
In
the rankingof a piayeespreferencesas
change
policychangesignifies
well as In what he or she considersto generatecost of payoff.There may be a number
Of factorsthat force a governmentto a policy changeand the adaptationof a more
beneficialstrategyduringthe courseof a crisis,whichsuggeststhat the occurrenceof a
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change In the government'sstrategyper se, will be difficult to be evaluatedas an
Indicationof media Impact.However,there might be some particularparametersof a
policychangethat providean indicationof whetherthe mediahave beenamongstthose
factorsto causesuch a change.Consideringthe media'sabilityto generatean audience
cost for the government,then a policychangethat has beenthe resultof mediaImpact
couldembody:
An apparently suboptimal strategy
A strategy that Is apparently Incompatible with the government's original
preferences
According to the concept of the nested game, a decision that does not look optimal to
the observer might prove optimal when the Interests of the player In the background
arenas are examined. This should give Incentive to examine whether whenever the
government 'commits, a seemingly Irrational decision, this corresponds to the prevailing
domestic conditions created by the media frames. A hypothesis and a departure point
for the detection of the media's strategic role could be that a media Impact would lie In
raising the cost of de-escalation and giving the government Incentive to proceed with a
defective decision In the International arena, In order to avoid the domestic cost of doescalation. The game theoretic approach will In this case allow the evaluation of each
official policy In relation to the domestic cost and payoff It yields; which would also be
associated with the Importance of public opinion and the Impact of the public
expectations, as created by the media frames, on the government.
The analysis will be based on a comparison of the govemmental International
preferenceswith the media's preferences, as shaped by the domestic game. A potential
discrepancy between the preferences of the two sides as shaped In the beginning of the
game provides the basis to Investigate the occurrence of a govomment's movement
during the course of the Internationalgame that appears to be analogous to the media's
preferences. Consequently, the occurrence or not of the government's movement
around the cells of the International game matflx will function as a departure point for the
Investigation of a connection between this movement and the domestic Payoffs. The
findings will then guide the Investigation of the media frames In relation to the
government'smoves.
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6.4.1 The media frame
The media frame will be organlsed and examined in terms of whether the media support
or oppose a given official policy such as de-escalation or confrontation. The main way to
distinguish the frame from the rest of the news Is by its capacity to stimulate support of
or opposition to certain policy decisions (Entman, 2003). To capture the degree of
support or opposition employed by the media during the two crises. their content Is
organised according to four framing categories that are Initiated from Entman's definition
of media framing. The main Idea Is to evaluate the media's content In terms of the
Indirect support or opposition towards a given policy. The diagnostic and prognostic
frame helps detect the type of pressure the media exert on the government and Identify
when and how this pressure transforms Into domestic cost. For Instance, to publicly
disseminate a prognosis of the International cost that a given policy decision Is likely to
have, Is expected to create public expectations for a certain type of official action and
consequently,conditions for domestic punishmentas well.
The Information that composes the frame In question consists of those word
combinations that describe what the problem Is and how serious It Is, who the
responsible for the tension Is; the options available to the two actors, the expected risk,
cost and pay-off for each outcome of the game; the best solution for the crisis. The frame
Is organised In two main categories, the diagnostic and prognostic frame. The former Is
further organised In the problem definition and causal responsibility as Entman's
definition of the frame underlines. In the definition of the given problem, the frame
consists of this Information and statements that describe how seflous the Issue that has
Justarisen Is. The causal responsibility frame concentrates the Information that Indicates
who the responsible for the crisis Is (E.g. the adversary or the government). and what
those factors that have led to the escalation of the crisis are. In several occasions
though, the statements that the press conveys Include Information that Incorporate both
the definition of the problem and the causal responsibility. Or, they can simply be
InterpretedIn terms of both the subcategories.

The prognosticcategory compresseswhat the press considers to be the strategic
alternativesavailableto the two actorsand the risk and cost entailedIn each of them.
The strategicalternativesare codedIn termsof the courseof actionthat ft government
shouldfollow.This InformationIs not as directand cJearas the remedysuggestion.yet.
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by stressing the risk and cost entailed In each alternative the press IndirecUyIndicates
which decision Is preferred. This Is also In terms of the general prognosis that the media
attempt and adds to the pressure exerted on the government, when It Is not aligned with
the government's position. As for the payoffs, these refer parficularly to the option of
war, as the most crucial outcome In the game. The objective Is to collect the Information
that evaluates the choice to defect even If that leads to war, and Investigate how risky
this option Is considered by the press, particularly In comparison to the poliftlan's
preferences.The last subcategory in the prognostic frame Is the remedy suggestion and
Indicates what the press regards the best possible solution for the game. AppendIx
presentsthe media frame for the two crises, organised based on the coverage of the two
Greek and two Turkish newspapers.
Therefore, the media frame and the diagnostic and prognostic categories In which the
InformationIs organised, compose the main Instrumentthat the press employs In order
to meet Its objectives. It has already been discussed that in the coverage of an Issue and
the Information disseminated by the media, one can actually recognise the Interests of
the media as conglomerates and the objectives they pursue. 'Joumalists do go through
some strategic thinking In deciding how to frame their stories... ' (Entman, 2003.,422).
The media frame also reflects the contextual background of the domestic game. to a
certain extent. It composes a set of informationthat reflects the media's public rabrication
of any decision that the government makes; and, given that poliUcJan3do care about the
media's critical coverage, the calculations that the press makes with regard to the
escalation and resolution of the crisis are then expected to Impinge on the govemmental
calculations. At this stage, it Is essential to point up the particularly critical role of the
Greek and the Turkish public opinion. This Is because the long and 'turbulent'
relationship that has developed between the two countries has Inevitably produced
stereotypes and nationalistic attitudes of the two peoples towards each other. These
were basically transferred from elitist groups to the public opinion through Institutionslike
the media (Glallourldis, 2001: 24); and have generated a highly 'sensitised' public
sentiment In relation to the 'traditional' adversary. Consequently, both the government
and the media become even more likely to consider the reaction of an already proempted public opinion, such as the Greek and Turkish. when deciding upon a strategy
towards the traditional adversary.
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Before we proceed with the analysis of the media government Interactions In the two
crises, it Is essential that we begin with a more specified hypothesis. It was theorised
earlier that In situations of International crises the frames employed by the media are
driven primarily by organisational and economic interests. Through their Impact on the
Public!s perception of the given situation, this framing Is then likely to result In the
generationof certain expectations and In a strategic Impact on the government. As It was
explained In chapter five, the privatisation and commercialisation of the media
organisations In Greece and Turkey occurred In the 1990s that Is after the oil-drilling
crisis had already taken place. On this basis, the hypothesis here Is that the press
becomes less likely to employ highly controversial and over dramatised audience driven frames In 1987. A media strategic Impact of this nature Is therefore less expected
In the oil-drilling crisis.

6.5 The 1987 'oil-drilling' crisis
The analysis of the coverage the specific Crisis attracted from the Turkish and Greek
newspaperswill be conducted on the basis of the description of the domestic Interaction
between the media and the government and with the aid of the respective game matrix.
The government's moves of 'de-escalation' and 'confrontation' will be replaced with the
actual moves of each government In the specific crisis. The Idea Is to examine the
government's movement In the matrix In relation to the press coverage. As It was
explained In chapter three, the media are in this case approached 83 Nature and their
coverage of the government's decisions Is perceived as a series of 'random' moves In
the sense that It Is done In accordance to own objectives and Interests and not as a
confrontation to the government. Therefore, their strategic role will be evaluated as a
result of the Impact that these random moves have on the governmental decisions and
of the extent to which the government Is considering the media coverage when
Calculatingits moves. The analysis will begin with the evaluation of the Turkish press
coverage; and once the press coverage In both countries Is complete, the analysis will
concludewith some comparative final remarks regarding the media's strategic role In this
crisis.
6.6.1 The press coverage In Turkey
To start with, we will need to Identify the preferences of the two parVes In the specific
crisis with the aid of the matrix shown In figure 6.6. This Is a replicat,ion of the domestic
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game as described earlier In this chapter, which has been adjusted to the International
strategies available to Turkey for this crisis. It needs to be mentioned at this point that
during the 1980s the Turkish media were largely subordinated and stdcUycontrolled by
the state, which would make opposition to the governmental decision not a preferred
option. In this case, the media's payoff Is depending entirely on the government'$ move
and it will be evaluated accordingly. Within the context of the specific crisis and under
the specific regime, the media would be better off supporting the government They
would therefore prefer that Turkey selects strategy B and proceeds with the oil
prospecting since this Is expected to produce a more controversial news story and a
higher payoff whether they choose to support or oppose the decision.
In case the press chooses to oppose the decision. although it risks getting the 'stick'
from the government, it would still be better off than If the government chooses to
withdraw from its claims (Strategy A). it needs to be reminded that the media's payoffs
are estimated according to their Interest In audience-drivennews stories, Independentof
their relationship with the government. In other words, the most preferred outcome for
the media Is B/A with B/B the second best. The governmenfis preferences remain stable,
as specified In the description of the domestic game. Even If In the specific example,
Turkey should not expect to receive opposition from the press, it would still hurt more to
be criticised for remaining Inactive and choosing strategy A, than proceeding with
strategy B.
This would render strategy B as the dominant one, but perhaps the most accurate way to
Identify the government's preferences In this Interaction, given the small probability that
the press would oppose, would be to consider both strategies as yielding equal payoffs.
Considering that Turkey does not have a dominant strategy In the International game
either, it would be Interesting to see how the media frame Is formed on this respect.
Moreover, under this specific regime, it would be meaningless to expect a media
Opposition,which consequently makes the outcome of this Interaction predictable and
the media's Impact unlikely. However, it would be still Interesting to see the frame
through which the media portray the crisis and the governmental action and Identify the
Interests.
the
In
frame
media's
with
to
extent which it reproduces the political
accordance
The frame of the Turkish newspaper could produce some useful Information and
Inferencesthat can be carded over for the analysis of the second crisis.
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Modla
A: Support

0: Oppose

Turkey
A: Withdraw from
Oil-prospecting

0: Proceed with
Oil- prospecting

4.1

4,4

(2,5)

1.3

(2-5)

3.4

(3.5)

(3-5)

Figure 6.6: The 1987 media government Interaction In Turkey
-

The Turkish government Is the player that makes the first move In this Interaction with
preparing to send the research vessel in the Aegean. On 2511March. the Turkish
government mobillses armed forces In the area of East Thrace and around the coast of
Asia Minor while the Turkish fleet Is concentrated In the Marmaras Sea. This move
PlacesTurkey in the B strategy row, which would produce a high payoff In the domestic
game, if the press supports this decision. What needs to be reminded at this stage Is
Turkey's objective In this crisis. The reason why Prime Minister Ozal announces an
imminent oil prospecting Is based on the argument that Greece Is about to violate the
Bern agreement. It Is therefore Interesting to see that on 26" March, tho press
disseminates a diagnosis that on the one hand, appears rather exaggerating developing
war scenarios; and on the other, It attributes responsibility to Papandreou for trying to
create tension... In order to jeopardise the Turkish EU candidacy' (MilliyeL 26/3). This Is
a frame that even contradicts Ozal's statements, who claims both countries are In need
of peace and would not risk a war, and the political frame regarding the causo for the
Turkish announcement to commence oil. prospectingIn the disputed area.
Although the frame Is apparently supportive of the government. it also encourages a
defective strategy by providing a diagnostic frame that Identifies one additional reason
domain
to
the
Turkeys
of
Turkey
it
position
why
should respond promptly. also shifts
losses and frames It as being the defender. The frame does not expllcitly signify a
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domestic cost for the government, but If we consider that the public Is also watching, It
does create a diverse Impression of what the reason for the Turkish decision Is as well
as the seriousness of the situation at this stage. It could therefore result In the public
expectationfor a confrontation of the adversary by all means. Not to mention that, as the
Turkish press prognoses, 'war can only have a cost for Greece, since It will jeop3rdise
the new economic reform that the Greek governmentIs planning to apply' (Milllyet, 2613).
It could be that the specific newspaper attempts to predict a possible Greek bluff and fait
Implying that the Greek government aims at deterring Turkey with the war
8CCOMP11,
threat, which however will never happen. In other words, the Turkish press. even without
opposing the governmental handling of the case, conveys a message that encourages a
more drastic action, even if that has to be a war, that could be translated Into a domestic
expectation for a firm and uncompromising stance so that Oz3I will not be caught In
Papandreou's bluff. The specific frame can be Interpreted as an Incentive for the
government to remain firm to their strategy and carry out their warning. This Is also a
frame that fits the media Interests as defined In the domestic game and It produces a
high payoff for both the government and the media (4,4).
On 26"' March before Greece has made a move, Turkey sends out Sismik 11to explore
for oil and Ozal, who had previously stated he was after a peaceful solution, threatens to
attack Greece In case It obstructs the prospecting process. Ozal remains firm to a
strategy that pays off domestically, even after Greece has employed Its counteroffensive
strategy that places the two countries In the box with the worst possible outcome (1.1) of
the Internationalgame. The press maintains its support to a confronting strategy and on
271"March It diagnoses, 'Papandreou Is crazy (HUniyet),'Greece refuses to comply with
the Bern agreement' (Milliyet), 'The crisis has been prepared by Papandreou who was
seeking for an excuse to attack Turkey' (Harriyet). 'Papandreou Is believed to have
created the crisis to serve domestic Interests' (Milliyet). Also, HOrriyetspeculates that 'If
Hora Is attacked we are ready to take any action'. Once again, apart from framing the
official Justification regarding the alleged Imminent Greek violation of the Bem
agreement, the press Is offering three different explanations of why the tension Is
Increasing.
Considering that the Turkish government has no dominant strategy In either the
International or the domestic Interaction, the specific media frame and the Impact It Is
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expected to have on the public gives the government Incentive to remain longer In the 13
strategy box, even when Greece responds with an equally defecuve move leading the
two countries on the verge of war. Although, as mentioned above, there was a minor
possibility that the Turkish newspapers would disseminate critical coverage, the frame
the press conveys, which continues to offer a diagnosis that differs from Ozal's
statements, and the dimensions It gives to the seriousness of the Issue turn
confrontationInto a dominant strategy for Turkey.

Therefore,we see Turkey proceedingwith what would be describedas an Irrational
move,givenits preferencesover the rearrangement
of the continentalshelf throughthe
negotiationprocessand Its disinterestIn a militaryconfrontation.The atmospherethat
emergedIn Turkeyout of the nationalmediaappearsas a logicalexplanationof why the
governmentfelt confidentto take the adversaryto the vergeof war beforesteppingback,
despitethe Internationalcost that such an outcomewouldgenerate.This of coursedoes
not Implythat Ozal overlookedthe Internationalcost embodiedIn the possibilityof war,
especiallysincethis was the leastpreferredoutcome.Turkeys preferencesand Interests
In this game renderedthe possibilityof war a very costlyoutcomefor Turkey,whichIs
traditionallyknownas a rationalplayer.However,the domesticpayoffcan be Interpreted
as an Incentivethe media gave to Ozal to stay In the same defectivestrategylonger
(26'hand27hMarch) and even reachon the brinkof war beforehe finallysteppedback.
It Is at this stagethat we can claimthe potentialImpactof the mediaframesIn TurkeyIs
InherentIn what appearsto be a suboptimaldecisionfor Turkeys government,which
proceeds with a strategy that was described as IncompatibleWth Its original
preferences.
The Turkish government decides to switch to strategy A only after the Intervention of
Lord Carrington and British Foreign Minister Geoffrey Howe, who apparently gave Turgut
Ozal Incentive to leave
Ozal's
decision
to
Its
payoff.
0
by
expected
reducing
strategy
withdraw does not correspond to the Intense emergency climate reflected In the media. It
Is again an optimal move, which would anyway occur but the external Intervention
defined the timing of this strategy switch. Once the Turkish government has made its last
move In this game, the Turkish press maintains the 'alarming' framing and reports
'Hands on trigger: the army Is alarmed', 'The Aegean Is ready to explode' and 'If
Papandreou tries to stop Hora, there might be a wae (Milliyet. 2813).A logical way to
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explainthe continuation of this same frame Is of course the desire of the media to remain
In the cell of the matrix that yields the highest
payoff. Given that the government has
chosen to de-escalate the tension, which Is a move that does not meet the media's
objectives, this is an attempt of the media to prolong their payoff. This observation
enhancesthe media's pursuit of audience driven news stories, even at a time when
they had not yet turned into profit-making organisations.
In this crisis, the Turkish

government made only one move In the game matrix, switching
from a suboptimal move that
could lead to a Greek-Turkishwar to a rational decision that
correspondedto its original preferences. The short duration of the crisis, the clear-cut
objectives of the Turkish governments and the reduced probability of the press to
Proceed with a critical coverage lead to the Inference that what appeared as a
suboptimalmove of the Turkish government was a tactical decision and a bluff until that
ended with the Intervention of Lord Carrington. That Is to say, there Is not enough
evidence to support the hypothesis that the government's suboptimal strategy B was a
result of calculating the domestic cost that the opposite strategy would have. There Is
however enough evidence inherent In the exceptionally alarming diagnosis and
prognosisconveyed by the press that could explain why Turgut Ozal followed the same
strategyand escalated the tension to a dangerous stage, before an external Intervention
raised the cost and led to the strategy change.
6.6.2 The press coverage In Greece
Lookingat the overall coverage the
of
crisis by the Greek press, a first remark that needs
to be made Is that there appears to be a lack of consensus In the coverage, partcularly
after the tension has been resolved. This lack of a common line In the framing and
analysis of the situation by the press Is ultimately Interpreted as the absence of a joint
domestic pressure deriving from the media. This Implies that we should look for media
influence In a diverse form. The
Is
the
In
the
coverage
press
point
noteworthy
second
relatively moderate frame that becomes more Intense only after the crisis has been
resolved.This is another factor that raises questions as to the degree In which the media
frame had a strategic Impact on the

governmentaldecisions.

In the Greek domestic Interaction, the

For
follows.
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the media, these are shaped according to the domestic game template as described
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earlier. Therefore, the Greek press will be better off to oppose the governmental policy at
any time and strategy B Is the dominant one. As for the government. given that the
media -state relationship In Greece develops differently than In Turkey, with the media
maintaining the right to be critical and the power to exert pressure on the government,
the dominant strategy for the government Is then strategy B. Strategy B here reflects a
defective move and an act of confrontation, which will render the government better off
Independentof how the media respond to It.

Media
A: Support

B: Oppose

Greece
A: accept to negotiate
13:attack the Turkish
research vessel
C: don't attack and
refuse to negotiate

1.4

4,1
4.4

3,4

4,2

2,4

(2,3)

(4)

(2,5)
(3,S)

(3)

Figure6.7: The 1987media governmentInteractionIn Greece
-

Similar to the respective Interaction In Turkey, the player that moves first Is the
government, demanding that Turkey does not send the research vessel out. This move
Is obviously leaving the media better off and this Is also confirmed with the press
coverage that follows. On the first day of the press coverage both newspapers appear to
be reproducing the political frame, with regard to the diagnosis of the problem and the
causal responsibility reporting, 'The Turks are threatening again, the Turkish provocative
moves continued yesterday when two Turkish aircrafts violated the Greek air space'
(E-Typos, 26/3); and 'There Is a need for national vigilance' (Eleftherotypla, 26/3). The
Information the press disseminates and the frame through which It Is presented
underlinesthe seriousness of the situation and also coincides with the political frame. On
the one hand, the reproduction of the political frame may be understood as an overlap
between the media and governmental Interests, since the political frame gave the media
no Incentive to oppose the strategy. On this basis, the government and the media reach
a mutually optimal outcome. On the other hand, and given that the specific game Is a
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repetitive one, by reproducing the political problem definition the media also give the
government Incentive to maintain the same strategy. Along with 'ratifying' the decision,
the media create a certain degree of expectation for the government to maintain its firm
position.Given that the government has created an alarmed atmosphere with the official
warning made to the Turkish side, the media frame In this case enhances the expected
audienceand national cost In case Papandreoufails to successfully carry out the threat.
The media diagnostic frame is followed by the Turkish persistence and the employment
of the Greek deterrence strategy. The Greek Prime Minister decides upon the closure of
the American basis In the evening of 26h March while on that same day the Greek
Foreign Minister goes to Sofia for negotiations with the Bulgarian government. The
governmenttherefore remains In the defection box and so do the media. On 270'March
Eleftherotyplareports 'The Greek armed forces are mobilised', War Is In the ale and E.
Typos also reports, 'War challenge from Turkey, 'The tension Increases as Turkey
decides to send Sismik 11to the Aegean'. Both newspapers convey a similar diagnosis
regarding the seriousness of the situation, which as mentioned earlier, overlaps Withthe
governmental frame. Given that the specific strategy also corresponds to the
government and the media's preferences, it Is then translated Into a mutually optimal
decision. At this point, it would be useful to focus on the frame E. Typos conveys. The
Opposition's paper attributes part of the responsibility for the crisis to the Greek
government itself and states 'Turkey aims at exploiting the mistakes made by the Greek
government In the handling of the situation' and 'The government Is leading the country
to a national division' (27/3). It therefore moves to strategy B for the media, which entails
a domestic cost for the government. The diagnosis conveyed by the opposition's
newspaper appears problematic In the sense that although it diagnoses a serious
situation Implying that the government has to do something, It also accuses the
governmentof being the Initiator of the problem.
What we see here Is a frame that on the one hand reproduces the political framing of the
problem, which obviously serves the media's Interests for a controversial story, and on
the other hand, a frame that attacks the government generating further controversy,this
Umebetween the media and the press, The combination of the two frames conveyed by
the specific newspaper can only provide the government with further Incentive to remain
firm to strategy B so as to 'rectify' Its mistake. The position of the specific newspaper
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towards the government Is apparently Instigated by Ideological and partisanship
Inclinations that demonstrate another aspect of the Incentives Inherent In the media's
selection of frames. However, the Important aspect of this frame remains that It attaches
more weight to the defective strategy that the government Is already pursuing by
emphasising the 'damage' this same strategy has caused; and the need for an action
with which the government will carry out the threat successfully In order to avoid not just
the international cost but the domestic cost that failure to do so might generate. This cost
would be the dissatisfaction of the public that would at this stage expect the government
to successfullydeter the adversary.
On 27h March, Turkey switches strategies but the Greek government Is still In position
for war. On 28'h March, the press still refers to the Increasing tension and what Is worth
noting at this stage Is the speculation made by Eleftheros Typos that'Even If there Is no
war, this crisis will have a great cost for Greece due to the huge preparaflon expenses
and the decrease In the number of tourists' (28/3). The specific frame attempts a shift In
a certain reference point that Is the cost of war. It produces a context within which the
governmental decisions are costly with or without a war, and It works as a challenge to
the Prime Minister to defect and act firmly In order to make this costly conflict worthwhile
for the prestige of the country. It creates the Impressionthat the Internauonalcost cannot
be avoided; but if Papandreou cooperates with Turkey, this will lead to an even greater
reputation cost. According to our game - theoretic model an existing International cost Is
transformed Into an expectation for a domestic cost; but what Is parUcularlyInteresting
here Is that the specific newspaper creates both the Internationaland the domestic cost.
On that same day the Greek government switches to strategy C, the dominant strategy
In the Internationalgame, which corresponds to its original preferences and Interests.As
for the outcome that the same strategy yields In the domestic arena, this 13divided Into
two different cells. Eleftherotypla remains In the strategy A cell and describes the
handling of the crisis as a victory while E. Typos considers the outcome a 'sale of the
Greek national Interests In the Aegean' (30/3). The different frame conveyed by the two
newspapers reflects their conflicting Interests, In relation to their Ideological Inclinations
and to their party preferences. This framing can be evaluated 83 being Instigated by
Political Ideologies rather than commercial Interests, without however underrating the
market - oriented motivations of the specific newspaper. According to the media
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preferencesover a controversialIssuethat wouldgeneratea newsworthystory,the cdsis
the two countriesgeneratedwould have paid off for the mediaby meetingtheir Interests
and thereforethe 'discrepancybetweenthe frames conveyedby the two papersIs a
resultantof the differentIdeology.
Similar to Turkey, the Greek government remained firm to Its Initial strategy and stepped
back only after the adversary had made the first move to de-escalate the tension.
Considering the preferences of Greece as defined In the beginning of the game, the
government moved rationally, Independent of the critical coverage It received from one
of the newspapers. Besides, the selection of strategies at all points In the game
appeared to generate high payoffs In both arenas even with some opposition from E.
Typos. The examination of the press coverage In relation to the stable governmental
moves, or to put it differently, with the absence of Irrational/suboptimal governmental
moves demonstrates no obvious strategic Influence on behalf of the media, mainly due
to an overlap between the Interests and preferences of the two parties, Looking at the
domestic game matrix, one can see that for the most part of the crisis, the two parties
were located In the B/A and BIB boxes that generated equally beneficial outcomes, while
the second could also be described as equilibrium. Given that the specific outcomes
Implied that none of the players had Incentive to switch to another strategy, a possible
way to describe the media government Interaction In this crisis, for the Greek side, Is as
a coordination of Interests. This could Imply a strategic action on behalf of the media,
even without having led to a policy change.
6.6.3 Summary of the media's strategic role In the 1987 oil-drilflng crisis
In the section explaining the function of the domestic Interaction between the media and
the government, we defined some preconditions that could signify a potential media
Impact on the governmental strategies and the overall progress of the crisis. Having
examined the preferences of the two governments and the action they adopted, one can
notice that there Is no obvious deviation In their strategies, from the expectations
generated through their motivations and preferred outcomes that could lead to
Suboptimaldecisions. This would ultimately signify the absence of those Conditionsthat
would produce a media Impact from a first point of view. However. looking at the way the
press covered the story, the main Inference to make Is that the press on both sides
moved according to own motivations, which may have led to a subtle media Impact.As It
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will be explained In the following paragraphs, it Is possible that the media on both sides
took part In the escalation of the tension by strongly supporting Confrontation.which as
shown In the International game, was a preferred strategy for Greece but not for Turkey.
In Turkey, it Is Ozal's decision to maintain a risky strategy despite the fact that It was
known he would not Involve In a war. His extended preference over a strategy that, given
Greece's reaction, was close to generating the worst possible outcome could be related
to the domestic media frame. Interestingly, the Turkish press did not simply reproduce
the political frame; but Instead It conveyed its own explanation making the Greek
provocation loom larger than In Ozal's statements. The Impact of this lies In the frame
effect on the public, which would then expect drastic acUon for these Greek
#provocations, therefore explaining Ozal's stay in the defection box for longer. This
impact can be explained particularly In relation to the causal attribution It disseminated.
By framing Papandreou as 'mad' the Turkish press promoted a picture of the Greek
politician as an Irrational player. The frame refers to one of the pecullariVes of the
Chicken game that resolves around what has been called the political uses of madness.
That Is to say, If a player Is seen by his opponent as Irrational or mad, he/she gains
Paradoxical advantage In the game, given that people tend to stay well away from a
madman (Colman, 1982: 100).
Judging from Ozal's response who did not appear to be Intimidated by Papandreou's
alleged 'madness', the Turkish media might not have exactly given the Greek Prime
Minister an advantage; but they could have very well disseminated a causal
responsibility that provided warnings and new explanations why war was Imminent,
Providing Ozal with Incentive to recognise in the media coverage an 'obligation' to
prolong its warning. The specific example also serves In demonstrating the difference
between a cognitive media Impact on the Turkish government and a strategic one. A
by
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Ozal's response Is closer to what we could describe as a 'strategie perception of the
frame In the sense that he appears to calculate the Implicationsthat failure to respond to
the Greek provocations could have on his domestic reputation and hence, he acts

accordingly.
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In Greece,the governmentappearsto follow a clear-cutstrategy.It remainsfirm to Its
preferencesand movesout of its defectivestrategyonly after Turkeyhas steppedback
while the media largely reproducethe politicalframe. Given that both parties moved
accordingto their preferencesthis Indicatesan agreementIn their Interests but It
remainsunclearwhetherIt also Indicateda strategicactionon behalfof the media.The
critical coverageof the opposition'spaper demonstratesanother aspect of the media
motivations,whichderivefrom partypreferencesas well.
Based on the domestic game structure, the absence of suboptimal moves on behalf of
the government and the relatively common line between the political and media framing
could be explained as a coordination of the two sides' Interests, since the strategies of
the two governments provided the newspapers with frames that would meet their
Interests. In needs to be clarified though that these Interests were mainly of a
nationalistic nature stemming from national taboos that the media In both countries
developed towards the adversary. The Issue of national Identity proves to be another
significant factor In the coverage of such crises, and as Wodsfeld states, whatever the
beliefs about the needs of objectivity, when It comes to Internal disputes journalists
Interpret the world from a national
- or even nationalistic- perspective, especially when
they cover conflicts Involving their own country (1997: 40). Besides, In 1987 the press
was under the state's control In Turkey while newspapers In Greece maintained
#patronage' relationships with the government and other political parties that would also
determine their Ideological line. Although this should not exclude a potential media
impact, the possibility of a media tactical action Instigated by financial motivation Is here
eliminated, as it was also theorised earlier. This of course could raise the question as to
how differently this media-government interaction would have developed In the case of a
clash of Interests between media and the government. In relation to this question. the
analysis of the press coverage of the 1996 Imla-Kardak crisis provides some Interesting
findings.
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6.6 The 1996 Imia-Kardak crisis
The 1996 Imla-Kardak crisis has been described In the Greek literature as a 'media
war''0 (Glalourldis, 2001; Georgoulis & Soltarldis 1996). Implying the fabrication of the
crisis by the press. This Is an observation that reinforces our hypothesis for a strategic
media role In It and provides the grounds to systernaficallyexamine If and to what extent
the press escalated the tension between the two countries. The specific crisis features
two remarkably Important characteristics that pave the way for the justification of our
hypothesis. Firstly, the revealing Interview of the HOrriyetJournalist, Cesur Sert, Is an
unquestionableIndication of a press coverage that Is driven by journalistic practices that
serve primarily financial Interests. It therefore clarifies the media's preference over a
governmental strategy of confrontation and the press's Intention of diagnosing a crisis at
such an early stage. Secondly, prior to the first official demand made by the Turkish
government, which marked the escalation of the tension and the commencement of an
overt confrontation between the two countries, the two governments were Involved In a
bargaining process. This process Included the exchange of some verbal notes regarding
the sovereignty over the Islets, which none of the two sides considered as too serious,
and a media diagnosis about a serious national problem and even a 'crisis' that was
about to flare up between the two countries.
This press coverage Is particularly important considering that It actually Initiates an overt
Interaction between the government and the media, or else it Initiates the domestic
game, before the two countries proceed with their overt moves towards one another.
This Is ultimately translated Into one additional moveloption for the government In the
game matrix of the domestic game that derives from the media diagnosis of a serious
national problem and the first response of the government to that. The two domestic
games are examined below starting with the coverage of the crisis by the Turkish
newspapers.

6.6.1 The press coverage In Turkey
The first step In the analysisof the coverageof the 1996crisis and the strategicrole of
the pressIs to Identifythe preferencesfor boththe actors,governmentand mediaIn the
two countries,as the tensionbeginsto escalate.At this point it Is essentialto start off
10ThepressIn bothcountriesplayeda leadingpartIn nationalistic
creatingwhatwas
exaltation,
describedas a fabricatedwar atmosphere.
Thiswouldultimatelybringthe two governments
beforea faitaccompli,
leadingto rashdecisions.
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with the media preferences and Interests, which determined the way the Turkish press
framed the Issue. As mentioned above, the coverage of the flag replacement by HOrdyet
In Turkey Is the main evidence of the media's Intention of meeting financial Interests. In
addition to that and given that the media-government Interaction Is also a sequential
one, watching the press 'moving' first and diagnosing a crisis before any governmental
statement has been made, reinforces the employment of a strategy In pursuit of own
incentives. The Interview of the Turkish journalist provides a confirmation of the media's
preferences as demonstrated In the matrix of the domestic game, described eadier. It
also provides evidence of the ongoing changes that the media-government relationship
undergoes In Turkey.
As for the government's preferences, these are shaped by Its International Interests.As It
was eXpl3ined In the analysis of the International game, they are placed In the 'not
att3ck' strategy, which Is also Its dominant strategy. Yet, considering the outcomes that
the same strategies yield In the domestic M3tdX, It appears that the government's
preferences do not pay off as they do In the International arena. There Is apparently a
discrepancy between the government's preferences In the International arena and the
way they are Interpreted In the domestic Interactionwith the media. This provides a basis
to Investigate how these preferences are shaped the government's action and whether
the course of the game produces an overlap.
The Interaction between the Turkish government and the respective media can be
summarlsed In the following matrix. Given the early press coverage and media diagnosis
Ofthe crisis, Turkey will first have to decide between choosing to 'do nothing' as strategy
0 or do something, which represents moves A and B. Looking back at the International
game matrix (figure 6.3) one can see that the Turkish government moved to three
different boxes, starting from the one producing the outcome 5.2 for Greece. Given that
the frame of the Turkish press had preceded the Turkish warning to Greece about
lowering the flag, this Turkish move needs to be evaluated as a response both to the
government's International preferences and to the media frame and the domestic cost or
payoff it entailed.
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Media
A: Support

0: Oppose

0: do nothing

4.1

1.3

(2.5)

A: demand the
flag Is lowered
and don't attack

4.2

2.4

(3)

3,4

(3,5)

Turkey

B: demand the
flag Is lowered
andlnvade

4.4

(2,3)

(3-6)

Figure 6.8: The 1996 media government Interaction In Turkey
-

The Turkish government completed Its first move by officially demanding that the Greek
flag Is lowered on 29h January. On the previous and on the same day, the Turkish press
diagnosed a 'Flag war In the Aegean' (Horriyet, 28/1) an 'Increasing tension between
Ankara and Athens due to a rock' (Milliyet, 29/1) and 'a crisis being four days old'
(Milliyet, 29/1). Most Important, on 26h January HOrdyetIdentifies the new Prime Minister
of Greece as 'doing his best to create a conflict between Greece and Turkey while the
following day, the same newspaper reports thatthe Greek government has managed to
create a crisis Immediately after coming to powee. These are some of the statements
reported by the Turkish press, which have been Identified as a diagnostic frame.
The Turkish newspapers In this case diagnose an existing crisis and Identify the Greek
government as the main responsible for Its generation. The specific frame can be
translated as an alarm to the government about a serious situation that has emerged In
the Aegean due to the traditional enemy that Is Greece. In relation to the domestic game
matrix, this diagnostic frame would be best located In the top right box (1,3), which
would entail a domestic cost for the government. At this early stage of the crisis, the
Turkish press creates a status quo, which, as framed by the newspapers, Greece alms
at changing with the generation of a conflict. Although the frame refers to the
Internationalcost that a governmental Inaction may have, the press Is converting It Into a
domestic cost too. This Is because the implication of such a diagnosis would be "
creation of a public expectation for a defensive move In order for Turkeys sovereign
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rightsto be preserved,whichwould generatean audiencecost If the governmentfailed
to respond.The decision of the Turkish governmentdemonstratesIts adjustmentto
strategyA, which Is the dominantone In the Internationalarena.Althoughthis move Is
not dominantIn the domesticarena,It domesticallyleavesthe governmentbetteroff than
strategy0, whichwould meanIgnoringthe mediaframealtogether.The Importantaspect
of the media-government
Interactionat this early stage of the crisis Is the fact that the
governmentmakesits first move againstGreeceonly after the presshas diagnosedthe
crisis.
A question that arises at this point Is whether Turkey would have acted at all had It not
known the crisis diagnosis conducted by the press. Given that the media move first and
the government second, the governmental move could be regarded as a response
Instigated by the media frame, and even if It does not entirely conform to the domestic
payoff, it can still be considered as the first step of a confrontation strategy and of a
strategic media effect. With Greece not having moved yet, the Turkish government could
also choose to do nothing but Instead it chooses to Initiate the International game by
demanding that the Greek flag Is lowered. The Turkish move could be the outcome of
Tansu pilfer realising that the generation of such an Issue could serve her domestic
Interests but at the same time, It could be a response to what the government expected
the media to do as a second move.
This could be explained again by the concept of backward Induction (Hargreaves Heap
& Varoufakis, 1997) according to which the actor calculates the payoff of her/his moves
based on the estimation of the adversary's next move. Given the government's
awareness of the media's Interests, Its declslon to act may be explained as a strategy
that has predicted the next media move and that consequently derives from calculating
the domestic payoff. As It was explained earlier, the Turkish strategies are combined
moves that are completed In two stages. In this case, by making the official demand,
Turkey completes the first stage of the move and as mentioned above, It chooses to
react rather than stay Inactive. The main Idea here Is that when the media-government
Interaction Is examined as a sequential one, Turkeys move appears optimal on both
arenas and produces an outcome that serves the Interests of both the government and
the medla.
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After the response of the Greek government that refuses to lower the flag, we see a
more drastic reaction from Turkey that threatens to attack and moves to strategy 0 and
the box with the worst possible outcome. At this stage the Turkish government begins to
act 'Irrationally' as this signifies what we described earlier as a move that deviates from
the original preferences of the government. This move appears sensible If we consider
the media frame that preceded. The media diagnosis of a serious situation that Is ready
to lead to war maintains and on 30thJanuary Milliyet reports 'the tension Is Increasing'.'it
is a dangerous situation' and Hardyet states 'Athens Is becoming paranoid'. Moreover,
the attribution of responsibility for the escalation of the tension Is still on Greece while
there Is an agreement In the recommended solution for the crisis between media and
government. On 29thand 30'hJanuary the Turkish press suggests that the two countries
should find a solution through the negotiation process, which represents the main
Interest of Turkey. At this stage, the media frame In combination with the threat the
Turkish government disseminated to Greece places the government In the box with the
highest payoff for the domestic game (4,4); and Interestingly, this Is a move that serves
the media's Interests as well.

This time, the Internationalmove of the governmentbasicallyrepresentsa confirmation
of the assumptionmade above, regardingthe media frame having Instigatedthe
government'sreactionto what the press framed83 Crisis.The Internationalcost that
strategy B entailed for Turkey Is here translated Into a domestic payoff as the
governmentenjoysthe supportof the mediaand, as an extension,the publicapproval
as well. The media's strategic InfluenceIn the game can be reinforcedwith the
government'spersistence to remain firm to the same suboptimal strategy and
consequentlythe same domesticpayoff, for a second day. This Is the effect of the
repetitive game between the media and the government In the sense that the
governmentstartsoff with a suboptimalmoveIn domesticterms.throughwhichIt learns
Whatmedia coverageto expect; and once the game 13played for a secondtime, It
reachesthe outcomethat paysoff moreandstaysthere.
The government's persistence to that specific strategy, despite the International dsk and
cost It entails, Indicates the selection of a suboptimal decision and can be more
convincingly explained as Instigated by domestic preferences related to the media
coverage, If we consider the very strong prognostic media frame the press disseminates
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at this stage. On 3181JanuaryMilliyetemphasisesthe anticipatedcost In case Turkey
steps back by reporting 'we cannot step back, even if it costs us' and 'if we do not
defendthis Islet,we will give Greecereasonto comeback again'.HOrdyetalso conveys
the convictionthat Turkey would benefit from a military confrontationand reports,'In
case of a militaryconflict,we will definitelybeat them';'if we attackfirst, we will win'. All
In all, the Turkish press overplaysthe Internationalcost that steppingback would have
for Turkey and It even justifies the solutionof war for the protecflonof the sovereign
rightsoverthe Islets.Consideringthe Impactthat such a framewouldhaveon the public
mood,whichwould now be preparedfor a drasticgovernmentalaction,the International
Outcomeproducedby a TurkishwithdrawaltransformsInto a domesticcost thatjustifies
Turkey'spreferenceover a strategythat Is suboptimalon the Internationalfront but Is
domestically 'ratified'.
In the last stage of the game we see Turkey moving again In the International board, this
time back to its dominant strategy A. it was said In previous sections of the chapter that
the final decision of both countries Is best explained as a resultant of the US Intervention
that gave the two countries incentive to leave the 1,1 box by rendering the cost of war
higher than the domestic cost that a cooperative move could yield. What makes Turkey$
decision to move back to Its dominant strategy an optimal decision on both the
International and domestic board, Is the estimation that under the US Influence. war
would cost more than a potential media punishment at this stage. It Is a rational decision
because It reflects a joint calculation of both the International and domestic Impact It
could have and In this case, It proved dominant on both fronts. Besides, as It Is shown In
the press coverage of this last stage of the crisis, the rationality In the government's
decision Is confirmed by the at least partial approval by the press.

To a largeextentthe governmentIs praisedfor showingdeterminationand the soluflon
of the game Is treated as a victory. This appraisalIs combinedwith some critical
commentsthat describecertainmovesof the government,such as the occupationof a
secondIslet,as Irrationaldecisions:and recognlsean exaggeratedamountof Umoand
deal
Wth.
Important
to
that
In
Issue
problems
there
effort
were more
was put this
while
Le. 'The governmentmust forget about Kardakand focus on the economyproblems'
(Milliyet,1/2).The press coverageat this stage of the game reflectsa combinationof
supportand oppositionto the governmentaldecisionand could be placedbetweenthe
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middle row boxes of the domesticgame matrix, as the outcomeof this nested game
doesnot proveharmfulfor the governmentat any point.
The Turkish government switched strategies twice In this crisis.
moving from an
Internationally optimal option to a
suboptimal one, to go back to Its dominant strategy
again before the end of the game. This shift appears to conform to domestic Interests as
shaped by the outcomes of the government's Interaction with the media, which explain
the selection of what appeared to be an Irrational move against Greece. The media
coverage In this case functions also as a tool of analysis of Turkeys decision-making
process during the crisis. This process reveals a coordination of the government's
Interests between the international and the domestic arena, and demonstrates the
government's consideration of the media coverage and the Impact this could have on the
Public perception of the situation when deciding upon a strategy.
6.6.2 The press coverage In Greece
Similar to the analysis of the Turkish domestic Interaction and press coverage of the
crisis, we will here Identify the preferences of the two players with the aid of the game
matrix of their Interaction depicted In Figure 6.9.
The preferences of the media develop on a basis similar to the preferences of the
Turkish press. The Greek newspapers are after the fulfilment of economic Interests that
would render strategy Ba preferred strategy since It could produce the desired
newsworthy stories. The preference over strategy B 13 enhanced by the party
preferences, at least for E. Typos that Is once again expected to criticise the
governmental policies. The outcomes B/A, BIB. A/B and C43 are obviously preferred
since they provide the highest payoff for the media. This contradicts the government's
preferences In the International game, given that Greece Is Interested neither In war nor
In negotiating.We also need to clarity that the added strategy 0 differs from strategy B.

The former Is the case in which the governmentIgnoresthe media covoragebut this
does not signifydefectionagainstthe adversarysinceTurkeyhas not yet madeIts first
move.The latter Is a strategythat addressesTurkey and IgnoresIts domandfor the
loweringof the flag. Therefore,while strategy0 Is the dominantone for the government
here, strategy0 pays off as low as strategyA that equalsde-escalation.Moreover,the
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matrixrevealsa discrepancybetweenthe preferencesof the GreekgovernmentIn the
domesticand In the Internationalgame. In its InteractionagainstTurkey,the dominant
strategyfor GreeceIs C, which howeverappearsto be the secondbest In the domestic
game.
Modla
Greece
0: Do nothing

A: Support

B: Oppose

(2-5)

4.1

1,3

A: lower the flag and
accept to negotiate

4,1

1.4

(2,5)

refuse to lower the
flag or negotiate

4.4

3.4

(3.5)

2.4

(3)

C: lower the flag and
refuse to negotiate

4.2

(3,75)
Figure6.9: The 1996media governmentInteractionIn Greece
-

Similar to the press In Turkey, the Greek newspapers covered the before- the- crisis
bargaining process reporting the territorial claims made in the verbal notes. On 270,
January E.Typos reports 'the territorial claim Turkey made over the Islet Is just
ridiculous'. It also openly Identifies the Greek government as responsible for the
unfounded claims by reporting 'the governmental dispersal gave Turkey the chance to
proceed with further provocations. Comparing to the Turkish press coverage this Is a
subtler frame, which however Implies an Issue that needs consideration. However, the
government decides to Ignore both the territorial claims and the press coverage. which
equals strategy 0, and places itself In the top right box of the domestic game matdx (1,
3). At this stage the government acts rationally and decides according to Its original
preferences.

Interactionas partof
The essencein identifyingthis earlystageof the media-government
the specificgame lies In the expectationthat the governmentshouldhaveof the media
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coverage that Is about to follow. That Is to say, considering the media's preferences and
Intentions especially In situations of Greek- Turkish tension, the Greek government
should be prepared for extensive media coverage of the Issue with Intense nationalistic
approach. Besides, this game the media and the government play Is repetitive not just in
terms of the specific crisis but within the context of at least one decade, given that It was
nine years earlier when the two actors were involved In a similar situation. In the 1987
oil-drilling crisis. By Ignoring the coverage and refusing to recognise the existence of the
problem, 'which might create further complications In the relationship with Turkey'
(Eleftherotypla,27/1), the government might make a rational move against Turkey, but In
domestic terms it Is a rather risky move, the outcome of which Is confirmed In the next
stage of the crisis and with the following move of Turkey.
On 281hJanuary Greece proceeds with the mobilisation of armed forces on the border
with Turkey. The decision is made after the detection of a patrol boat In the Greek
territorial waters and reflects a defensive move that Is Independent of the media frame.
The Greek government Is still acting rationally In the sense that It appears to respond to
the situation according to its international Interests. However, the specific decision
provides Incentive for a further Intensified media frame both on a diagnostic and
Prognostic basis. On 29h January Eleftherotypla reports 'The government Is very close
to a general mobilisation' and E. Typos queries 'how can Pang3103say there Is no
issue'? On the same day E. Typos emphasises 'the weakness the government showed
In handling the Initial Turkish provocation gave Ankara the green light to escalate the
crisis' and expresses the fear that 'there will be more Turkish provocations In the future'
and even 'future rearrangement of the continental sheir. Moreover, the Greek press
emphasises the need for the government to resist and follow an Intransigent policy
(Eleftherotypia,29/1). Given that the frame Is disseminated the same day as the Turkish
demand, It Is sensible to assume that it reinforces the International cost of Inaction and
formulates a domestic context in which any strategy other than direct confrontation
would be Immensely costly.

On 30'" January the Greek governmentrespondsby adopting strategy 0, which Is
for
Turl(ey's
following
Aegean,
preparations
In
the
Increase
forces
the
enhancedwith
of
war. It thereforemovesto the middlerow boxesIn the Internationalgamematrix,which
13the dominantstrategyas shownIn the domesticmatrix.but Is a suboptimalono when
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considered within the context of the government's International preferences. What Is
interesting to note though Is that the same strategy does not yet pay off either
internationally or domestically. The press maintains Its opposing and c4itical stance. On
the same day, apart from diagnosing an Imminent war, the Greek press continues to
predict further deterioration of the existing situation unless the government resists. E.
Typos speculates 'the government will lead the country to national defeat and
humiliation' and 'Turkey will turn to Thrace next', while Eleftherotypla conveys the
prognosis, 'Greece will be forced to commence negotiations not only for the Islet but the
whole region'. This Is a frame that obviously serves the media's Interests and has
generated an alarming climate In the country. Therefore the specific combination of
moves places Greece In the 1,1 box In the International game. since Turkey continues
to defect as well, and the 3,4 box In the domestic game, which demonstrates the payoff
the media get from disseminating this prognosis.
At this stage of the crisis the Greek government Is faced with the option to prepare for
war, which Is diametrically opposed to its original preferences, and the option to step
back, which even without accepting to negotiate, would be costly given the tense
atmosphere that prevailed In Greece that time. When the government decides to prepare
the fleet for a military confrontation on 31It January, it signalled an attempt to meet the
domestic expectations for a drastic move In order to avoid the verification of the
speculation regarding Turkey's future attempts for claims over the Aegean. What Is here
seen as an Irrational Greek decision - it was described as a spasmodic move even by
the media - that opposes the government's preferences and does not appear to
guarantee a payoff In either of the two arenas, signifies an effort to respond to a new
status quo created In Greece, which the media frame had reinforced. Within this new
situation any decision other than confrontation, even In the form of a war, would be
perceived as compromise and stigmatise the new government's handling of the countryis
foreign affairs. This was a lesson the Greek government had learnt from the past and
remaining firm to the defective strategy was the best response to the situation.
It is Interesting to see though that at this stage In the game, the Greek government Is
engaged In a strategy that although pays off more domestically than Internationally,it is
still not an optimal move since the media continue to criticlse, This might even explain
the Immediate strategy change once the US government Intervened. The government
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switchesto Its dominantstrategyC, as shownIn the matrix of the Internationalgame
(figure6.3), underthe same US pressureand conditionsas Turkey,even If that signified
a media 'punishment'and domestic payoff 2 against 4 for the media. Although the
specificdecisioncorrespondsto the government'sdominantstrategyand producesan
equilibriumsolution In the Internationalgame, It Is a decisionthat reflects a reduced
valueof the domesticcost. It Is howevera strategythat aims at avoidinga greatercost
that has beenImposedby the US government,and evenat escapingthe suffocatingring
that the media had createdin Greece.What makesthe Greek decisionto complywith
the US InterventionoptimalIs also the fact that at that specificstage In the game and
underthe prevailingatmosphereIn Greece,the government'ssole optionwas to go to
war againstTurkey. The US governmentofferedan optimalopportunityfor Greeceto
avoid the worst possible outcome, which turned Into more costly with the US
Intervention.
Similar to Turkey, Greece decides to compromise after a calculation of both the
International and domestic cost that a confronting strategy would have under the new
conditions Imposed by the US government. However, and this Is contrary to the case of
Turkey, the press continues to oppose the governmental strategy with a highly critical
frame, reporting 'It Is a national defeat', 'The government sold our national Interests', We
were humiliated' (E.Typos, 1/2), 1t Is a fact that the government was not at all prepared
to deal with such a crucial crisis and remained Isolated from the Intemational diplomatic
Circles' (Eleftherotypla, 1/2). Although, similar to the 1987 crisis, it Is E.Typos that
disseminates more severe criticism, In this cdsis both newspapers disapproved of the
government's handling of the situation. This Is another piece of evidence, analogous to
the Interview of Cesur Sert, of the media's Interests In disseminating critical and
opposing frames and their pursuit of controversy In their reporting, Independent of
Ideological Inclinations. This type of coverage that takes place after the conclusion of the
Crisis can be Identified as a 'blame frame', which reflects the process of attribution of
responsibility after a failure or a Crisis (Samaras, 2002: 8). Although blame frames are
mostly associated with the post coverage of armed conflicts, even In our example this
blame frame projects the Image of media that are powerful enough to Impose costs on
governmental decisions.
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Similar to the Turkish action, Greece moved around the game matrices until It
reached
the strategy from which It no longer had Incentive to deviate. This move represents an
attempt for the coordination of Its Interests on both the International arena, against
Turkey, and the domestic arena against the 'random' moves made by the media.
6.6.3 Summary of the media's strategic role In the 1996 Imla-Kardak crisis
and
comparison to the 1987 oll-drilling crisis
The second Greek- Turkish crisis features certain characteristics In relation both to the
action of the two governments and the press coverage that provide evidence of the
model's validity and the media's strategic Impact on the progress of the action.
With regard to the action taken by the two governments contrary to the first crisis, In
1996 they proceeded with what we earlier described as a seemingly suboptimal decision
and one that contradicted their preferences In the International game. That Is to say, the
two governments escalated the tension In a manner that seemed unreasonable. They
came closer to war than they had In 1987 and the absence of a concrete argumentation
added to the Inherent Irrationality, since the two players failed to Justify their actions to
the public. Therefore, the detection of what appeared as suboptimal decision-making In
the International arena by both governments provides Incentive to look for a linkage
between the International strategies and the media frames.

The presscoverageof the crisis also providesevidenceof a medla InvolvementIn the
handlingof the Issue by the two governments.Cesur Sert's testimonyconstitutesthe
confirmationof the media's pursuit of controversialIssues and their IncentivesIn
maintaininga critical approachto foreignpolicydecisionswith a view to meetingtheir
Interests. The former Joumalist of HUrriyetrevealed the extent to which. media
organisatlonsthat are considerablycontrolledby the state such as In Turkeycan go In
orderto reachtheir objectives.At the sametime, the severemediacriticismthe Greek
governmenthad to undergoonce the crisis was resolved.not only does reinforcethe
above observation,It also demonstratestheir power to convey public punishment.
Althoughthe Inferencesthese observationslead to, with regardto the media'spotential
In the coverageof politicalInteractions,have alreadybeenprovedand discussedin the
literature,the specificexamplesalso veritythe organisationof the media'sInterestsand
preferencesin the contextof a strategicaction,as shownIn the domesticgamematdx.
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As for the domestic games that were produced for the specific crisis, the first Indication
of strategic Influence they feature Is Inherent In the media diagnosis of a crisis before the
two governments have proceeded with an official move. This transformed the bargaining
game that had Initiated a month earlier and that remained tacit to a large extent, Into an
overt crisis. As shown in the respective domestic game matrices, the first Turkish move
to 'do something', which marked the escalation of the crisis, followed an Intense media
diagnostic frame. In Greece, the government chose to Ignore the press' calls for some
action and the criticism It received as a consequence, demonstrates the media and
public expectations that this Initial coverage of the Issue had generated.
In the second stage of the crisis one can notice a dramatic escalation of the tension with
the two governments choosing suboptimal strategies that were later on described as
spasmodic and that opposed their original preferences. The solution to the game was
given by an external Intervention that created a new status quo, according to which
withdrawing appeared as a better option to defecting. This new situation came to take
the Place of another status quo that was previously created by the media and that turned
war Into the only solution to the game, The endorsement with which the two countries
welcomed the US Intervention Is an Indication of their escape from a situation that
appeared to be rather Imposed to than decided on by them.
Perhaps the way to get the full picture of the media's strategic Impact In the progress of
this crisis Is by comparing Its effect with that of the US Intervention. The US government
developed a separate Interaction with each government. which Included a warning
regarding the Implications that confrontation and a war would have In each countrys
relationship with USA. This was an Initiative that clearly defined the outcome of the
game. Before the Intervention took place, another Interaction developed this time
between each country and the national press, which Included both a direct warning
have
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warning
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of
public!s perception of the governmental
that from the moment the media can directly or Indirectly Impose costs on the
government, they are causing strategic Implications.The media's diagnostid prognostic
frame provides some similarities with the US warning. On the one hand, the US
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governmentwarns about the harm that actioncan cause to the relationshipof each of
the two countrieswith USA.On the otherhand,the mediawarn aboutthe harmthat nonaction can cause to the relationshipof each of the two countrieswith the respective
audiences.The media Impose a cost that until the US Interventiontook place by
Imposingan even greater cost appearedto have guided the reaction the two
of
governments.Having Identified specific Instances In the 1996 crisis when the
governmentcould have consideredthe costs Imposedby press coveragebeforeacting
enhancesthe above observationand highlightsthe strategicImpactthat derivesfrom
this mediaaction.
The dimensionsof the media'sstrategicImpactcould be made more explicitthrougha
comparisonbetween the press coverageof the two crises. A significantinference
derivesfrom comparingthe framesemployedby the TurkishnewspapersIn 1987and In
1996.The differenceIn the Turkishpresscoveragefrom one crisisto the otherIndicates
a changeIn the degreeof state controloverthe media,and the replacementwith a new
formof controlsincefrom 1995the TurkishmediahavebeenIn the handsof new'rulers'
that were primarilyInterestedIn profit DoganTiliq describeshow withinthis new regime
readers could notice the press coverageswitchingfrom supportng to criticisingthe
governmentand vice versa.This InterchangeIn the framestowardsthe governmentwas
apparentlyInstigatedby the satisfactionor the dissatisfactionof the mediaownersdue to
the government'slack of response to their commercialneeds (Tilig, 2000:143). In
general,the 1987 press coverageembodieda certaindegree of exaggerationIn both
countries,regardingthe possibilityof war, which could have affectedthe evaluationof
the governmentaldecisions,but whichderivedfromInterestsmoreof an Ideologicalthan
Commercialdisposition.This becomesobviousalso from the fact that the discrepancy
betweenthe coverageof the two GreeknewspapersIn 1987Is replacedby a relatively
unanimousframein the 1996crisis.In the lattercasethe differencebetweenthe frames
of the two newspaperswas lying mostlyIn the Intensityratherthan the disseminationof
the criticismpor so.
Following the privatisation and commercialisationof media org3nisations first In Greece
and then In Turkey, the media proceed with a purposeful employment of certain frames.
which, In connection with the Impact on the public, affect the governmental strategy too.
The largely common frame that both the media and the government followed In 1987
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provides evidence of a much lesser strategic media Impact. What It does provide Is
confirmation of the way In which the new regime In 1996 might have also affected the
expectations the government had from the media, and It could justify the reasons that
although the Greek government did not seem to be affected by the critical coverage of
the opposition's newspaper In 1987, but was In 1996. This Is ultimately an outcome not
just of the consensus In the media criticism but also of the governmental expectations of
Implicationsthat such a media frame would have.
The analysis of the media
In
Interaction
the
two
the
two
cAses
and
government
countries reveals the media action and Impact as it was theorlsed In the beginning of the
analysis. The game - theoretic approach presupposeda certain degree of organisational
media structure and the pursuit of primarily economic Interests for a strategic media
Impact to take place. On this basis, the strategic action and Impact that was expected in
the 1996 crisis was confirmed, contrary to the 1987 case where a similar effect was not
anticipated and was not encountered either. This observation confirms the hypothesis
that a media strategic Impact is more likely to occur when the media convey economic
oriented and audience- driven frames. Moreover, the Investigation of the press coverage
particularlyof the 1996 Imia-Kardak crisis supports the hypothesis of the media acting as
an extemality. Their Interaction with the government produced a diagnosis and
prognosis that transformed an international decision Into a domestic cost. This
Influenced the way the government would originally evaluate the Impact of the same
decision and ultimately Influenced the outcome of the game as well.
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Discussion and Conclusions
Thereare two main objectivesthat the conductof the currentresearchaimedat fulfilling.
Firstly,In pursuitof a more systematicanalysisof the media-government
Interaction,It
soughtto develop a game-theoreticmodel that would explain the media behaviourIn
foreignpolicyand conflictsituationssystematically
and how this behaviourcouldresultIn
media effects In policy outcomes.Secondly,the Inquiry Includedthe testing of the
validity of the model by applying It to the Greek-Turkishterritorialcrises. Within the
frameworkof theory developmentand testing, the thesis theorlsed and sought to
demonstratethe media'sstrategicrole and strategicImpacton the progressof the two
Greek-Turkish crises: and to draw some generalconclusionsof the media'sstrategic
'performance'and Influenceon decision-making
processesduringsituationsof conflict.It
Is thereforea process that would ultimatelyclarify whether the model can accurately
Interactionsand whetherthe findingsallowfor furtheruse of
explainmedia-government
the modelfor the analysisof mediaeffectsIn a variationof cases.
The present chapter attempts to condense the findings of this research Into an
evaluation of the extent to which the above objectives were met. It Is an attempt for an
overall assessment of the media's role In foreign policy decision-making processes as It
develops from both the theoretical and empirical findings of the research, and for the
Identification of the contribution that these findings make In the wider theory of
communicationsand foreign policy.
The Contribution of Game Theory
How functional and realistic has the game-theoreticmodel proved In the Investigationof
the media-government Interaction and the pursuit of 8 unified media role In decisionmaking processes, In the domain of foreign policy? The employment of game theory for
the analysis of the media-government Interaction In the Greek - Turkish conflict has
Indeed Illuminated certain aspects of the Interactionthat justify the utility and Input of the
specific approach. Its contribution lies primarily In providing a very rigorous analysis of
the media- government Interaction, Incorporatingand highlighting the power Inherent In
the media frames In a systematic manner as well.
On a first theoretical level, the approach of the press coverago In terms of a strategic
Interaction between the media, the government and the public In the context of a 'nested
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game', allowed for a detailed structureof the governmentalmoves In relationto the
Impacttheywould have or, to put it differently,with the payofftheywouldyielda) against
the Internationaladversaryand b) towardsthe publicandwith the mediabeingIts source
of Information.It approximatedthe decision-makingprocess on two separate but
Interrelatedlevels and capturedthose key factorsthat would explainthe governmental
decisionsand the media's InvolvementIn them as well. In particular,with the old of
prospecttheory, the analysis permittedthe estimationof the Impact that the media
diagnosticand prognosticframe was expectedto have on the public!s perceptionwith
regardto the risk entailedIn the government'sdecisions. In fact the game-theoretic
modelhelpedtranslatethe mediaframesIntoIndicatorsof risk for the two governments;
whiletheir allegedImpacton the public'sperceptionof the situationand the risk entailed
In It, transformedthe media into sources of domestic cost and helped explain the
governmentaldecisions In relevance to this cost. Moreover, by approachingthe
governmentas a player that seeks profit maximisation,the game-theoreticmodel
highlighted the weight the governmentswould accord to the domestic cost and
consequently,It highlightedthe Importanceof the media as an Integral part In the
decision-making
processand as an actorof strategicrelevancefor the government.
To becomeeven more precise,the game-theoretic
modelunderscoredthe way In which
the media's diagnostic and prognosticframes and their appeal to the public could
generateexpectationsfor a specific governmentalreaction to the situationat hand.
These expectationsorganised a new status quo that differed from the status quo
generatedby the moves,decisionsand statementsof the two governments:the reason
was that It would embodythe domesticcost the governmentwould sufferIf It followeda
courseof actionthe mediaframeshad opposedto. The game-theoreticapproachdraw
the attentionto the government'sresponseto this now status quo as one that would
ultimatelyexplainany risky and apparentlyIrrationalmoves.The consciousresponseof
the governmentto this status quo would equal a consciousresponseto the media
framesand would demonstratethe strategicImpactof the media. That Is to say, the
media frames did not have to changethe perceptionthe governmenthad of the risk
entailedIn a given decision;but they would 'force' the governmentInto calculatingthe
media'sdomesticImpactbeforedecidinguponan action.
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On an empiricallevel and with Its applicationon the Greek-Turkishcrises,the gametheoreticapproachprovidedthe basis for a correlationand comparisonof the media
diagnosticand prognosticframe with the official decisions made by the Greek and
Turkishgovernment.This analysismanagedto detectIn the decision-making
of the two
governmentswhat the modelhad describedas 'suboptimal'decisions,and to Identifya
logicalconnectionbetweenthe makingof such decisionsand the mediadiagnosisand
prognosis. Critical and often dramatic media frames would In fact precede those
apparentlyspasmodicgovernmentaldecisions,which riskedjeopardisingthe countries'
nationalInterest. The significanceof the mediaframelies In the fact that,what appeared
as spasmodicor Irrationalon the basis of the politicalframingof the situationsand the
governmentalpreferencesshapedby that, begunto make sensewhen examinedIn the
frameworkof the nested game and In accordanceto the risk and cost the media had
Imposed.The game-theoreticanalysistraceda processthroughwhichthe governmenVs
risky decisions were explained and justified when the media frames and their
implicationson the public were also considered;and it did so by locating a 'hidden'
payoff for the government In the media frames and their Impact on the public!s
perceptionof the situationat hand.
The game-theoretic model has In other words provided a closer and more systematic
look Into the complexities that shape the media-governmentInteraction In the domain of
foreign policy and particularly In conflict situations. And these complexities have
revealed what the thesis defines as a 'strategic! media Impact on a theoretical basis.
This strategic nature of the media effects on the decision-making process has also been
proved empirically through the Investigation of the Greek-Turkish conflict. Chapter six
concluded with the observation that a strategic media Impact did Indeed take place In the
1996 crisis; while the same Impact was lesser in the one In 1987. The conclusion
confirmed the expectations for a strategic media action and Impact developed as part of
the game - model; and also confirmed the description of the Imla-Kardak crisis as a
'media war', since scholars and journalists In Greece and Turkey considered the media
responsible for creating fait accompli and leading the two governments to hasty moves.
The game-theoret1canalysis of the media - government Interaction has In this case
unfolded a rather complex Interaction that shed light on the media's power to
strategically Influence decisions and policy outcomes: and It drew the attention to cortain
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different conditions observed In the press coverage of the two crises. In fact, the context
of the Imla- Kardak crisis demonstrates the contribution of the game-theoretic approach.
The 1996 Imla-Kardak 'media crisis'
Within the framework of game theory, the analysis of the media-government Interaction
In the 1996 crisis justifies the media being amongst those forces that led to the
escalation of the tension between the two countries. There are three stages In which the
media could have turned the 'trivial' Issue that marked the beginning of the tension Into a
crisis.

9

Stage 1: while the two governments refer to the running aground of the Turkish boat

as an unimportant Incident, the Greek and Turkish press diagnose a crisis, speculate the
future Implications unless the respective government reacts drastically and suggest a
radical solution, without excluding the possibility of war.
9

Stage 2: the frame Is of course conveyed to the public, which, as It has already been

explained, relies on the press for Information about the countrys foreign affairs. It Is at
this stage that prospect theory proves useful In explaining the Implication that such a
media frame could have on the public's psychologyand perception of the situation, given
the absence of other Information sources. The Impact of the media frame 13Inherent In
promoting a certain problem definition and a cost for the government In Its relationship
with the adversary, unless the former acts drastically. According to the norms of
prospect theory, the power of the frame lies In making this specific problem and the
expected cost loom larger than It actually Is, In the eyes of the public. On this condition,
the public would then be expected to become risk acceptant. This would translate Into
becoming willing to accept a risk believing that failing to do so would result In certain
losses. Ultimately, the public would expect the government to act accordingly. It Is this
expectation that on the one hand the government Is aware of and on the other hand
translates Into what I have called a domestic cost for the government.
from
differs
the
that
Stage
faces
situation
3:
one
the
quo,
status
*
a
new
government
generated by the running aground of the Turkish boat. The new status quo represents
conditions according to which, accepting a limited defeat - such as. failing to show
response to the ongoing 'media crisis' - will amount to punishment at the polls. At this
stage, the government's decision to defect and further escalate the tension equals a
decision to accept a greater Internationalloss for a chance of no loss at all. and from the
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standpointof the Countr/s
nationalinterest it equalsan irrationalmove. However,what
mattersat tWs stage is that the
same decisionbecomesrational when seen from the
standpointof a Power-seeking
government.
It is the last
stage of this sequence of the media impacts that encompasses the whole
concept of the nested
game. It clearly demonstrates the media's role as an extemality
that develops
an interaction with the audience and the government. The outcome of this
interaction
would then influence the progress of a separate interaction, between Greece
and Turkey. Most important
the impact of this extemality is portrayed in the readiness of
the two governments
to take an international risk that would minimise the domestic loss.
The conscious
decision of the government to purposely respond to the new status quo
the media had
created, illustrates the government's adjustment to conditions generated
by the media
frames. which equals a strategic impact of the media.
The examination
of the press coverage of the 1996 lmia-Kardak crisis proves the
hypothesis
set in chapter six with regard to the media's participation in the escalation of
the crisis. But
the contribution of the game theoretic approach is further enhanced when
One considers the
1987
in
the
as
interaction
crisis
the
analysis of
media-government
well. Chapter
six set the hypothesis that the media's strategic impact defined by the
game-theorefic
approach was expected to take place on the condition that the media
frames
were Produced to serve economic purposes; this would also increase the
PossibilityOf
media Opposition to governmental policies and dramatisation of the events
during situations
of international crisis and subsequently the amount of pressure exerted
on the government
It is the comparison between the two crises that actually validates
this hypothesis.
as it reveals the correlation between critical coverage and the shift in the
media Ownership
and Preferences in the two countries. In Greece, the divided coverage
Ofthe 1987
crisis was replaced with a unanimously critical reporting that the government
received in 1996.
by
but
also
by
A partisan press was apparently replaced
a still partisan
an economically
and commercially shaped coverage that would employ an alarming
frame,
which would secure the
derives
mainly
The
observation
the
public,
of
attention
from the
coverage of the newspaper Eleftherotypia that, although was relatively well
disposed
towards the
the
official
disapprove
it
did
of
time,
in
that
government power at
moves and
along with the rest of the media, it intensified the domestic tense
atmosphere. In
Turkey. apart from the obvious motivations of the Turkish press, which
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admittedlyfabricated a 'flag war' for economicpurposes,the 1996 coveragefeatures a
certaindegree of criticismtowardsthe governmentthat was absent in 1987and can also
enhance economic forces that shaped both the coverage and its impact on the
escalationof the Imia-Kardakcrisis.
Given the state ownership of the media that prevailed in 1987 and the structure of the
game-theoretic model that was based on the media's organisational function, the
expectation for a strategic media impact occurring in the 1987 crisis was automatically
diminished. On the contrary, the highly commercialised interests of the media in 1996 in
both Countries and their pursuit of dramatic and audience - driven coverage, rendered a
media strategic impact more plausible. Hence, both the strategic impact detected in the
1996 crisis and the smaller media impact that the analysis identified in the 1987 oildrilling crisis are in line with the theoretical hypothesis set within the game-theoretic
framework. Interestingly, the detection of a possible impact that the exaggerated 1987
media frame could also have had on Ozal's protracted preference over a strategy that
appeared to jeopardise the countrys national interest, could add to the reliability of the
game-theoretic model as a way of understanding the media-government relationship.
Game theory has in this case pointed to two fundamental factors with regard to the
media's strategic action and impact. The first one is the importance of the domestic or
national cost for the government and the second one is the organisational structure of
the media, which is of course associated with the economic interests and objectives
reflected in the coverage of a given news story. These two factors represent standard
and universally acknowledged dynamics in democratic states. On the one hand, all
governments in democratic states are concerned with issues of national interest and
domestic cost, independent of international power and reputation. On the other hand, the
increasingly commercialised news media nowadays constitutes an open secret. The
in
given
entailed
the
or
cost
Power inherent in media frames to affect
risk, payoff
governmental decisions in association with their economic and organisational status
the
with
their
relationship
compose the media's profile as a strategic actor and
basis
the
this
On
basis
government as one that evolves on the
of profit maximisation.
media are integrated in the foreign policy process and are constantly on the point of
that
role
the
media
a
of
existence
affecting Policy decisions. This could therefore render
is cohesive and operates in all cases, plausible.
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This is an inference drawn from a comparison made between the two crises. The
employment of the Greek-Turkish conflict has also permitted a comparison between the
media-government interactions as they developed in the two countries and a comparison
between the coverage of the two newspapers within each country. The example of the
Greek-Turkish conflict could ultimately offer a more complete picture of the contribution
of the specific case study, also with regard to the deficiencies in the existing literature.
The Contribution of the Greek-Turkish paradigm
The garne-theoretic approach of the media-govemment interaction in the Greek-Turkish
conflict offered insight into the significance of the organisational and economic factor in
the news construction and the implication this could have on the government's
perception of risk in decision- making. At the same time, the two territorial crises
revealed how the economic preferences and interests of the media developed within a
specific Political and social context, which would define the relationship of the media in
each country with the respective government. There are certain features in the coverage
of the two cases that are characteristic of the specific socio-political environment within
which the media operate. Comparing the coverage of the two crises, one may notice that
the largely supportive frame of the Turkish press towards the government maintained in
both cases and the possibility of a highly critical coverage in Turkey remained small. A
few critical comments were identified in the reporting of the second crisis, but the press
would mainly approve of the governmental decisions. While in Greece, it was the
element of partisanship that was present in both crises, reflecting a 'practice' to which
the media in Greece would still stick on.
The Position and role of the media in the two countries is obviously shaped according to
norms that stem from the respective regime and political context and that would
ultimately determine the media's behaviour. On this respect, it is obvious that the
geographical context within which a media-government develops is associated with
certain political, social and cultural conditions that would effectively define the scope of
influence of the media on decision-making processes. Furthermore, the investigation of
the two Greek-Turkish crises underlines the importance of national sovereignty, the
sensitivity of the two players over territorial rights and their inclination to military
Operationsas a way of resolving their differences. The relationship of the two countries
is dominated by an obvious and intense nationalistic element that is apparently reflected
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in the coverageof both crises and in both countriesas well. It is logical that it would have
ultimatelyintensifiedthe pressureexertedby the media for a drastic action and solution.
It is particularlythe weight of the national cost that the Greek Turkish conflict draws
attentionto, the media framing of which could significantlyaffect the public's perception
and consequently, the government's decision to respond or not to the domestic
expectations.
The contextual factors on which the media's role is conditioned would also include
issues of ideology and political preferences of the media organisations as well, and of
course the news frames that such preferences produce. The element of partisanship that
prevails in Greece in both crises, underlines the importance of the ideological
inclinations of the media and the degree in which the media's strategic impact is
dependent on such inclinations as well. The difference in the party preferences the two
newspapers adhere to, resulted in the production of diametrically opposing frames,
especially in the 1987 crisis where there was no media impact the investigation of the
coverage of the 1996 crisis reveals the shift the
commercialisation of the news media has brought, which is reflected in the production of
a still partisanship, yet more unanimous media frame. It is especially the comparison of
crisis could detect. The

the Greek media system with the one in Turkey that confirms the importance of the
ideological preferences in the understanding of the media's role as conditional to specific
contextual factors. The largely undifferentiated line the two Turkish newspapers followed
throughout each crisis and the impact this is likely to have generated in both cases could
at this point be an indication of the more compelling effect a unanimous coverage could
become, in contrast to
a partisan press.
These observations signify how the media action and their potential for strategic impact
should be investigated within the given socio-political context in which the mediagovernment interaction develops. In this case, the media's intentions and purposeful
action is subject to a number of variables and dynamics that relate to the respective
Political and social environment, to the media's relationship with the respective
government and the structure that the respective media system acquires in this
environment. The examination of the two Greek- Turkish crises has of course highlighted
the Purposeful media behaviour, the conditions of national cost that this can generate
and have specified a causal mechanism showing why and how a given set of actors and
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factors could produce the media's strategic Impact, but they have done so within a fairly
specified context.
This would therefore underscore how the norms under which
media organisatlons
operate, will vary with time and place. This observation Is In line with the theories that
suggest a constantly evolving and fluctuating relationship between the media and the
government given the fact that the relationship Itself Is subject to the specific political,
social and cultural environment within which It grows. The Greek - Turkish crises have
come to demonstrate how the relationship between the two countries Is also defining the
relationship between the media and each of the two governments, and consequently the
context within which the media form preferences and make decisions.
The media as strategic actors: benefits and limitations
The game-theoretic approach has drawn upon the conditions of domestic cost that the
organisational structure of the media and the Implicationsof this structure on the shaping
of media frames could generate. With the empirical verification of this assumption
through the analysis of the Greek-Turkish connict. the model has provided an underlying
principle why the media should be regarded as an unwavering actor and factor In
decision-making processes In the domain of foreign policy. At the same time, the
Investigationof the Greek-Turkish paradigm has confirmed the significance of contextual
factors In the strategic action of the media In the making of foreign policy.
But even if the media's Impact cannot be perceived without reference to the
geographical and political context In which the media operate, the most vital contribution
of this investigation lies In demonstrating how the media's Impact can still occur
Independent of the policy context at hand. It Is particularly the causo-effect relationship
between media framing and governmental decision-making that offered Insight Into an
Interconnection between media frames and political frames that fluctuated throughout
the crisis. The approach of media frames as conveyors of dsk and domestic cost In a
strategic Interaction with the government revealed the fluctuation and often the
unpredictability of dsks, gains and costs for both the media and the govemment and the
way In which both players would adjust their moves and frames accordingly In an
attempt to maxlmlse their profit. In this context, the Interaction betwoen the media
frames and the moves of the two governments demonstrated tho speed at which the
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stakesIn a conflictsituationcan changeand can leadto successivepolicychanges.This
would effectivelyraise questionswith regard to the importanceof policy certaintyIn
preventingmediaeffectsto occur.
Let us be more precise. The issue of policy certainty Is basically raised by the CNN
effect debate as a prerequisite for the media effects to take place. As Robinson claims,
after having revisited the US Interventions In Kosovo, Rwanda and Iraq. despite the
existence of critical press coverage, the media were unable to alter the executive policy.
The finding supported the hypothesis that media Influence Is Implausible when policy
certainty exists (2001:119). If the same hypothesis were applied to the media's role In
the Greek-Turkish conflict, according to the theory of the CNN Effect the media's Impact
would occur only In the 1996 crisis and only In Greece. where both newspapers clearly
opposed the official handling of the situation. Moreover, considering the so- called
4spasmodic! decisions made by the Greek government the media's Impact would In this
case be explained as an outcome both of the critical framing and of the lack of a settled
policy as well. On this basis, the lack of an equally strong Impact In the 1987 crisis would
be attributed to the more carefully planned governmental strategies. Such an
explanation would however overlook the significance of the diagnosis and prognosis
frames
diagnostic
these
that
by
and
prognostic
the
the
conveyed
way
media and
transformed Into risk Indicators and cost generators for the government, through their
Implicationson the public's perception of the situation.
Even if we theorlse that the smaller strategic media Impact that was detected In the 1987
crisis, compared to the Impact In 1996, was due to the existence of greater policy
FIrsVy,
during
the
disprove
this
theory.
that
there
could
two
certainty,
arguments
are
1987 crisis In Turkey, Ozal's Insistence In a policy," which on the one hand contradicted
his own Initial framing of the situation and on the other agreed with the Medl3 frames, Is
In line with the concept of the strategic media Impact. Despite his settled policy, the
benefit
he
domestic
to
the
draws
decision
Irrational
attention
maintenance of a risky and
Importance
key
Is
NATO
by
Intervention
of
made
would gain from that. Secondly, the
here. It explicates the promptness In which situations change. or to put It differently, In
11It was explained In chapter six that Ozal Initially supported a peaceful handing of the Incident
but changed his approach and became more aggressive at a lima when the Turkish press was
strongly supporting a drastic response to Greece and a radical solution to the crisis.
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whichthe players'stakeschangeand more Important,the way In which playerstend to
adjusttheir decisionsand policiesto the new situations. On this basis,Ozal'sshift from
a risky strategyto a compromisewas a resultantof NATO'sInterventionand the cost
that this Interventionattached to his previous strategy. That shift Itself reveals the
unsoundnessof the settled policyargument.The argumentremainsInvalideven In the
case of the Greek government'spolicy,as there are more soundreasonsthat explain
the absenceof a mediaImpactIn 1987.Noneof the two newspaperssuggesteda policy
differentthan the one adoptedby the government;while the criticismconveyedby the
Opposition's
newspaperwas anticipatedandcamemostlyIn the aftermathof the crisis.
The 'setting' Is of course similar and perhaps more compelling In the 1996 case where
the two governments 'swayed' between three different situations from their original
framing of the Incident and respecVve preferences, to the status quo the media
generated and finally to the new circumstances that the US government created. Each
time there was a new force that gave the government Incentive to deviate from Its
previous strategy. What Is particularly Interesting to note Is that In each case the
governmental decision, which appeared Irrationalfrom the standpoint of the old situation,
was rational from the standpoint of the new one. The game - theoretic analysis showed
In this case how the constant succession of risks, gains and costs could make
apparently Irrational decisions look sensible. More Importantly, It explained why and how
the media are amongst the forces that may cause similar changes and give players
Incentive to deviate from their strategies fostering their ability to strategically Influence
the outcome of a crisis.
By resolving the Issue of policy certainty, the gamo-theoratic model provides a solid
argument with regard to the media continuous presence and plausibility of Impact on
decision-making processes In the domain of foreign policy, Independent of the policy at
hand. Moreover, by demonstrating the media's potential to be among the factors that
can cause policy shifts, the model provides evidence of the media's potenUalto affect
not just the process of foreign policymaking, but decisions and policy outcomes as well.
It therefore makes a step further than existing theories that emphasise a rather
Instrumental and tactical use of the media by politicians for the achievement of
diplomatic goals. It also overcomes the constraints of elite consensus and of a single,
consistent political frame that Hallin (1986) and Wolfsfeld (1997) have put forward as
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conditions that prevent media effects from occurring In conflict situations. And of course,
it Invalidatesthe Issue of policy certainty as Impedimentin the ability of the media frames
to cause policy changes. The game-theoretic model has 'erased' specific contextual
conditions Introduced by previous theories that outlawed the plausibility of media effects
In the making of foreign policy, creating scope for the formulation of a compound profile
of the media as a strategic actor.
The game-theoretic approach of the media-government Interacuon could be best
described as an attempt to expand O'Heffernan's 'Insider model'(1991) and his theory of
the co-evolution between the media and the government on a more general level. Given
that O'Heffernan has drawn upon the media's economic and commercial motivations as
a driving force in their selection and shaping of news stories and as a decisive factor In
their autonomy from the government, the present thesis demonstrates how these
motivations do not just render the media Independent actors but they also translate In
Impact on policy outcomes. The specific approach can even prove useful for the analysis
and understanding of political outcomes, when the media are Involved. For Instance, the
close and rigorous Investigation of the 1996 Imla-Kardak crisis media coverage shed
light on the motivations that led to that'Irrational war'. In this case, the media do not just
influence the political environment, but they can also create It
Nonetheless, It also needs to be clarified that by focusing on the media's purposeful and
economically oriented media action, the present model has In essence limited Its scope
in situations where the media are expected to operate under a StdCUyOrg3nisational
structure and within a competitive environment. The specific model presupposes the
government's Interaction with profit-seekingjournalists and has focused primarily on the
media's pursuit of 'exploitation' of and 'opposition' towards the govemmenL rather than
'Cooperation'with It. This Is also one of the reasons the specific model could function
more efficiently In situations of connict, which Incorporate specifications that could
The
decisions.
the
frames
governmental
that are critical and oppose
encourage media
functionality of the model for the investigation of media effects primarily In Situationsof
connict Is also due to the association of the media's Impact with expectations of
domestic/national cost for the government. This Is a variable the significanco of which Is
Interest
Is
the
In
Increase
In
at
to
national
reasonable
times of crisis and cases where
risk.
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Moreover,rationalchoiceand gametheorycomposea highlydemandingapproachthat
requires accurate knowledgeand calculationof the decision-makingprocess under
Investigation.This Is also a reasonwhy the specificmodel cannot surpasscontextual
factors that relate to the geographicaland politicalenvironmentwithin which a given
Interactionevolves.Therefore.the media'sstrategicrole Is Inevitably
media-government
dependent on the relevant soclo-political background, which should be fully
comprehended and thoroughly analysed.
This specification of the media's behaviour with regard to the given political, social and
cultural environment does not of course limit the potential of the game-theoretic model
for further application to additional cases. That Is to say, the model has highlighted the
media's Importance as generators of conditions for domestic cost a dynamic, the
Importance of which Is common to all governmental actors. Considering that all
governments are after maximising their own payoff, they become more likely to carefully
consider the media coverage before acting. The findings of this Investigation can enable
the reconsideration and re-evaluation of the media's role In previously investigated
International crises- for Instance, In humanitarian Interventions- and the InvestigaVonof
still unexplored cases. It Is an Initiative that could bring additional and until now unseen
media effects on the surface; and may ultimately offer a more accurate conceptualisation
of the media-government relationship In foreign policy altogether displaying the media's
power In Its true dimensions.
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